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 This qualitative study describes Saudi university graduates’ experience of choosing 
entrepreneurial careers and explores what personal and contextual factors shaped such process.  
It utilized Social Cognitive Career Theory (SCCT) as a foundation theory in this exploration 
procedure. Study participants were university graduates who were in the stage of running their 
own established business. Targeting these individuals provided a rich and practical knowledge 
about the phenomenon as they experienced the whole career process from the time of 
determining these career choice goals to the present time of successfully implementing them.  It 
also helped in recognizing the key factors influencing their career development journey. 
Study data was collected through semi-structured interviews to capture key (a) factors 
that had affected these individuals’ choice of entrepreneurial career, (b) supports and (c) barriers 
to pursuing their choices, and (d) methods they had used to cope with choice barriers. 
Investigating these four dimensions provides insights into understandings of the Saudi graduates’ 
career development (CD) process towards entrepreneurship. Study findings contribute new 
understanding of graduate entrepreneurs’ development through the lens of career theory and 
contribute to SCCT literature by employing it, probably for the first time, in the Saudi context. 
These findings could be utilized to serve several national purposes such as improving CD and 
human resource development (HRD) practices and better equip potential graduate entrepreneurs 
with the knowledge and skills to make effective career choices related to launching a company. 
They could also contribute to HRD research as there is an emerging interest in studying young 
entrepreneurs as a special group of leaders among HRD scholars.  
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
Background and Context 
There is a growing interest among university students towards establishing and starting a 
company after graduation in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). Recent studies have shown 
that young adults have a strong inclination to select and pursue entrepreneurial careers after 
graduating from college (Almobaireek & Manolova, 2012; de la Vega et al., 2017; Obschonka, 
Hakkarainen, Lonka, & Salmela-Aro, 2016), especially in technology and e-commerce markets 
(Eesley, Roberts, & Li, 2016). These entrepreneurial careers may include establishing new 
business ventures or developing existing ones; however, the students’ interest could be seen in 
different types of entrepreneurial activities prior to the establishment of a formal business. 
Entrepreneurial interest appears clearly when some of these students and graduates 
employ social media (e.g., Instagram, Twitter) as a communication channel to reach possible 
customers to provide a professional service or market a new product (see Akhter & Albalawi, 
2016; Alharethi, 2016; Alkhowaiter, 2016), while others prefer to develop their own websites or 
mobile applications to provide such services or products. Such generation believes that starting-
up these types of businesses can be accomplished with their limited personal resources, and later, 
they can receive financial assistance through governmental, private, or international 
organizations that fund small business (Kalyani, 2015; Ukpere, Slabbert & Ukpere, 2014).  Saudi 
examples of such belief are the following start-ups owned by recent university graduates: 
Lucidya company, a Saudi social media analytics service, funded in 2017 by Microsoft company; 
and Dokkan Afkar company, a Saudi-based ecommerce platform, funded in the same year by 
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Saudi government agency called Riyad Taqnia Fund.  These examples emphasize that this recent 
interest in entrepreneurial careers is not just among these young adults but also other parties. 
The KSA has recognized the importance of entrepreneurial careers (e.g., establishing 
small and medium enterprises) as a vital contributor to the health and diversification of its 
economy. The government expressed in their new initiative, the 2030 Vision, a commitment to 
encourage an entrepreneurial culture and change youths’ perceptions about national careers 
possibilities. It presumes that changing these perceptions are central in changing these 
individuals’ ambitions (Barnett, 2015). Such presumptions are aligned with the national findings 
of recent Global Entrepreneurship Monitor’s (GEM) report that the Saudis show “high levels of 
self-perception about entrepreneurship, which constitutes a positive starting point for developing 
entrepreneurial activity” (de la Vega et al., 2017, p. 40). That is, there are governmental efforts 
attempting to promote entrepreneurial careers among young people along with helping them to 
achieve them. 
More national career development and entrepreneurship initiatives have emerged recently 
to balance educational outcomes with local market demands.  Such governmental strategies aim 
to support the increasing number of newcomers to the local market, especially those graduated 
from universities. According to the Minister of Labor and Social Development (MLSD) 2015 
report, there are roughly 400,000 citizens entering the labor market annually in KSA, and 42% of 
them end up without a job. Another national report indicates that the number of graduates from 
all levels of higher education were about 204,000 in 2015 (SAMA, 2016). 
Some researchers claimed that such unemployment issues could be due the lack of 
national career development and entrepreneurship policies and initiatives (Idris & Ahmed, 2016; 
Madhi & Barrientos, 2003; Taibah & Kattan, 2015).  Such claims are supported by the measures 
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of some international agencies such as International Centre for Career Development and Public 
Policy (ICCDPP; see Taibah & Kattan, 2015) and GEM (see de la Vega et al., 2017).  
On a five-level evaluative scale from the ICCDPP, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was 
ranked at the second level, with five being the highest in the scale, for providing career 
development initiatives for its nationals (Taibah & Kattan, 2015).  Getting such a low rank 
encourages MLSD to partner, through its agency human resource development fund (HRDF), 
with international research and consulting organizations to analyze CD-related issues and 
develop national strategies accordingly.  In 2014, HRDF partnered with Harvard Kennedy 
School to design evidence-based policies, with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to 
leverage big data and enhance the government’s understanding of how nationals are utilizing CD 
services, and with Miles Morgan, an Australian consultant firm, to develop a national career 
development competency model. 
Taking a closer look at one of these partnerships could provide more insights of the 
national efforts.  HRDF enlisted Miles Morgan to develop a national competency framework for 
career education and development (MLSD, 2015).  The development of this framework is based 
on: (1) reviewing the literature to come up with the best practices in career guidance, and (2) 
analyzing the Saudi context via (a) interviewing key stakeholders and policy makers from a wide 
range of related governmental and industrial agencies, and (b) conducting workshop programs 
that target students, job seekers, service providers, employers, employees, teachers, student 
advisors, and representatives from across the education system.  This framework identifies ten 
competencies, which are grouped into four areas: self-awareness, exploring career options, 
decision-making and career building.  It aims to help CD practitioners to better equip national 
youth with fundamental skills and knowledge to make effective career choices.  As an 
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implementation of this framework, an online career education and guidance services initiative 
called Subol was lunched in 2017, where all stakeholders including recent graduates can access a 
set of information and tool related to national careers.   
 For those who are interested in entrepreneurship as a career path, the government also 
provides further initiatives through its new agency Monsha’at, the General Authority for Small 
and Medium Enterprises established in 2016 (SAMA, 2016).  The goal of these initiatives is to 
provide the essential support for potential and existing entrepreneurs through: (1) developing 
personal skills and abilities relevant to their business idea, (2) knowing how to access investors 
and sources of startup funding, and (3) gaining proper counseling (e.g. governmental regulatory 
procedures, experiences of senior entrepreneurs).  An example of Monsha’at’s latest initiative is 
an interactive annual conference, called Biban.  This conference was founded in September 2017 
to serve the three previous objectives and to spread the entrepreneurial culture among all 
citizens, particularly young adults.  Among the 68,472 attendees of 2017 conference, 53% sought 
to develop a business idea, 29% intended to start a new business, and 18% desired to expand 
existing enterprises.  Such national initiatives might contribute to influencing young adults’ 
perceptions about entrepreneurial career choices even when these initiatives are still new and 
their long-term impacts cannot be measured yet (e.g., give young adults a more realistic outlook 
towards self-efficacy beliefs and expectations versus the realities of the market; see Barnett, 
2015; GEM report by de la Vega et al., 2017). 
Problem Statement 
As the KSA grows its college graduate population and encourages entrepreneurial 
culture, the level of self-perceptions of entrepreneurship among recent graduates is increasing.  
According to the GEM (2017) report, 81% of the adult population considered establishing a 
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business to be a desirable career choice; 78% deemed that successful business owners are 
respected and hold a higher social position; 73% assumed that launching a new business is not 
difficult; and 61% perceived businesses as a vital contributor to solving social problems (de la 
Vega et al., 2017).  This report suggests that Saudis indicate a positive awareness of 
entrepreneurial opportunities and benefits. 
Even with knowing such facts, the number of university graduates who establish their 
own enterprises in the local market is considerably low.  Alshumaimeri et al. (2012) surveyed 
1,209 national small and medium enterprises (SME’s) and found that only 24.5% of the owners 
held bachelor's degrees or higher, and about 8.9% of them were under 35 years of age.  
Noticeably, there is a gap between graduates’ entrepreneurial intention and the reality of 
implementing such career goals.  In other words, statistics show a very low proportion of 
university graduates establish a company.  This phenomenon may be due to the unstable, 
competitive, and risky nature of entrepreneurship, where 79.8% of Saudis prefer the opposite 
(i.e., working in a non-competitive environment; de la Vega et al., 2017).  It may also be due to 
the severe shortage in national programs that are concerned with entrepreneurs’ CD to overcome 
practical barriers.  Thereby, based on the presented data, this reluctance among graduates to 
pursue entrepreneurial careers needs further investigation via career development theories.  
Few recent studies utilized career choice-related theories to examine factors affecting 
university students and graduates’ entrepreneurial career choice (e.g., Lanero, Vázquez & Aza, 
2015; Pfeifer, Šarlija, & Susac, 2016); but neither of them were conducted in KSA.  These 
research efforts align with the recommendation in the literature that the research of 
entrepreneurial inclination should focus on the exploration and analysis of factors affecting 
related career choice actions.  These factors are seen to be more relevant than the prediction of 
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intentions in order to gain better understanding of this phenomenon (Soutaris, Zerbinati & Al-
Laham, 2007; Lanero et al., 2015).  This recommendation is consistent with the SCCT theorists' 
claim that the role of contextual factors in forming and influencing a career choice remains 
complex (Lent, Brown, & Hackett, 2000). 
In the Saudi context for instance, “more recently an entrepreneurial education has been 
slowly implemented in some colleges and universities, and is beginning to deliver results” (de la 
Vega et al., 2017, p.43).  Aloulou (2017) claims that there is a lack in measuring the impact of 
such educational programs, as a contextual factor, on university students’ intentions and 
behaviors of starting a business after graduating.  In his recent study of 151 Saudi university 
students, he found that individuals, who took an entrepreneurial course, were committed to 
starting a business and perceived “that they have the needed skills to accomplish more 
entrepreneurial tasks” (p.16).  Souitaris and his colleagues support such finding by concluding, in 
their longitudinal study of two major European universities, that educational programs are a 
source of inspiration that trigger and change students’ emotions and mindsets towards 
entrepreneurial career choice (Souitaris, Zerbinati & Al-Laham, 2007, p. 585).  These findings 
highlight the importance and influence of one contextual factor on the process of developing an 
entrepreneurial career choice.  The obvious question is what other important factors have an 
impact on the entrepreneurial career choice of university students and graduates in KSA.  
Conducting an in-depth study could help in answering such questions and build an 
understanding of the career development needs of graduate entrepreneurs.  Some researchers 
indicate that more in-depth research efforts are needed to study the graduate start-up intent 
phenomenon (see Nabi, Holden & Walmsley, 2006; Soutaris et al., 2007) and to study the 
development of entrepreneurs as adult learners and special group of leaders (Lee & Wang, 2017).  
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Fouad and Arbona’s (1994) following statement supports previous claims and highlights the 
complexity of developing a career choice. It agrees with Lent, Brown, and Hackett (1994) that a 
career choice is an outcome of the continuous mutual interactions between personal 
characteristics and the surrounding environment: 
Because the person and the environment affect each other in complex and reciprocal 
ways, conducting research from the perspective of the developmental-contextual model 
requires longitudinal and qualitative methodologies that allow for the observation and 
description of people’s interactions with their environment.  (p. 102) 
It is necessary, in this respect, to conduct a comprehensive study investigating this phenomenon 
of entrepreneurial career choice within the context of college graduates in KSA. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this qualitative study is to understand university graduates’ experiences in 
choosing entrepreneurial careers.  This study, particularly, targets the experiences of those who 
are in the stage of running their own established ventures (i.e., Owner-manager of an established 
business; see figure 1) to investigate the historical development of such a career choice process.  
Targeting these individuals can best provide a practical knowledge about the phenomenon as 
they experienced the whole career choice process from the time of determining these choice 
goals to the present time of successfully implementing them and having a company for more 














The following research questions are explored to serve the study purpose: 
1. What factors affected graduates’ choices of entrepreneurial careers? 
2. What environmental supports and barriers influenced the process of pursuing these career 
choices? 
3. What methods had these individuals used to cope with choice barriers? 
Theoretical Framework of the Study 
The process of answering these research questions was guided by the Social Cognitive 
Career Theory (SCCT; Lent, Brown, & Hackett, 1994), defined in Chapter Two, as a theoretical 
foundation.  SCCT is a well-established theory and promising approach for understanding how 
individuals make and pursue career choice (e.g., Ali & McWhirter, 2006).  It has been employed 
by many empirical studies many of which have been concerned with the population of university 
students and graduates (e.g., Larson et al., 2010), and some recent studies concerned with 
Figure 1: Model of Business Phases and Entrepreneurship Characteristics Represented in GEM. Reprinted 
from D. Kelley, S. Singer & M. Herrington (2015). Global entrepreneurship monitor 2015/2016 global 
report. Global Entrepreneurship Research Association 
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exploring entrepreneurial career choice of such population (e.g., Lanero et al., 2015; Pfeifer et 
al., 2016).  Thus, SCCT will be utilized in this qualitative study to identify and capture the major 
factors affecting Saudi university graduates’ career decision-making process towards 
entrepreneurial careers. 
Significance of the Study 
This study is significant for both research and practice of career development (CD) and 
entrepreneurship.  It contributes in bringing new understanding of university graduate 
entrepreneurs’ development through the lens of CD theories.  It expands the current qualitative 
research investigating the process of entrepreneurial career choices and forms a basis for 
conducting future quantitative studies that examine its findings of contextual influences and 
coping strategies.  It implicates the entrepreneur’s career-related learning and decision-making 
processes as part of career development practices in Saudi Arabia.  
Utilizing CD theory in this study provides another angle of understanding to the graduate 
entrepreneurial development phenomenon, especially in the Saudi context.  Its findings support 
the results of recent studies utilizing SCCT (e.g., Lanero et al., 2015; Pfeifer et al., 2016) in 
capturing personal and contextual factors affecting university students’ entrepreneurial career 
choice process.  Findings also provide a different comprehensive grasp of this CD process, as it 
is the first time utilizing such theory in Saudi entrepreneurship literature. 
This study contributes to the increasing number of qualitative studies exploring 
graduates’ entrepreneurial career choices.  It also responds to several calls for research in this 
limited research field (Berglund, 2007; Nabi et al., 2006).  This study’s findings could lead to 
further research investigating the impact of emerging contextual factors that shape graduates’ 
process of entrepreneurial career choices.  These factors could be examined and tested on a large 
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scale to ascertain the extent to which they affect the development of potential Saudi 
entrepreneurs.  The results of such an examination could be generalized towards helping 
policymakers make practical decisions that are more related to these individuals' career needs.   
This study connects entrepreneur’s career-related learning and decision-making processes 
to CD and human resource development (HRD) practices in Saudi Arabia.  CD and HRD 
practitioners can utilize this study’s findings to improve their practices and better equip potential 
entrepreneurs with the knowledge and skills to make effective career choices.  Participants’ 
coping strategies, for example, can be used in career guidance sessions to help potential 
entrepreneurs to overcome similar obstacles.  Such strategies could inspire these individuals to 
launch a successful business, which could positively affect the national economic growth.  
Limitations of the Study 
This study had some limitations due to the nature of its qualitative design methodology.  
The sampling included a small group of university graduate entrepreneurs, which made the 
generalizability of the findings unrealistic to apply to the entire Saudi graduate entrepreneur 
population.  It was also expected that some participants might not be willing to provide enough 
information to sufficiently answer the research questions.  Some of them might fear disclosing 
sensitive information that could affect their business or reputation as business owners and 
individuals.  Another limitation was when participants mentioned more information than what 
was needed to address the question being asked.  This reluctance could also be related to critical 






In the next chapter, a review of the literature related to the development of 
entrepreneurial career choice is presented.  This review provides a historical overview of CD 
theories followed by a discussion of entrepreneurship and related theoretical frameworks of 
entrepreneurial careers.  This discussion includes two sections that highlight critical factors 
influencing the development of university students and graduates’ entrepreneurial career choice 
in previous research.  In the third chapter, I provide a breakdown of the methodological structure 
of the study, description of its site and participants, and procedures used to collect and analyze 
the data.  The fourth, fifth and sixth chapters presented the study findings while chapter seven 
summarize these findings, discuss their link to the past literature, and suggest implications for 
theory, research and practice. 
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Operational Definitions of Terms 
1. Personality: A psychological feature that represents an individual’s static traits as well as 
dynamic characteristics (John, Naumann, & Soto, 2008).  
2. Self-efficacy: A set of self-beliefs that influence individuals’ behaviors necessary toward 
a particular domain (Lent et al., 1994). 
3. Interests: The expression of personality in daily activities, such as where individuals 
enjoy spending their time or recreational activities they prefer to participate in (Holland, 
1997).  
4. Entrepreneurial career development: This term is defined as a developmental process 
where individuals are being more proactive and creative in learning new skills, especially 
those related to risks-taking, and in pursuing their career goals through recognizing 
opportunities and building related-social networks (Reimers-hild, 2010). 
5. Choice goals: The developed choices an individual intends to make toward educational 
and/or occupational goals in which he/she is interested (Lent et al., 1994). 




REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In the wise choice of a vocation, there are three broad factors: (1) a clear understanding of 
yourself, your aptitudes, abilities, interests, ambitions, resources, limitations, and knowledge of 
their causes; (2) a knowledge of the requirements, conditions of success, advantages and 
disadvantages, compensation, opportunities, and prospects in different lines of work; (3) true 
reasoning on the relations of these two groups of facts.  
 
~ Parsons, 1909, p. 5 
Historical Overview of Career Choice and Development 
The concept of CD is defined as “a lifelong, continuous process of developing and 
implementing a self-concept, testing it against reality, with satisfaction to self and benefit to 
society” (Super, 1951, p. 282).  It emerged in the 1950s and was known prior to that time as 
vocational guidance (Pope, 2000).  It is rooted in Parsons’s (1909) idea of matching an 
individual’s characteristics (e.g., interests and abilities) with career requirements through 
guidance (Brown, 2002; McDonald & Hite, 2016).  Nowadays, Parsons’s idea is seen in the 
literature as a basis of most career theories (Herr, 2001; Moore, Gunz, & Hall, 2007; Pope, 
2002).  Holland's (1997) theory of associating personality types with work environments, for 
instance, is considered a modern revival of Parsons’s matching idea (Hershenson, 2009).  His 
hexagonal model of career choice (Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and 
Conventional) is a key pillar of many interest inventories in research and practice (McDonald & 
Hite, 2016).   
CD theories that emanated from Parsons's idea of matching are called content theories 
(Hall, 2002).  They focus on understanding the variables that affect individual “career 
experience, factors that lead to certain career choices and behaviors, as well as the outcomes of 
those choices and behaviors” (Hall & Heras, 2012, p. 510).  These theories aim to help 
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individuals in the process of career selection through three basic principles: having a clear self-
understanding, recognizing what different careers require, and coordinating these two factors 
together to determine a suitable career (Parsons, 1909).  Like Parsons, content theory scholars 
operate on the idea that everyone has the right and the freedom to choose whatever career he or 
she wants and not the one imposed by the environment (e.g., working at a family farm). 
In the 1950s and 1960s, another school of thought emerged in CD and disagreed with the 
logical matching of individual and environmental characteristics.  Developmental psychologists 
in this school believe that CD, in general, and career choice, in particular, constitute a 
longitudinal process that evolves over time and cannot be understood as a phenomenon only by 
the matching model proposed by content theorists (Hershenson, 2009).   
CD theories that emanated from this school are called process theories (Hall, 2002).  
Donald Super (1980), for instance, is one of the most famous psychologists of this process 
school.  He proposed a CD model based on stages and roles of life where the self-concept 
develops.  That is, each dimension of an individual's CD journey becomes more mature as this 
individual grows and takes on different roles and responsibilities.  Super (1976) explained 
different characteristics of a career, in the following statement, such as total pattern of self-
development and being person-centered: 
The course of events which constitutes a life; the sequence of occupations and other life 
roles which combine to express one’s commitment to work in his or her total pattern of 
self-development; the series of remunerated and non-remunerated positions occupied by a 
person from adolescence through retirement, of which occupation is only one; includes 
work-related roles such as those of student, employee, and pensioner together with 
complementary avocational, familial, and civic roles. Careers exist only as people pursue 
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them; they are person-centered. It is this last notion of careers, “they exist only as people 
pursue them,” which summarizes much of the rationale for career guidance. (p. 4) 
In another context, Ginzberg (1984) supported the longitudinal process of CD 
development by arguing that an individual's view of career choice is refined and determined 
whenever he or she enters different stages of life.  Thus, he viewed career choice as "a lifelong 
process of decision making for those who seek major satisfaction from their work.  This leads 
them to reassess repeatedly how they can improve the fit between their changing career goals 
and the realities of the world of work” (p. 180). Ginzberg and his colleagues (1951) noted, in 
another study, that the process of individual maturation in career decision making goes through 
three stages (Ginzberg, Ginsburg, Axelrad, & Herma, 1951; Hall & Heras, 2012).  The first stage 
is called fantasy choice, when individuals, aged between three and 11 years, imagine the kinds of 
careers they want to engage in when they grow up.  In the second stage, called tentative choices, 
individuals aged between 11 and 16 years begin to think seriously about future careers by 
considering their interests, then thinking gradually of abilities and values as criteria for accepting 
or excluding careers.  The third stage is called realistic choices when individuals, aged beyond 
17 years, begin to make specific career decisions (Hall & Heras, 2012).  This third stage involves 
three periods: exploratory, crystallization, and specification.  In the exploratory period, 
individuals examine different career options; the crystallization period follows, where these 
individuals narrow down these career options; and finally, in the specification period, the final 
decision is made and these individuals become more committed towards actions.  The realistic 
career choices stage is an ongoing process during one’s adulthood where a series of career 
decisions are developed to form a career path (i.e., career development; Brown, 2002). 
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The combination of the career content approach and the career process approach in 
analyzing career choices might strongly contribute to a deeper understanding of the what and 
how of CD.  Hall and Heras (2012) reinforced this by pointing out that content theories do not 
give us a comprehensive picture of why and how people choose their careers despite the 
important role of these theories in understanding the factors influencing career choices.  Some 
researchers agreed with such claim by defining careers as (a) unique to each individual, (b) 
created by the person’s choice and decision, (c) dynamic and unfold throughout one’s life 
journey, (d) integrated entities of prevocational and postvocational considerations, and (e) 
interrelated with one’s other life roles in family, community and leisure” (Chen, 1998, p. 439; 
Herr & Cramer, 1992).  All of these career features might be better understood by using these 
two approaches together.  Such understanding could be effectively utilized in helping individuals 
determine the most appropriate future careers that match their personalities, including 
nontraditional and risky career choices such as entrepreneurship.  
Entrepreneurship as a Career Choice 
To understand the concept of entrepreneurial careers, one must first discuss the term 
entrepreneurship and the reason why it rarely appears in CD literature.  Entrepreneurship is 
implicitly discussed in different contexts as a developmental process for individuals toward 
future career goals.  It is overlooked and not explicitly described as a career or career choice due 
to various beliefs among researchers about its nature (Dyer, 1994; Nabi, Holden, & Walmsley, 
2006).  For instance, entrepreneurship literature views it as a temporary period that ends when 
the enterprise is established.  Career theorists, on the other hand, prefer to discuss more stable 
careers such as legal advocacy and managerial careers within an organization (Dyer, 1994).  As a 
result of such beliefs, it is rare to find CD studies that consider aspects related to either 
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entrepreneurship or entrepreneurial development in spite of the attractiveness of the field to 
social scientists (Obschonka & Silbereisen, 2012). 
Entrepreneurship as a future career choice (i.e., entrepreneurial career choice) was 
redefined as entrepreneurial intention (Nabi et al., 2006), which is a person’s desire and 
commitment to start his or her business in the future (Krueger, 1993).  It is situated in the first 
stage of the entrepreneurial developmental process before potential entrepreneurs legally 
establish their own businesses (Krueger & Brazeal, 1994; Reynolds et al., 2004).  Its importance 
relies on a recent view of potential entrepreneurs and their developmental process as a central 
unit of investigation among researchers (Obschonka & Silbereisen, 2012; Zapkau, Schwens, & 
Kabst, 2017), especially in the higher education context (Davey, Plewa, & Struwig, 2011; 
Pfeifer, Šarlija, & Susac, 2016).  These developmental processes include four stages as presented 
by GEM in figure 1: (a) potential entrepreneur stage, (b) nascent entrepreneur (i.e., who is 
actively engaged in setting up a business, 0 to 3 months old), (c) owner-manager of a new 
business (from 3 months to 3.5 years old), and (d) owner- manager of an established business 
(more than 3.5 years old; Kelley, Singer & Herrington, 2015). 
Understanding the development of entrepreneurial career choices of university graduate 
entrepreneurs is critical.  Entrepreneurial career choices are driven, as any other career-related 
behaviors, by an ongoing interaction between personal characteristics and the surrounding 
environment (Bandura, 1977; Super, 1951).  They could be explained by knowing what 
motivates people to be entrepreneurs.  These motivational triggers could be traced back to 
childhood to understand how career choices are developed over time as explained by 
aforementioned career process theorists.  Obschonka and Silbereisen (2012) supported the claim 
that an entrepreneurial mindset in adulthood is an outcome of early personal characteristics in 
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childhood and adolescence (see their proposed Life Span Model of Entrepreneurial 
Development, figure 2).  
Others tend to investigate the development of entrepreneurial career choices by adapting 
a career content approach.  They focus on examining the key factors that lead to certain 
entrepreneurial career choices and behaviors.  Example of models fall under this category and 
concern with studying the entrepreneurial career phenomenon is such as Dyer’s (1994) Theory of 
Entrepreneurial Careers (TEC).  TEC aims to provide a comprehensive framework of 
entrepreneurial careers by examining four major components: “(a) the antecedents that influence 
career choice; (b) career socialization; (c) career orientation; and (d) career progression, which 
outlines the primary dilemmas that affect entrepreneurial roles from entry to exit from the 
career” (Dyer, 1994, p. 8).  The TEC model assumes that all factors influencing entrepreneurial 
career-related behavior (e.g., choices) have either an individual/psychological or environmental 
 
Figure 2. Life Span Model of Entrepreneurial Development. Reprinted from M. Obschonka & R. K. 
Silbereisen (2012). Entrepreneurship from a developmental science perspective. International Journal of 
Developmental Science, 6(3), 107-115.  
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(i.e., social, educational/professional, and economic/societal) basis.   
Social cognitive career theory (SCCT; Figure 3; Lent et al., 1994) is considered as a 
combination of both schools of CD theories: process and content (Patton & McMahon, 2014).  It 
can contribute in providing a deeper understanding of the what and how of CD because it takes 
into account both content (characteristics of the individual and the context), and process (their 
development and the interaction between them).   
It brings together common elements identified by earlier career theorists— especially 
Super, Holland, Krumboltz, and Lofquist and Dawis—and seeks to create a unifying 
framework for explaining how people (a) develop vocational interests, (b) make 
occupational choices, (c) achieve varying levels of career success and stability, and (d) 
experience satisfaction or well-being in the work environment. (Brown & Lent, 2013, p. 
115)  
Figure 3. Social Cognitive Career Theory. Reprinted from R. W. Lent, S. D. Brown, & G. Hackett (1994). 
Toward a unifying social cognitive theory of career and academic interest, choice, and performance. 
Journal of Vocational Behavior, 45, 79-122. 
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SCCT was designed specifically to elucidate how career choices develop and turn into 
actions (Lent et al., 1994).  SCCT is a comprehensive theoretical framework that emerged from 
Bandura’s (1986) Social Cognitive Theory and emphasizes career-related choice behavior as a 
natural product of the continuous interactions between personal characteristics and the 
surrounding environment.  Consequently, SCCT highlights relationships among personal and 
social-contextual variables, and their relationships with other variables such as self-efficacy 
beliefs and career choice goals (see Figure 3).  That is, choice “goals are assumed to influence 
the development of self-efficacy, while self-efficacy and outcome expectations, in turn, affect the 
goals that one selects and the effort expended in their pursuit” (Lent, Brown, & Hackett, 2002, p. 
263).  For instance, if someone chooses to be a lawyer (choice), this career will encourage this 
person to engage in practices on virtual cases.  Working such cases over and over could increase 
the aspiring lawyer’s self-confidence (self-efficacy) in pursuit of this career choice.   
Such basic interaction can help to explain and interpret crucial interplay between career-
related contexts, cognitive and interpersonal factors, and environmental factors that influence 
career choice (Lent et al., 2002, p. 256).  It appears clearly in students’ decision-making process 
of determining their realistic career choices (e.g., academic majors, entrepreneurial future 
careers), taking into account the role of social norms (e.g., perceived support and/or pressure 
from family) in such a process.  That is, closely examining SCCT aspects may inform people 
about the complex nature of career construction, and may enhance their skills to overcome 
career-related challenges.  In summary, this framework has been utilized mostly in higher 
education to understand the overlap between personal attributes and contextual factors (e.g., 
situational, educational, and social) in forming and shaping students’ future career choices, 
including entrepreneurial ones (e.g., Pfeifer et al., 2016). 
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Personal Attributes in the Career Choice Process  
As increasing attention has been given to the self and personal attributes (i.e., personality) 
in student CD literature, this section highlights some pivotal related factors affecting the 
formation of individuals’ career choices.  These personal attributes are characterized as 
psychological features and distinctive qualities that explain how a person feels, thinks, and 
behaves.  They permit “a prediction of what a person will do in a given situation” (Cattell, 1965, 
p. 2).  Psychologist scholar Allport (1961) defined these personal features as a “dynamic 
organization within the individual of those psychophysical systems that determine his 
characteristic behavior and thought” (p. 28).  Costa and McCrae labeled Allport’s 
“psychophysical systems” as basic tendencies (i.e., personality traits) and the “characteristic 
behavior” as characteristic adaptations (i.e., internal cognitive and affective states; Costa & 
McCrae, 1994; McCrae & Costa, 1999).  Basic tendencies are stable over time whereas 
characteristic adaptations are less stable and more susceptible to external influences (Asendorpf 
& Aken, 2003).  That is, basic tendencies are mostly consistent traits that resist change from 
external experiential influences and may influence the experiences themselves.   
Through the lens of career content theorists, both components of personal attributes are 
fundamental sources that influence personal development toward a certain career (Holland, 
1997).  The synergy between (referring to basic tendencies and characteristic adaptations) and 
the requirement of a career environment can result in an effectual career choice.  Thus, three 
well-known personal attributes, namely personality traits (i.e., basic tendencies), self-efficacy 
beliefs, and vocational interests (both of the latter referring to characteristic adaptations), will be 
discussed further as situated in the SCCT model (see Figure 3).    
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Personality traits.  McCrae and Costa (1999) defined personality traits as “dimensions 
of individual differences in tendencies to show consistent patterns of thoughts, feelings, and 
actions” (p. 23).  A guiding principle of an individual’s CD process includes self-awareness of 
personality (Lent & Fouad, 2011).  When an individual knows his/her personality traits and 
defines personal interests accordingly, it strengthens the ability (Goleman, 1998) to clearly and 
confidently determine the career most compatible with such traits.  The opposite may also be 
true.  The lack of self-awareness might cause personal strengths and unique qualities to be 
wasted and dissipated, and consequently, leads to undecided or unmotivated individuals.  To 
have an effective career journey, individuals need to be aware of their personalities and plan their 
personal development (Splaver, 1977; Super, 1980) accordingly.  It is essential for individuals to 
know enough about themselves and their personalities before making plans for future careers. 
The impact of personality traits on career-related choices is supported, explicitly and 
implicitly, by the literature (Larson et al., 2010; Tokar, Fischer, & Subich, 1998).  Lüthje and 
Franke (2003) found that personality traits are significantly related directly to self-employment 
attitude, and indirectly to the entrepreneurial intention among 512 engineering students at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  The big five dimensions of personality traits (i.e., 
extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, openness to experience, and emotional stability) 
were found, in recent meta-analysis research, to have a strong impact on intentions and 
performance toward starting a new venture (Zhao, Seibert, & Lumpkin, 2010).  As a result, it 
makes sense now why the SCCT model (see Figure 3) considers personality traits to be the 
primary distal factor influencing characteristic adaptations factors, and career-choice goals (see 
Larson et al., 2010).  Hence, personality traits may play a critical role in forming entrepreneurial 
career choices along with self-efficacy beliefs and interests. 
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Self-efficacy beliefs.  Individual development relies on a set of actions and decisions 
emanating from one’s conviction and belief in self-abilities.  This belief is known as self-
efficacy, which represents the individual’s judgment of his/her capability to perform successfully 
in a specific activity (Bandura, 1986).  Wood and Bandura (1989) stated that "self-efficacy refers 
to beliefs in one's capabilities to mobilize the motivation, cognitive resources, and courses of 
action needed to meet given situational demands” (p. 408).  Its development is affected mainly 
by four sources of information: two personal (performance attainment and physiological state) 
and two environmental (vicarious experience and social persuasion; Bandura, 1986).  These 
factors are represented in the SCCT model as learning experience.  In more detail, performance 
attainment refers to past experiences or accomplishments that are relevant to the task an 
individual wants to perform.  For example, if a student performs well on a project, he or she 
becomes more confident (increases self-efficacy) in his or her ability to accomplish similar 
projects in the future.  The physiological state refers to the physiological conditions that 
contribute to motivating or frustrating the self in completing or avoiding a task (Bandura, 1986).  
The same student in the previous example may experience physical conditions such as anxiety 
and stress, or alternatively self-confidence and self-assurance that influence his or her beliefs in 
his or her own ability.  Vicarious experience refers to role modeling, where individuals increase 
their confidence by seeing others performing the same tasks they plan to do.  For a student, 
having a mentor or being a part of a community of practice could have this effect.  Social 
persuasion refers to verbal persuasion, in which individuals are convinced by others that they are 
capable of accomplishing tasks successfully.  Again, for a student, this may come in the form of 
encouragement from mentors or community members.  Lent (2005) stated that personal 
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performance accomplishments have the greatest impact on self-efficacy beliefs among the four 
sources of learning experience in SCCT.   
 Self-efficacy is considered a powerful indicator in predicting future choices (Betz & 
Hackett, 1981; Schunk & Pajares, 2009).  Its strength lies in being an incentive for individuals 
toward setting deterministic goals and making choices in several contexts (Zhao, Seibert, & 
Hills, 2005).  According to a study by Larson and colleagues (2007) on Taiwanese college 
students, self-efficacy made a significant contribution to the determination of career-related 
choices.  Besides that, students who have a high level of confidence in career decision making 
are more likely to participate in a career exploration process.  Recent research found evidence 
that entrepreneurial self-efficacy was one of the main predictors of Croatian business students’ 
intentions toward founding new ventures (Pfeifer et al., 2016).  Lent and colleagues (2008) found 
that promoting high self-efficacy among students may help in strengthening and supporting them 
in overcoming barriers related to academic goals.  In the SCCT model, self-efficacy beliefs are 
proximal factors affecting career choice process.  They may be a determinant of an individual’s 
interest in performing specific tasks, his/her resilience to hurdles, and personal competence 
(Arbona, 2000; Hackett & Betz, 1995).  
Personal interests.  Holland (1997) defined personal interests as an expression of 
personality in daily activities, such as where individuals enjoy spending their time or recreational 
activities they prefer to participate in.  Interests are “patterns of likes, dislikes, or indifferences 
regarding career-relevant activities and occupations” (Lent et al., 1994, p. 88).  The strength of 
interests lies in the fact that individuals will be drawn to career-related choices in which they feel 
comfortable conveying their interests (Holland, 1997).  In this respect, understanding some of the 
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functions and features of career interests could contribute to giving some insight into the process 
of career choice development and its relationship to other personal and environmental factors. 
According to the SCCT model, one of the stronger functions of personal interests is as a 
motivational force toward career choices (Lent et al., 1994).  Nye and colleagues (2012) 
analyzed 60 studies conducted over 60 years examining career interests and found that interests 
influenced performance by increasing an individual’s potential to target goals toward specific 
domains (direction), encouraging their efforts to focus on these goals (vigor), and in constructing 
an environment to support the accomplishment of goals (persistence) (Nye, Su, Rounds, & 
Drasgow, 2012).  In this regard, Rounds and Su (2014) argued that interests can directly predict 
academic and career choice due to their relationship with motivational functions (i.e., direction, 
vigor, and persistence).  Furthermore, Rounds and Su emphasized that interests tend to be stable 
over time and, therefore, influence not only career choice, but also long-term CD.  Others called 
them interests continuum and considered them as a synonym to passion (Achter & Lubinski, 
2005; Gagné, 2007).  “Interest and passion belong to the motivational aspect of human behavior; 
it is the energy that fuels the daily learning and practice” (Gagné, 2007, p. 99).  The study 
concluded that interest makes a distinct contribution to the prediction of career choice along with 
other factors mentioned in this review. 
Career Choice Contextual Influences  
After discussing personal attributes and their role in shaping entrepreneurial career 
choice, it is necessary to highlight some contextual and environmental influences that influence 
this CD process.  As mentioned in Dyer’s (1994) Entrepreneurial Careers Model, all contextual 
factors affecting the entrepreneurial career choice process have either a social, educational, 
professional, societal, or economic basis.  These influences are labeled, in the literature, as either 
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career supports or barriers and affect the process of either selecting or proceeding with career-
related choices (see Lent et al., 2002).  These contextual supports and barriers can be identified, 
according to the SCCT framework, as either “distal, background influences that precede and help 
shape interests and self-cognitions” or “proximal influences that come into play at critical choice 
junctures” (Lent et al., 1994, p. 107).  Distal influences refer to factors such as social norms and 
religious principles while proximal influences are “particularly important during active phases” 
(Lent et al., 2000, p. 38) of developing a career interest, choice, and action, such as being more 
interested in a career field due to active participation in a professional association (e.g., learning 
best practices).   
Sometimes just perceiving barriers and support factors directly affects entrepreneurial 
career choice.  This was the case in Lüthje and Franke’s (2003) study where the perceptions of 
entrepreneurship-related barriers (e.g., difficulties in getting approved for a startup business loan) 
explained the low degree of entrepreneurial intention among engineering students.  The authors 
concluded by recommending that more national efforts be made in providing supportive 
programs.  Their aim was to remove the negative perceptions that were seen as adverse to 
starting an enterprise.  This is because people are always looking for positive “environments that 
will let them exercise their skills and abilities, express their attitudes and values, and take on 
agreeable problems and roles” (Holland, 1997, p. 4).  That is, these environmental factors can 
“explain much of the variance in entrepreneurial activity, providing strong evidence of the effect 
of environmental factors on the propensity to become an entrepreneur” (Nicolaou et al., 2008, p. 
174).  Some of these environmental supports and barriers influences will be discussed further 
within the following subsections.    
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Social structure.  In the career choice process, social contextual influences refer to 
factors such as parents, family members, relatives, and friends.  Several studies in the literature, 
as follows, highlight the role of these people in either facilitating or hindering students’ exercise 
of personal agency toward future entrepreneurial careers.  In the family context, most research 
indicates that having an entrepreneurial parent could positively increase young adults’ intentions 
toward entrepreneurial careers (Geldhof et al., 2013), while few studies have shown the opposite, 
particularly in developing country contexts (e.g., Gird & Bagraim, 2008).  Falck, Heblich, and 
Luedemann (2012) argued that parents’ support and peer group interaction contribute strongly in 
shaping students’ entrepreneurial identities and intentions, especially during adolescence.  Such 
adolescents' intentions are evident, in this study, as valid predictors in determining actual future 
entrepreneurs.  A cross-cultural study that sampled 1000 university students from three countries 
(i.e., United States, Spain, and China), emphasized that most participants who expect getting 
social support (e.g., from families or friends) toward entrepreneurship are more likely to intend 
to pursue entrepreneurial careers (Pruett, Shinnar, Toney, & Llopis, 2009).  Thus, supports from 
others, in the social structure, seem to be associated with a student’s entrepreneurial intention 
and actual entrepreneurial career choice. 
Educational and professional structure.  More attention has been given in the literature 
to entrepreneurs’ development from factors related to education and previous work experience 
(Krueger, 1993; Zapkau, et al., 2016).  Some significant factors that influence an individual’s 
entrepreneurial-related behaviors are having an academic degree, participating in an 
entrepreneurship program, and joining a student association.  Some researchers have stressed that 
students with advanced academic degrees (i.e., master's and doctoral degrees) are much more 
likely to found firms after graduation, especially in the high-tech sector (Eesley, Roberts, & Li, 
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2016).  Other researchers have claimed that entrepreneurship education programs positively 
impact students’ entrepreneurial self-efficacy perceptions, and found that these programs inspire 
students to pursue entrepreneurships as a future career (Soutaris et al., 2007; Von Graevenitz, 
Harhoff, & Weber, 2010).  For university student clubs, one study highlighted that university 
student clubs “do have a role in enhancing self-confidence in entrepreneurial endeavour and do 
help shift students’ intentions, both in the short and long term, towards a preference for 
becoming an entrepreneur” (Pittaway, Gazzard, Shore, & Williamson, 2015, p. 148).   
When students do have prior entrepreneurial exposure, they tend to be more likely 
entrepreneurs in the future.  This prior entrepreneurial exposure can happen through interacting 
with an entrepreneurial role model, starting a company, and working in a small or newly 
established firm (Krueger, 1993).  One study (Karhunen & Ledyaeva, 2010) found that 
entrepreneurial interest was positively affected by the role models’ business backgrounds and 
students’ experience of being self-employed, and associated with high degree of risk tolerance 
(i.e., capacity to accept or absorb risk).  The researchers further emphasized that “students with 
lower entrepreneurial self-efficacy tended to be less risk tolerant” and less interested in 
entrepreneurship as a career option (p. 250).  Another study (Athayde, 2009) indirectly 
emphasized the role of risk tolerance by encouraging adolescents to participate in an enterprise 
program that allowed students to experience running their own business for 1 year.  Athayde 
concluded that program participants showed greater entrepreneurial potential than those who did 
not participate.  That is, having prior entrepreneurial experiences may inspire students to foster 
positive attitudes toward self-employment careers. 
Societal and economic structure.  Other factors such as culture, religion, and nation to 
which adult students belong may also provide important contexts in which researchers should 
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frame entrepreneurial intention.  One critical factor behind youth uncertainty in making career-
related choices, for instance, is relevant to the uniqueness of each society.  The literature 
indicates that any society in the world can be either individualistic or collectivistic in terms of 
culture and value systems (Hofstede, 1993).  Individualistic culture refers to “the degree to which 
people in a country prefer to act as individuals rather than as members of groups” (p. 89) while 
collectivistic culture is the opposite (Hosftede, 1993).  In collectivist cultures, others such as 
family members, teachers, and peers have a strong impact on youth’s decision-making process in 
pursuing career-related choices (Geldhof et al., 2013; Jiang, 2015), even in the entrepreneurship 
context.  Nguyen et al. (2009) found that students from individualistic cultures demonstrated 
higher entrepreneurial intention than those from collectivist cultures (Taiwan, Vietnam).  Their 
study, along with other cross-national comparison studies (e.g., Davey et al., 2011; Eesley et al., 
2016; Postigo, Lacobucci, & Tamborini, 2006), emphasized either directly or indirectly the 
critical role national economic growth and developmental reforms play in fostering 
entrepreneurship-related behaviors and activities.  
 
Summary  
After reviewing all these influences affecting the university graduates career choices, I 
became curious and eager to know the inner and outer world of Saudi university graduates who 
pursued the entrepreneurial career path and established companies. How did they do that? What 
were the key factors of their success? Particularly, I developed and conducted this qualitative 





1. What factors affected graduates’ choices of entrepreneurial careers? 
2. What environmental supports and barriers influenced the process of pursuing these career 
choices? 





This qualitative study aimed to gain a better understanding of the university graduates’ 
entrepreneurial career choices phenomenon.  Its purpose was to explore how graduate 
entrepreneurs develop their career choices and what were the contextual factors that positively or 
negatively affect achieving these career goals.  It targeted, particularly, the experiences of those 
who were in the stage of running their own established business to investigate the historical 
development of such a career choice process.  The data needed to answer the research questions 
were gathered and analyzed through purposefully designed procedures that were described in 
four sections throughout this chapter: Research Rationale and Design, Data Collection, Data 
Analysis, and Trustworthiness.  
Research Rationale and Design 
Before explaining the methodological process for the proposed study, I want to highlight 
the paradigm and philosophical underpinnings behind its inquiry.  This paradigm was 
constructivism which is considered one of the five major paradigms that organize qualitative 
inquiries (i.e., positivism, post-positivism, critical theory, constructivism, and participatory 
action frameworks).  This paradigm is often combined with the interpretivist approach and is 
defined as "local and specific constructed realities" wherein social phenomena are products of 
"meaning-making activities of groups and individuals" (Lincoln & Guba, 2000, p.165, 167).  
That is, the constructivist stance aims to understand these human meaning-making activities 
(e.g., individuals’ thoughts) and bring into consciousness hidden social forces and structures 
(Schwandt, 2000). 
Constructivism is better understood by looking at it from the following positions: 
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ontology, epistemology, and methodology (Lincoln, Lynham & Guba, 2011).  Its ontological 
position focuses on the nature of reality and views it as subjective, multiple, and different from 
participant to participant (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).  Researchers, for instance, “use quotes and 
themes in words of participants and provides evidence of different perspectives” of such reality 
(Creswell, 2007, p. 17).  Its epistemological position seeks knowledge of this subjective reality 
by focusing, as Guba and Lincoln (1994) stated, on the relationship between the knower and the 
known.  Here, it strongly believes that knowledge is better obtained by lessening distance 
between the researcher and that those being studied such as meeting interviewees or by 
observing the participant in a related field (Creswell & Poth, 2018).  Constructivism’s 
methodological position focuses more on the broad research strategy of acquiring such 
knowledge, and consists of particular methods, “techniques or procedures used to gather and 
analyze data” (Crotty, 1998, p. 3).  All of these constructivist positions were addressed either 
implicitly or explicitly throughout this chapter. 
The constructive methodological approach of this study was qualitative.  It could help in 
gaining in-depth understanding of the phenomenon from participants’ perspectives along with 
strong consideration of the historical, cultural, and social contexts that such individuals inhabit 
(Creswell, 2009; Merriam, 2009).  Its inquiries simply seek to know what participants say about 
a phenomenon (e.g., opinions, attitudes, beliefs, or reflections on their experiences) along with 
“the context in which they say it—whether this context is their home, family, or work” (Creswell 
& Poth, 2018, p. 46).  These inquiries could be conducted either by identifying emergent 
phenomenon-related themes, utilizing an existing theoretical framework in capturing common 
themes, or sometimes using both strategies.  Utilizing an existing theoretical framework strategy 
is considered an “initial step for getting a sense of the flow of social activities” (Dyson & 
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Genishi, 2005, p. 29; Rogoff, 2003). 
Hence, a qualitative approach can help exploring how Saudi university graduates 
interacted with their surrounding environments in the process of determining entrepreneurial 
career choices, what the outcomes of these interactions were, and how these members perceive 
what they were doing.  Employing an existing theory, such as SCCT, in the inquiry process 
could help in answering these questions by capturing critical events about the phenomenon as 
constructed in each participant’s experiences (e.g., stories).  In fact, utilizing both of the 
aforementioned inquiry strategies could provide an in-depth look at the mutual interaction 
between the self (i.e., agency) and contextual structure in directing participants’ career choice 
journeys.  Besides, these strategies allowed me to uncover individual differences in perceiving 
career choice supports, barriers, and coping strategies, giving a voice to an understudied 
population.  
Study Setting  
The site of this study was a private Saudi holding company founded in 2000.  It was a 
“parent” company of 56 subsidiaries in about 16 different areas of business (See table 1).  It had 
five departments: Asset Management, Project Management Office (PMO), Supporting Services, 
Advisory and Mentoring, Marketing and Communication, and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 
Task Force.  This parent company had about 500 individuals working within its boundaries, 80 
of them were founders of the subsidiaries. 
Table 1  
Business Areas of the 56 Subsidiaries in the Parent Company.  
Business area Number of companies 
1 Entertainment 6 
2 Media 6 
3 Healthcare 6 
4 Education 5 
5 Consultation 4 
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Table 1 (cont.) 
Business area Number of companies 
6 Real Estate 4 
7 Food & Beverages 4 
8 Contracting 4 
9 Platforms 4 
10 Travel & Tourism 3 
11 Logistics 3 
12 Trading 3 
13 Technology 2 
14 Manufacturing 1 
15 Automotive 1 
16 Fashion 1 
Total 56 
 
Its business model followed a system called a “solidarity investment”.  It relied on a 
mutual interaction between three parties: the entrepreneurs, and the two sides of the parent 
company: solidarity side and investment side.  Entrepreneurs, in this solidarity investment 
model, are an operational partner who are responsible for running the start-up company and 
ensuring its survival and success.  The solidarity side is called a Waqf entity that gives the 
entrepreneurs a loan by the amount of his or her share in the partnership he wishes to hold with 
the parent company (i.e., investment side) in order to establish their new start-up company.  The 
third party, in this model, is the investment side that is responsible for providing financial 
support, and all services that enable the entrepreneurs and ensure the success of their company.  
This party is also committed to financing the Waqf entity with a known share of the new 
company's profits (i.e., 20%).  Its work is divided into two arms:  
• Investment arm: The financial entity that has the investment capacity and would 
like to participate financially to build the entrepreneur’s company.  It also 
contributes in evaluating financially the company and represents the investor in 
this new company Board of Directors. 
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• Empowering arm: The specialized entity in providing administrative and 
financial consulting services that are required by the entrepreneur before 
launching the subsidiary and during its operation to ensure its success and 
continuity.  This arm is responsible in following up and guiding the entrepreneur 
during the incubation period that may be last up to five years from the launching 
date.  
In this solidarity investment model, the relation between the three parties is a partnership 
relationship with known and specific shares.  That is, the subsidiary shares are divided among 
those three parties as follows: 40% of the capital borne by the entrepreneurs, 40% by the 
investment side, and 20% by the solidarity side.  Before reaching this funding stage, there is a 
selection stage (see figure 4).  The empowering arm of the investment side chooses entrepreneurs 
based on specific criteria, helps them in developing their business idea out of their passion, 
determines the expected capital for launching the new company, and divides its capital between 
the three parties.  If the entrepreneurs (i.e., founders) cannot provide any amount of money of 
their 40%, the solidarity side of the parent company will give them the 40% or any remainder 
amount as a loan that needs to be returned within three years.  The parent company will be also 
responsible in covering the remaining 20% of the company capital that will be giving to the 
founders as an endowment fund.  After collecting the capital, the new company will be operated 
in cooperation between the entrepreneurs and the empowering arm.  The partnership between all 






Figure 4. Solidarity Investment Model that was developed by the researcher to summarize the whole 
process of nurturing an entrepreneur in the parent company. 
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Study Participants  
When a qualitative study is investigating a phenomenon, it must target those who have 
experienced it and can expressly share such experience (Creswell & Poth, 2018).  Participants in 
this study were university graduates who involved in the establishment or management of an 
existing startup company that was more than three years old.  These individuals were business 
owners who could best provide a practical knowledge about the phenomenon as they 
experienced the whole career process: (a) developing an entrepreneurial career choice and (b) 
succeeding in accomplishing this career choice goal by running their own established business 
(see figure 1) at the time of conducting this study.  That is, targeting these individuals gave me a 
chance to recognize the key factors in their career development journey from the time of 
determining these career choice goals to the present time of successfully accomplishing them.  
 Participants were 12 entrepreneurs who varied in age, gender, educational backgrounds, 
and business activities (See table 2).  Of those participants, five (41.67%) were between the ages 
of 26 and 30, four (33.33%) were between 31 and 35, and three (25%) were 36 and 40.  In terms 
of gender, ten (83.33%) participants were males while two (16.67%) females.  Academically, all 
participants had a bachelor degree (three (25%) in Architecture, two (16.67%) in engineering, 
each of the other seven hold a degree in deferent majors including (8.33%) Computer Science, 
(8.33%) Accounting, (8.33%) Marketing, (8.33%) Pharmacy, (8.33%) Economic, (8.33%) 
English, (8.33%) Finance), only three (25%) had a master degree.  
 All these participants were partners in their companies, and were playing a managerial 
role in running their companies at the time of interviews, except one.  The majority were 
founders of their companies while one was a partner and manager (i.e., CEO).  The business 
activities of the companies varied from participant to another.  Five (41.67%) participants were 
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in Media business, two (16.67%) were in Real Estate, two (16.67%) were in Consultation, two 
(16.67%) were in Health Care, and one (8.33%) was in Entertainment business.  
Table 2  
Demographic Information About the Participants 











Field of 1st 
Company Job Roles 
b
 
1 Sami Male 31-35 Computer Science 2006 2011 
Entertainme
nt F,P,M 
2 Majed Male 31-35 Architecture  2006 2013 Media F,P,M 
3 Yasser Male 31-35 Architecture  2005 2013 Media F,P,M 
4 Hamza Male 26-30 Accounting 2011 2015 Media P,M 
5 Muhammad Male 26-30 Architecture 2010 2013 Media F,P,M 
6 Haitham Male 36-40 Civil Engineering 2009 2011 Real estate F,P,M 
7 Malik Male 26-30 Marketing 2013 2014 Media F,P,M 
8 Ali Male 26-30 Pharmacy 2007 2013 Health care F,P 
9 Hind Female 31-35 Economic 2009 2010 Real estate F,P,M 
10 Rana Female 36-40 English 2000 2012 Consultation F,P,M 
11 Hazem Male 31-35 Industrial engineering 2010 2012 Consultation F,P,M 




In terms of sampling, I employed a purposeful research sample to identify participants 
with specific characteristics related to the research questions is selected (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003; 
Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010).  A purposeful sample is “a group of people that can best inform the 
researcher about the research problem under examination” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 148).  
Creswell and Poth also suggested the sample number to be as many as 10 participants as the data 
collection process involves in-depth interviews.  They claimed that this number is enough to 
understand a phenomenon under investigation.  Others (e.g., Bogdan & Biklen, 2003; Hesse-
Biber & Leavy, 2010) emphasized that targeting a small sample is very common in qualitative 
studies as the goal is to present a profound understanding of the social processes and meanings, 
a 
Note that participants' real names were masked to protect anonymity. 
b 
F=Founder, P=Partner, M=Manager 
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not to make broad generalizations.  Thus, the proposed study involved 12 graduate entrepreneurs 
who were in the process of running their own established startup company pending the saturation 
of the data according to the research questions.  
This study used a criterion sampling strategy for the recruitment process, and utilized 
snowball sampling strategy.  “Criterion sampling works well when all individuals studied 
represent people who have experienced the phenomenon” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 157).  That 
is, the selection criteria must be determined to begin a purposive sampling (Merriam, 2009).  
Common eligibility criteria that most participants met at the time of conducting this study were 
the following: (a) owning a currently operational startup company for more than three years, (b) 
establishing this company within the first 7 years after graduating from a university, and (c) 
being between the ages of 22 and 40 as this population were less than 9% among Saudi owners 
of small national enterprises as mentioned in the literature (Alshumaimeri et al., 2012).  This age 
range was also helpful in narrowing down the target of the study, focusing more on the current 
generation of the core workforce (i.e., millennials), and making sure that participants were still 
able to effectively recall and report their past experiences of choosing entrepreneurial careers.  
Attempts were made to include participants from both genders to ensure data representation for 
all groups in the target population. 
Recruitment 
The selection criteria were used to recruit the participants.  They were included in the 
Demographic Form (see Appendix A) that was developed in an online form through 
SurveyPlanet.  The link of this form was attached in the invitation email that was sent to the 
gatekeeper in the study site.  This gatekeeper sent the invitation email to all the founders of 
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subsidiaries in January 2018.  These founders were asked to provide criteria-related information 
along with their contact information if they were willing to be interviewed.  
I identified seven entrepreneurs via survey and additional eight via Snowballing-contacts 
with original seven entrepreneurs, bringing total up to 15 potential participants. Of those 15 
identified interviewees, (1) one participant was dropped out and did not interview due to 
unexpected external event, (2) two entrepreneurs could not arrange specific dates and times for 
the interviews, and (3) 12 individuals were able to participate and complete their interviews, all 
of them met the study criteria except two interviewees did not met one criterion, launching their 
business with the first seven years after university graduation as mentioned in table 2 above.  
Instrumentation 
The demographics form was a set of questions that were related to the sampling criteria 
(see Appendix A) to verify that an individual was eligible to participate in the study.  It was 
completed by potential participants prior to the interviews. 
 The interview protocol was adopted originally from Lent et al.’s (2002) study of college 
students’ experiences in developing a career choice.  The original protocol was “developed and 
refined through dialogue within the research teams [15 members], critiques of practice 
interviews (involving team members and their acquaintances), and review of career theory and 
research regarding the choice supports and barriers (e.g., Lent et al., 1994; Swanson et al., 
1996)” (Lent et al., 2002, p. 64).  I have made some changes in the protocol before utilizing it 
with university graduates.  This revised version was based on my review of relevant career 
theory and research, and my consultation with my supervisory committee members. 
The protocol (see Appendix B) reflects five major sections and provides me with 
questions that can be used to clarify the participants’ responses and probe for further 
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information.  In the first three sections, participants were asked a series of questions about (1) 
their current entrepreneurial career (e.g., “When did you choose your current career?”), (2) a 
career that the participants have ruled out (e.g., “How did you rule it out?”), and (3) an “ideal” or 
dream career that may or may not match their current entrepreneurial career (e.g., “If you could 
choose your dream career, what would it be?”).  In the second two sections, I asked about (4) the 
barriers that he/she considered as hindering pursuit of the dream career if the interviewee 
perceived a discrepancy between the current and dream career.  The purpose of this section was 
to uncover further barriers.   In the last section, participants were asked about (5) the factors that 
supported the current entrepreneurial career choice, what barriers the he/she may have 
experienced in pursuing it, and the strategies have been used to cope with these barriers.  These 
five major sections in the protocol helped in reporting and organizing the study’s findings along 
with understand how those graduates developed their entrepreneurial career choice and their 
strategies in coping with related obstacles. 
Data Collection 
The data collection process in this study was in-depth semi-structured interviews.   The 
interview process is considered as a primary source of data in many qualitative studies, 
especially those interested in studying a phenomenon (Brinkman & Kvale, 2015; Creswell & 
Poth, 2018).  This process is described as a meaning-making discovery, and an active asking-
listening process between the researcher and participant to eliminate role barriers and create a 
collaborative link for the sake of acquiring knowledge (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010).  Its aim is 
to gain a constructive information and narrative data about specific issues relevant to the 
phenomenon.  In this study, it allowed participants, for instance, to share lived stories and 
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experiences of the development process of their career choices including recalling motives and 
conditions surrounding related actions.  
These interviews were conducted in Arabic, lasted between 90 and 150 min per 
interview, and were audio-recorded with interviewees’ informed consent.  The interviews were 
conducted in the Arabic language to avoid any language and cultural barriers that may affect the 
findings of this study even though the questions were originally written in English (i.e., adopted 
from Lent et al., 2002).  For this study, the questions have been further developed and then 
translated into Arabic by the researcher.  A bilingual researcher, who was a graduate student, 
translated them back into English.  Using a back-translation procedure (Brislin, 1970), I checked 
this translation to ensure that each translated question has retained the original meaning of the 
developed questions.  
Each interview was audio-recorded with the interviewee’s informed consent.  In more 
details, each participant was giving the informed consent form, interview protocol, and 
demographics form to review prior to the interview.  Once all participants’ questions have been 
answered and they have agreed to proceed with their interviews, their informed consent was 
obtained for audio-recording the interviews.  Each interview audio-recording was transcribed as 
soon as practical after the interview sessions.  These transcriptions were the source of data and 
information needed to answer this study’s key research questions.  
Storing Data  
Handling and managing collected data in qualitative studies requires decisive and 
sensitive action.  Thus, certain steps were taken in storing this study’s data and ensuring its 
security in this study.  Storing data included steps such as: developing backup copies of 
computer files on a consistent basis, and using high-quality equipment for audio-recording 
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information during interviews (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p.175).  To ensure data security, all the 
collected data was kept secured and remained confidential.  During the data collection process, I 
masked each participant’s name to protect anonymity.  Once the collection process has been 
completed, the recorded data was downloaded and transferred to my password-protected 
computer.  Only I had access to the data in their various forms.  The dissertation committee will 
also have access to de-identified data if needed to verify the research findings.  For the validity 
purposes, samples of the transcripts were shared with an external researcher as I discussed 
further in the trustworthiness section.  
Pilot interview 
I conducted a pilot interview to ensure the participants understanding of the protocol 
questions as it had been translated from different culture.  I interviewed a univerestiy graduate 
entrepreneur to examine the study insturments.  His age was between 31 and 35 at the time of the 
interview.  He had a bachelor degree in computer engenerring and graduated in 2007.  He had 
also a master dgree in organizations development.  He launched his first company in 2012.  
Some of these information were obtained through the demographic form.  After making sure that 
he was eligible and met the study selection criteria, I started conducting the interview.  Before 
addressing the issues I encountered in the interview, I want to mention my experience with the 
develoment process of the demographic form.  
I noticed first that the participant took less than two mintues to complete the demographic 
questions.  He skipped four questions out of eight.  I realized that further questions were needed 
such as his educational background, the number of companies he owned, and the year of 
launching or joining these companies.  This motived me to reorganize the questions and change 
the format as necessary.  For instance, I combined two questions together for the academic 
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background “what is your major of the dgree(s) below?” : Diploma (     ), Bachelor (   ), Master (   
), and PhD (   ).  I also added a question asking about the graduation year of each degree.  I made 
some changes in the format of Company and Professional Role section as well. I added a set of 
business activities, which were provided by the parent company, to allow the participants to 
choose the business area of their current company.  See Appendix A for the revised demographic 
form. 
For the interview protocol, there were some issues raised.  One of them was meantioning 
the time we need to complete the interview while I am introducing the protocol.  It bothered the 
participant a lot to meantion that we might need more than an hour to complete it.  I understood 
why he felt furstrated as he had limited time as someone running more than one startup 
companies.  This led me, in other interviews, to address the interview duration just in the 
invitation email, and when some participants ask directly about the time we need to complete the 
interview.  
The repetition in some responses was another issue I learned in this pilot.  Sometimes, the 
participant’s answer covered part of another question as well.  Noticing this issue helped me in 
later interviews to remind the participants of the current question and explain to them that we are 
going to cover this particular point later in another question.  It also encourged me to take a note 
of these irrelevent answers and remind the participant of them when I asked related question.  An 
example of this repetition when I found the participant talking about his rejected career choices 
while explaing how he chose his entreprenurial career.  This led me to rethink of keeping part 
two, the foreclosed career choices.  That is, I eliminated this part from the interview protocol as I 
noted that it was not related directly to the scope of my study.   
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Another issue arised was related to part three in the interview protocol.  The format of 
question A was hard for the participant to understand.  Thus, I had to simiplify the question and 
asked him basically about his dream.  I noticed that his current entreprenurial career was part of 
this big dream, which made the two choices compatable and matched.  Thus, I skipped part four 
of the protocol and utilized part five to ask about the influnces supported him. I did the same 
with question A in this part where I simiplified it as well and asked about what enabled him to 
pursue with the current career chioces.  All these issues had been considered in interviewing 
other participants to avoid any repetition or confusion in interviewing them (See revised 
interview protocol in Appendix B). 
Data Analysis 
After completing the data collection process, I started the analysis process by following 
these two steps respectively: creating major domains related the study three questions, and then 
following the 12 content analysis procedures to analyze the data within each domain.  These two 
steps were organized by using MAXQD12, a qualitative data analysis software that is compatible 
with the Arabic language. 
In the first step, I organized the study’s results in three chapters to answer the three 
research questions.  Chapter four addressed results related to the career choice selection and that 
named domain of current choice (i.e., considering factors affected the process of making current 
career choices).  Whereas chapter five and six presented findings related to the career choice 
pursuit: domain of supports for choice pursuit (i.e., considering factors that were helpful while 
pursuing the current career choice), domain of barriers to choice pursuit (i.e., considering factors 
that hindered the pursuit of the current career choice), and domain of barriers coping strategies 
(i.e., methods used to cope with choice barriers).  The completion of this domain set offered 
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different dimensions to the CD process and provide better responses for the study inquiries.  
The aim of second step was to develop a list of categories within each of the four 
domains by following some of the content analysis procedures proposed by Russ-Eft & Preskill 
(2009).  I started the category development and coding by: (a) reading first the entire data set, (b) 
analyzing all the data according to the four domains, (c) coding the data by participants’ 
responses, (d) relying mainly on the study’s theoretical framework to develop categories for each 
domain, (e) finalizing the category list where the categories might emerge from the theoretical 
framework or not, (f) rereading the raw data several times and making notes by utilizing this list 
of categories, (g) revising categories as necessary, (h) sorting the established categories into four 
main sections (i.e., person factors and psychological states, environmental influences related to 
social structure, environmental influences related to professional and educational structure, and 
environmental influences related to societal and economic structure), (i) sending three 
transcribed interviews and the category list to a second researcher who read and analyzed the 
interviews by employing the provided category list, (j) counting the frequency of the categories 
within each section, (k) looking at the data within each section and examining how the categories 
relate to each other, and (l) reporting the findings and relating them to the three research 
questions.  
After completing step (i), I reviewed the data, which were analyzed by me and the second 
researcher, to see whether the categories have been employed similarly or not (see the peer 
review procedure in the trustworthiness section).  In step (j), I classified the frequency of 
categories cited by participants, using the following scheme: (a) high frequency (categories 
mentioned by greater than 67%), (b) moderate frequency (categories mentioned by 33 to 67%), 
and (c) low frequency (categories mentioned by fewer than 33%).  Counting the frequency of 
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each category helped in determining the key factors within participants’ career choice bases, 
supports, barriers and coping strategy.  In step (k), I printed each domain with its categories and 
look at them all together to identify trends on how the findings related to or differed from one 
another.  Organizing the findings visually helped in capture some new patterns.   
Trustworthiness 
To ensure that my findings were trustworthy, I utilized two procedures among the nine 
validation strategies of qualitative research mentioned by Creswell and Poth (2018).  The first 
one was the member checking procedure where the interviewees were engaged in the research 
process.  That is, three steps were taken to ensure that the interview questions were accurately 
understood.  First, prior to the interviews, each participant was informed generally about the 
interview protocol structure.  Second, during the interviews, I had to summarize the main points 
discussed after each question and asked the interviewee if they have accurately understood.  
Third, following the interviews, a transcribed response was provided to participants to review 
and clarify and then send it back to me.  All participants confirmed that these written responses 
were right and compatible with what they had said.  
The second procedure was the peer review where an external researcher was recruited 
and engaged in the research process (Creswell & Poth, 2018).  The role of the other researcher 
was particularly in recoding some of the study transcripts to increase the validity of the findings.  
During the analysis and after generating the category list, I sent sample sections of the 
transcribed interviews along with my list of categories to another researcher who was from Saudi 
culture, fluent in the Arabic language, and specialized in social science.  This researcher and I 
independently code three interviews into these categories to see whether we were using the same 
categories for the passages.  After completing this coding process and making our independent 
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RESULTS OF CAREER CHOICE SELECTION 
 The aim of this chapter is to present the results related to answer the first research 
question: What factors affected university graduates’ choices of entrepreneurial careers? There 
were 15 categories emerged in the participants’ responses.  These categories were divided below 
according to their relation to four sections: (1) Person factors and psychological states, (2) 
environmental influences related to social structure, (3) environmental influences related to 
professional and educational structure, and (4) environmental influences related to societal and 
economic structure.  The categories within the first section are considered in SCCT as person 
factors (e.g., inner influences) while those within the other three domains are contextual 
influences. 
Personal Influences on Entrepreneurial Career Choice Selection 
Person Factors and Psychological States  
 There were six categories cited in the participants’ responses as personal characteristics 
influenced their current entrepreneurial career.  Four of them were frequently mentioned in the 
narratives more than the others, including interests (100%), ability considerations and sense of 
self-fulfillment (100%), aspiration (91.67%), and curiosity (75%).  Whereas two categories (i.e., 
positive perceptions of self-employment and business (66.67%), willingness to take risks (50%)) 
cited by some interviewees as mentioned in the following table. 
Table 3  
Person-related Categories Affecting the Career Choice Selection 




Number of Participants 
(Frequency) 
1.  Interests 54 12 (100%) 
2.  Ability considerations and sense of self-
fulfillment 
45 12 (100%) 
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Table 3 (cont.) 
3.  Aspiration 41 11 (91.67%) 
4.  Curiosity 25 9 (75%) 
5.  Positive perceptions of self-employment and 
business 
14 8 (66.67%) 
6.  Willingness to take risks 11 6 (50%) 
 
 The interest category emerged in all participants’ narratives (100%) resembling a 
passion or a strong inclination towards an activity that individuals desire to spend their effort and 
time on it.  One example here what Yasser narrated that he was enormously enjoying performing 
his field while he was an employee.  He spent usually 10 to 12 hours per day working on tasks 
within his interest.  In another narrative, Sami described himself as an obsessed person, referring 
to his passion for the field.  He also stated the following:  
An entrepreneur does double the work a regular employee would do, and as an income, the 
employee might earn more but work less.  However, the difference is that an entrepreneur 
works with pleasure and enjoys what he/she does as an opposed to a regular employee who 
would work only for salary.  
Other participants mentioned that their passion for the field was fundamentally behind their 
decision in choosing the entrepreneurial career trajectory.  It was their motive in accepting or 
refusing job opportunities and offers that they received.  The following statement by Muhammad 
is an example of this assertion:  
I have a great passion in this field.  However, I am not finding any real opportunities in the 
labor market.  Therefore, I have two choices: I either should work in a field that differs 
from my passion, or I should try to start this field, start creating this new market.  
In a similar context, Rana has mentioned that she did not find a job that matched her passion; 
thus, she decided to establish her own company to achieve this reconciliation. 
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 As for the ability considerations leading to sense of self-fulfillment category, it was 
cited in all narratives (100%) and implied that a participant has (1) a constant awareness and 
belief in their own abilities from one side, and (2) a feeling of satisfaction and self-fulfillment 
from another side when practicing what they love.  Ali, for instance, emphasized that he is aware 
of his personality, as a proactive outgoing person, since the high school years.  Muhammad’s 
self-awareness appeared as well when he said: “I like visual language.  I like to express the ideas 
and stories in a visual-communication way”.  This refers implicitly to his professional skill and 
ability (i.e., the expression of thoughts through drawing).  He stated, in a different context, that 
his self-belief in his ability was reinforced by many positive reactions he got after publishing his 
first product, a short video clip that he had shared on the social media.  He also felt a self-
fulfillment due to such achievement.  
 This sense of self-fulfillment has been presented also in most of the narratives.  Rana’s 
following statement was an obvious example of such sense:  
Honesty, I am not sure if this is connected to my childhood or not; but it is my nature that 
I love assisting people.  Even it was on my account, and even if I did not benefit from them.  
In other words, I do not care who you are, what your gender is, and what country you are 
from.  I benefit when I assist you, not because of you, but for myself.  I satisfy something 
within me when I do so.  So, when I carry out these projects and start these initiatives, I 
feel I am building up my self-confidence.  I feel I am making a very great achievement. 
 The aspiration category appeared in most of the reports (91.67%).  It referred to 
participants’ ambition, goal or constant desire to be distinguished in the field.  Clear examples of 
aspiration can be seen in some narratives such as the following expressions of Majed “since I 
was young, I had always liked standing out”, and Hazem “I always aspire to be the best”.  Some 
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participants stressed that such aspiration to excellence was difficult to sustain if one continues 
working for other organizations; especially the big ones.  Rami’s following commentary 
highlights his action to attain his aspiration:  
I wanted to leave my job for the blue ocean, [a term referring to a new market that does not 
have big competitors].  I wanted to sail somewhere where I can show my creativity, where 
I do not have a ceiling, where I do not have constraints from a boss or anyone else, and 
finally where I do have a good income.  
Ali narrated also his experience when he was a Salesman.  He managed to innovate and come up 
with new benefits to the service he provided to his customers because he was ambitious to be the 
best among his competitors.  The persistence of his behavior of desiring to be distinguished had 
eventually led him later on to establish his own company. 
 The curiosity category was indicated by nearly two-thirds of the participants (75%).  It 
referred to their desire to discover and investigate something novel to them.  Some explicitly 
mentioned that they had such desire like the case of Yasser when he explained his reasoning for 
accepting to work in a big company after university graduation, just to learn new things (e.g., 
best practices) in his field then leave this job.  Muhammad also noted his curiosity when he said 
“I really love exploring.  If I find anything interesting, I will dig deeper in it.” Another form of 
this category appeared in some narratives as an outcome of self-challenge like Hamza’s 
following response:  
I had a goal.  I was in a challenge with myself when I refused a job offer from a big 
company.  Now, I want to do a monthly comparison between my financial status if I were 
an employee in this company and my current situation [of being self-employed].  Which 
one is the best.  Did I make the right decision?  Thank God, it clearly seems that I am going 
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in the right direction [being an entrepreneur] when looking at how much I have saved 
monthly, how much I have earned, and how long I have worked.  
 Positive perceptions of self-employment and business category was mentioned by  
two-thirds of participants (66.67%) in the findings.  It was found in several statements, most of 
which center around the sense of freedom that a person will have when owning a business as 
opposed to have an ordinary job.  Participants here believed that their perceptions of freedom 
contribute in either building up their self-confidence, dealing with different challenges, making a 
societal impact, increasing their chance of reaching success, getting better income, or drawing a 
good self-image in the future where their children will be proud of them as independent business 
people.  An example of such sense of freedom was in Rami’s statement explaining his reasoning 
behind being an entrepreneur, “In a traditional job you do the same task every day, whereas in 
self-employment you encounter different scenarios every day”. 
 The last category is willingness to take risks, where half of the participants (50%) 
mentioned it frankly as a main reason behind choosing this career path.  For example, Malik said 
that, “I had love of adventure.  I wanted to try things out.  I do not care if I fail.  If so, I will try 
another business or getting a job”. 
Environmental Influences on Entrepreneurial Career Choice Selection 
Environmental Influences Related to Social Structure 
 According to the participants’ stories, three factors fall under the social context as having 
an impact in forming the entrepreneurial career choice (See table 4).  
Table 4  
Social Structure-related Categories Affecting the Career Choice Selection 




Number of Participants 
(Frequency) 
1.  Family influence 52 9 (75%) 
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Table 4 (cont.) 
1.  Relatives and friends  26 8 (66.67%) 
2.  Few Family Obligations  41 3 (25%) 
 
 The family influence category referred to the positive role of close family members 
such as parents, grandparents, spouses, and siblings.  It is categorized as a powerful influence in 
most participants’ career decision making process (75%).  Its impact appeared either passively or 
actively.  Imitation was one form of the family passive impact; where the participants copied a 
behavior of one of their family members and considered that person as a role-model in that 
behavior (e.g., certain skills, business practice).  Yasser, for instance, mentioned that he was 
greatly influenced by his father’s hobby in drawing, where he used to sell the products to big 
organizations while he was still a university student.  
 Hind’s career choice also was affected indirectly by her parents’ business experiences, 
which were shared in a form of story-telling to their children.  She narrated the following about 
her father’s way of treating her as a child:  
He tells us stories about his personal challenges [failures in running a business] and treats 
us as if we are adult.  He hears from us even the most trivial stories and encourages us to 
share them with everyone.  These things have always played a role in refining our skills. 
These stories built an entrepreneurial perception, through vicarious experience, that later led her 
to be an entrepreneur.   Whereas Rami noted that his engagement in business was influenced 
extremely by the business style of his grandfather and the tremendous social impact he had as a 
businessman.  All these examples showed the passive impact of family members on the growth 
of an entrepreneurial mindset.  This type of entrepreneurial imitation was possible in the 
participants close-family-environment, and at most times happened spontaneously. 
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 Another form of positive affect of family members was in improving the participants’ self-
confidence through giving them the freedom to practice their own interests and make their own 
decisions with full acceptance.  Not only that, some of the families played a major role in 
supporting and motivating them.  This was the case with Malik’s family, where they provided him 
with work space for his business activity while he was in high-school and in university.  He 
described that in the following statement when talking about his interest in birds’ market during 
that time, “I asked my family to give me half of our house storage.  They allowed me to take it.  
Then I bought cages and pairs of birds.  I created a small garden where I produced more birds”.   
 Haitham’s father played this supporting role as well when he gave him 50 thousand Riyals 
during his high school years.  With that, his father wanted him to gain business experience and 
wanted to encourage him to take responsibilities and risks, even if he loses the whole sum of 
money.  These examples indicate the power of the direct and indirect impact of a family in 
(forming) the entrepreneurial decision-making for the participants.  
 The relatives and friends category was cited in some narratives (66.67%) and emerged 
in several forms.  One form of such impact is the participants belonging to a business family that 
contributed to their career decision.  Hind mentioned that seeing her uncle establishing his own 
company and overcoming the challenges therein gained her confidence in achieving the same.  
She also mentioned that her relatives had large respect for her skills, some of whom offered her a 
job in their companies.  Others were the reason behind her receiving a partnership offer from the 
parent company to set up a project within her field of interest.  Furthermore, Muhammad 
mentioned that his older cousin was skilled in his area and had taught him some skills that later 
turned out to be basic services in his own company.  Rami’s and Hazem’s narratives highlighted 
that belonging to a business family had indirectly impacted their decision to continue this legacy. 
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 Another form of this category is the influence of friends and colleagues, which appeared 
in participants’ reports in four ways: a close friend, partner, mentor and supporter.  
Entrepreneur’s close friend was a type of friend who always reminded the participant of his or 
her strengths and interests.  Entrepreneur’s partner was a friend who accompanied the participant 
during a certain period before making the entrepreneurial decision and took part in some of the 
entrepreneurial activities.  The influence of such a friend was explained in Yasser’s description 
of a high-school friend, whom he had several business activities with, “He unleashed the 
business sense within me”. Entrepreneur’s mentor was an experienced friend whom the 
participant considered as his model in the profession.  An example of such a friend was 
mentioned in Hamza’s narration, where he credited his choice of specialization to a friend who 
was more experienced in the field. 
 Entrepreneur’s supporter was a friend who played a major role in encouraging and 
fostering the participants’ entrepreneurial behaviors and career decisions.  Some participants, 
namely Muhammad, Majed, Yasser, and Hazem, mentioned that their friend’s continuous 
support had increased their appreciation for their skills and talents.  Some of the friends went 
further in terms of support and played a key role in marketing for the participant and paying him 
for his services.  Within this context, Malik mentioned that one of his colleagues, after noticing 
his talents and strengths, offered to connect him with an organization that would value his 
talents.  Later, this organization became a partner in establishing Malik’s own company.  
 The category of few family obligations was identified by less than one-third of the 
participants as an important factor in shaping their decision.  Some of the participants’ narrations 
(25%) stated that the risks they had when launching their projects was minimal since they were 
still either single, young, or both.  Yasser, for example, mentioned a self-dialogue he had at that 
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stage “If I want to start something, now is the perfect time because I am not affiliated, I don’t have 
family obligations, nor am I married.” Malik also said, “I was young, 22 or 23, therefore it was 
easy to take a risk”. 
Environmental Influences Related to Professional and Educational Structure  
 This context includes nine categories related to the participants’ work and learning 
experiences.  There were five of them mentioned by all participants (100%) while the remainders 
were mentioned by some of them (66.67% to 50%) as stated in the table below. 
 
Table 5  
Professional and Educational Structure-related Categories Affecting the Career Choice Selection 




Number of Participants 
(Frequency) 
1.  Learning activities 72 12 (100%) 
2.  Direct work experiences 69 12 (100%) 
3.  Direct & indirect exposure to business 
activities 
66 12 (100%) 
4.  Desire for independence 55 12 (100%) 
5.  Role-models influence 34 8 (66.67%) 
6.  Previous successes and achievements 29 8 (66.67%) 
7.  Personal relationships 14 7 (58.33%) 
8.  Volunteer activities 17 6 (50.00%) 
 
 The learning activities category, in the narratives, consists of all learning activities that 
participants performed before or while making the entrepreneurial choice (e.g., deciding to 
establish their own company).  This category was cited by all interviewees (100%)and referred to 
sub-categories such as learning through (1) practicing the field (e.g., learning by doing), (2) 
educating the self (e.g., reading, seeking out knowledge), (3) having a university degree (i.e., a 
bachelor or master), (4) joining a learning community (e.g., club of practitioners), (5) having an 
experienced mentor, and (6) participating in a training workshop or competition.  Some of these 
sub-categories was discussed below. 
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 Learning by practicing the field, for instance, was mentioned implicitly in the direct work 
experiences category (e.g., Malik’s experience of learning a new sub-field during his work in a 
big company).  Other participants stated also that performing different roles in their jobs led 
them to learn their profession from different angles.  Rana’s report reinforced this aspect when 
she was describing her first work environment as an excellent one as it helped her gradually to 
learn her field and how to be professional in it.  She started her work in this company as a 
secretary who performed many administrative tasks including transcribing the board meetings.  
This transcription work kept her posted about this company challenges such as financial 
supports.  Without letting anybody know, she took some actions and convinced some 
stakeholders to support the company, even though she was not assigned to do so.  After realizing 
her talent, the company promoted her to be director of the financial resources.  She stated also 
that she was lucky to have a manager who taught her how to be more professional in the field.  
These experiences of learning by doing gave her a knowledge base for establishing her own 
company later.  
 Another sub-category here was joining a learning community that appeared, in some 
participants’ narratives, as an influential learning factor that contributed in forming their 
entrepreneurial career choice.  Yasser, for instance, mentioned that his participation in the 
computer club during high school contributed in giving him the opportunity to practice what he 
liked (i.e., performing his drawing skills), and to work with other students, who had similar 
interests, to develop art products for the school audience.  During that period, he received 
positive and encouraging reactions on his work, which reinforced his self-confidence in his 
abilities and consequently influenced his entrepreneurial decision later.  
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 In similar context, Hamza narrated that his membership in a biweekly professional club 
(i.e., community of practitioners) affected his decision towards being a self-employed person, 
who started as a freelancer and ended-up establishing his own company.  He labeled this event as 
a source of his inspiration due to its contribution in giving him a good perception and vision of 
his profession.  He got a chance, as a college student, to interact with many practitioners and 
entrepreneurs, among 30 to 40 people attending this club); and learned from their experiences 
and mistakes.  Such experience was also an example of another sup-category where some 
participants were mentored by more-seasoned person in the field (i.e., someone with more 
experience).  Hamza shared one example that one of this club members, a senior entrepreneur, 
became his friend who usually guided and helped him to pay attention to some key aspects in the 
field (e.g., encouraging him to be specialized in a new subfield that do not exist in the local 
market).  Lastly, all aforementioned leaning activities contributed in building a knowledge base 
for these participants that made them confident in their ability and prepared in making their 
entrepreneurial career choice.   
 The direct work experiences category referred to all work that participants performed 
within their field of interest, whether as an employee or a freelancer.  It appeared in all narratives 
(100%) as an influential and powerful factor on the decision of establishing a company.  Most 
participants cited, for instance, that working at big companies was a significant milestone in their 
entrepreneurial career path.  They stated that this work experience allowed them to: (1) identify 
the commercial secrets of their industry (e.g., knowing the techniques of doing business), (2) 
implement their own skills along with determining the new ones, and (3) get a good perception 
of the local market and its needs.  Such impact was very clear in their first work experiences.  In 
Malik’s case, he stated that working at a company that was specialized in his field, during and 
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after his bachelor, gave him a good perception about the real field practices.  After that, he got a 
better job opportunity in a larger company.  This new job led him to practice a new area within 
the field (referring to the digital marketing), which later became the backbone of his own 
company.  
 Other participants cited that they excelled quickly at the first jobs as they performed tasks 
within their area of interest.  Their excellence and thrive in their respective fields contributed in 
increasing their self-confidence in the skills they had, and consequently was very influential in 
the process of forming their entrepreneurial choice.  Ali was among those who outdid colleagues.  
He mentioned that his first job experience, as salesperson at a big company, considerably 
influenced his career path.  This work experience consisted, for instance, his approach in 
innovating special ways to identifying the client’s needs and trying his best in meeting these 
needs.  Following this approach led him to gain the customers’ trust and accordingly become the 
best salesperson among his colleagues.  Some of these customers required his company to send 
him specifically in any future contract, while others offered him to be trained freely on how to 
use the devices he was selling as a sign of gratitude for his exceptional work.   
 The direct work experience category featured in the data in another form where some 
participants worked as a freelancer (i.e., self-employed person).  The outcomes of such work had 
an obvious impact on their self-confidence that they can innovate their own business model.  One 
example of this form was Hamza's practice of photography as a profession ever since he was a 
university student.  He started his work as a freelancer by offering the photographic services for 
limited group of costumers.  One of whom was a big government agency that asked him to cover 
three days event for 12,000 SR (equal to $3,200 USD).  According to Hamza, this deal was a 
crucial turning point in his career path, through which he managed to gain a large amount of 
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money that was equivalent to a monthly wage of an employee with similar university degree.  
This event led him to do a comparison of the monthly wage between being an employee and 
being a self-employed person:    
I had a goal.  I was in a challenge with myself when I refused a job offer from a big 
company.  Now, I want to do a monthly comparison between my financial status if I were 
an employee in this company and my current situation [of being self-employed].  Which 
one is the best.  Did I make the right decision?  Thank God, it clearly seems that I am going 
in the right direction [being an entrepreneur] when looking at how much I have saved 
monthly, how much I have earned, and how long I have worked. 
 Muhammad also mentioned that he employed his skills, after graduation, in producing 
and developing a video clip on social media.  The aim of this product was to display the statistics 
of traffic accidents in a creative way that was compatible with the community’s language.  After 
publishing it, he got a huge and unexpected reactions, including many positive comments and 
offers from local companies that were interested in such product.  He stated that in the following 
response: 
I woke-up in the morning, the day after, and open my email and found it exploded [received 
tons of emails].  I checked my YouTube page and found a lot of comments... Some of these 
emails were from media, newspapers and channels.  People talk about it, and it provoked 
a very positive controversy, thank God.  Honestly, I was shocked of how such thing, 
someone made at home, could do that.  It really proved to me the power of viral videos...  
there is a need.  Bunch of emails was a business request from people who want videos in 
the same way.  One big company stated that we want it, we want to buy it. 
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This experience bolstered Muhammad’s confidence in his capabilities and led him to perceive 
that he could do something bigger. 
 The category of direct and indirect exposure to business activities was mentioned in 
all responses (100%).  It referred to the entrepreneurial events and activities that participants 
were exposed to prior choosing this career path, especially in their early ages.  Hazem, for 
instance, stated in his response that his involvement in some commercial activities during the 
elementary stage had affected the development of his career decision when he grew.  These 
activities contained playing several business roles such as managing the school canteen (e.g., 
sales, marketing), investing in the canteen’s stocks, earning profits at the end of school semester, 
and finally providing special services for some costumers, where he used to provide items that 
were not available at the canteen. 
  Rana alike expressed some entrepreneurial behaviors during her childhood.  She stated, 
for instance, that she was always persistent in getting what she wanted.  One story was when she 
contributed in making her class to be recognized as the best organized one at the school.  To 
accomplish that, she was able to get the necessary money from her family.  This behavior of 
providing financial support stood out clearly in her work practices as mentioned in the learning 
activities category, and became later the core service of her company’s business model.  
 Haitham indicated that he went through some business events in his adolescence, which 
had an impact on entrepreneurial journey.  One of them was helping his father in operating the 
commercial stores he owned.  In another context, he cited, as mentioned above in the family 
category, that his father gave him a good amount of money to risk in doing any business he 
wanted even though he was still a high school student.  His success in this experience heavily 
built his self-confidence, which later impacted his entrepreneurial career decision-making 
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process.  Finally, others added that their act of buying and selling stuff online, during the 
university period, had an impact on their decisions towards entrepreneurship.    
 The category of desire for independence was cited in all narratives (100%) as one of 
the main reasons for starting of a business.  It referred to the participants’ relentless pursuit of 
self-independence at work and getting better financial return.  The reasons for such desire varied 
in the responses.  Some of them pointed out their reason as their pressing and constant need of 
being their own boss, and inability to accept the reality of being under someone’s else 
administration who does not value their efforts.  Hind, for example, said concerning this:  
Freedom has always been important for me so that I can control my schedule, I am the one 
who can say yes or no, I can make an impact, and I can be the leader in a place I believe 
in. 
Most narratives conformed with Hind’s statement.  That is, other participants believed, before 
starting the entrepreneurial career, that working in their personal companies will allow them to 
be creative and make mistakes without being held accountable.  Rana stated in this respect “self-
employment makes you fly freely.  I mean you can implement any idea you have in mind”.  
 Majed added that his desired in self-employment came as a reaction to his previous work 
experiences.  He stated that when he was an employee, he was playing a role he did not like, a 
role of someone trying desperately to prove himself to his boss for the sake of getting advantages 
and rewards.  He also realized and came up to a conclusion that no company would adequately 
appreciate his creative work whenever he tried and this had a great impact on him.  Thus, he 
decided to work in his own and build that environment that appreciates his hard work and 
achievement. 
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 Most participants asserted that getting a better financial return was the reason behind 
their desire of self-employment and independence.  Some narratives even considered it as a main 
enticement and this because of their first entrepreneurial experiences where they were able to 
make money.  The clearest examples, perhaps, are what Yasser and Hamza narrated that they 
gained a good money for their first service while there were still college students.  Such first 
experience was influential on their self-confidence as they realized that they can independently 
make direct profit.    
 The role-models influence category was cited by some participants (66.67%) as 
referring to persons that they admired and looked at as an inspirational example to be imitated in 
either a craft or entrepreneurial practices.  These role-models could be one member of a family, 
successful businesspeople and entrepreneurs the participants read about, or a more-seasoned 
person in the field that participants admired their works and achievements.         
 The influence of previous successes and achievements category emerged in some 
narratives (66.67%) as an influential factor on shaping current entrepreneurial career choice.  
One emergent form of this category was the impact of constant success that the participants 
experienced and saw during a previous work as either an employee or freelancer.  Malik 
mentioned, in this respect, that his field was featured with seeing instant results, as he put it: 
You see results right in front of you.  You are the one who implemented the work, and you 
are the one who did it.  In other words, what features my field is that if you don’t see the 
achievements daily, you see them weekly.  
Rana noted her motive in: 
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The gratitude of others was a strong motive for me to continue in the same field.  Meaning 
that when I see things [persons] change from a situation into a better one because of me, 
this was a peak of success for me.   
Hazem’s also expressed similar motive in the following response, “I extremely love seeing 
someone, who I had an impact on through a training course or program, moved to a higher 
level”.  
 Another form of this category, cited in some responses, was the impact of a particular 
success on forming their current entrepreneurial career.  For instance, the big reactions, 
Muhammad received for his first free short video that he had shared after university graduation, 
had a great impact on his career journey.  He said “how would something so simple like that, you 
worked on alone at home and without asking anyone for help, [would achieve all this success]”.  
He stated that the success of this product was an indicator of two things: his capability and the 
market needs, where many organizations requested his service in producing similar products.  He 
added that one of the big national companies offered to buy the product itself.  Similar to 
Muhammad’s case, Hamza also cited that his first favorable outcome in earning a large amount 
of money in a three day-work was a leap in shaping his entrepreneurial decision.  According to 
him, this amount equals a monthly income of an employer, holding the same degree Hamza is 
holding. 
 The relationships category was mentioned in some responses (58.33%) as a base for 
shaping current entrepreneurial career choices.  It referred to the impact of some relations on 
these entrepreneurs’ decision-making process such as professionals, customers, and investors 
(e.g., getting a partnership offer).  Some participants mentioned that the relations, such as their 
professional network, that they had during their previous work had clearly influenced their 
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decisions concerning establishing their companies.  Rami, for instance, cited that keeping the 
business cards of all people (e.g., suppliers) he met during his work at private companies 
contributed in shaping his current career.  It strengthened his confidence that he had access to the 
key people in the market that he might ally with later when he establishes his company.  In a 
context similar to Rami’s, Yasser mentioned that he benefited from his customers’ connections.  
They contributed in marketing him, which later led to increase the demand for his services.  High 
demands led him to think of establishing his own company and compelled him to remodel his 
business activity to be more institutional. 
 Getting a partnership offer was another form showing the influence of relations on 
shaping some participants' current entrepreneurial career choice.  As an illustration, Haitham 
considered relations and connections as a real equity capital, implying in its role in supporting 
his idea and establishing his company.  Thus, he described the importance of connections in two 
different contexts.  The first one, when he mentioned his proximity to the investors community, 
which later made it easy/helped him to get a big equity capital to launch his project.  The other 
one, when an old friend asked him to partner with his team in administrating a project, 
governmental bid.    
 Muhammad’s report indicated something similar when he introduced his impression 
concerning his first meeting with the founders of the parent company that incubated his business 
idea and offered him partnership to establishing his company:  
I was impressed with those guys, honestly! Frankly, what fascinated me the most is their 
value to the company mechanism before money.  I felt like they are people that you can 
depend on and trust.  This is important in partnership.  
These reports highlight the role the relations and connections played in shaping the 
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entrepreneurial decision, referring to the current career. 
 The volunteer activities category was indicated in some narratives (i.e., 50% of the 
participants) as voluntary works that some participants performed and had influenced later their 
current career choices.  Such impact was obvious in Hazem’s story when he mentioned that he 
used to have a habit referring to: 
If I attend a workshop, I try to present it as many times as possible.  Meaning, if I attend a 
workshop in a specific field, I start presenting it to people in smaller workshops.  I really 
enjoyed transferring knowledge. 
This volunteering action had an impact on his professional attitude as enabling him to identify 
his talent and potential, discover his pleasure in the field, and see its positive impact on the 
behavior of others.  It had accompanied Hazem in his first work at a large company.  He used to 
take up any opportunity during a lunch break to set up voluntary workshops focusing on 
improving the workers’ performance.  He continued to provide these workshops till he resigned 
from this company and then he established a training and development company to fulfill his 
passion.  This narrative explained how volunteer activities could affect these individuals current 
career choices.    
Environmental Influences Related to Societal and Economic Structure 
 This context refers to the factors associated with the society and local needs as well as 
associated with the national economy and market opportunities.  It includes one category with 







Table 6  
Societal and Economic Structure-related Categories Affecting the Career Choice Selection 




Number of Participants 
(Frequency) 
1.  The market need for the business idea 55 12 (100%) 
 
 The market need for the business idea category emerged in the reports of all 
participants (100%) as seeing a business gap in the market or a potential of new idea that could 
serve the society better.  Most participants cited that they did some sort of market research to 
assist its needs and this was a trigger for their business idea. Muhammad said, for instance:  
I generally love visual communication and I always want to work in this field, and I feel 
like that the market does not have this product.  I want to start this so that I can work within 
the field of my passion.  You do not know how big my passion is in this work.  Thank God, 
I started right after this experience [referring to the short video clip that he produced and 
shared in social media].  This experience could be largely improved as I can include a 
drawing, design, animation, and writing into it.  I want to try all the production stages.  I 
did all of them [in this experience].  It was the first time for me to try this on a video.  Thank 
God, when this succeeded, it gave me an indicator that there is a good potential in terms of 
my capacity, and in terms of a need in the market.  
 Some participants added that this market need paralleled with, sometimes, lack of 
national competencies in the field (e.g., shortage of specialized people in new fields).  Some 
participants mentioned in their responses that they studied masters abroad, focusing on narrow 
area of specialization based on a national market need.  The effect of such specialization 
emerged later in Hamza’s career, for instance, when he received both local and international 
business requests for his services because of this specialization.  Rami looked at the shortage of 
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national specialized people from another angle when conducted a survey to analyze the market 
need for his business idea and came to conclusion that:  
This field does not have Saudis.  I carried out a survey and found out that the number of 
Saudis working in the field is very low.  Well, I said to myself, ‘in the land of the blind, a 
one-eyed man is king’.  Let me work on it. 
These narratives highlighted the importance of identifying the overcrowding or shortage of 
national competencies in the market and its relation in forming current entrepreneurial careers 
(e.g., participants’ desire to fill the business gaps in the local market). 
 Some of the participants mentioned that the process of analyzing the market need helped 
them in determining their business idea, its best timing (i.e., taking up related opportunities).  
Samy cited, for example, the following, “I saw the potential of the idea and it could make a big 
change or create a booming in the market”.  Malik also stated that he used, as an employee, to 
track some of the bids that big companies refused to implement for some client.  For him, this 
was an example of an opportunity that would suit small businesses.  Thus, he later contacted 
some of these clients and his small company won their bid.  His response included another form 
of market need, which had been pointed out by some of the participants as well.  It is the 
abundance of projects and requests, paralleling with shortages of services providers.  For some 
participants, the market’s need was one of the main reasons in behind their decision in 




RESULTS OF CAREER CHOICE SUPPORTS 
 The aim of this chapter is to present the results related to answering the first part of the 
second research question: What environmental supports influenced the process of pursuing the 
entrepreneurial career choices? Twenty-five categories emerged in the participants’ responses 
as factors that supported their pursuing with the entrepreneurial career choices.  These categories 
were divided below according to their relation to four main sections: (1) Person factors and 
psychological states, (2) environmental influences related to social structure, (3) environmental 
influences related to professional and educational structure, and (4) environmental influences 
related to societal and economic structure.  The categories within the first section is considered in 
SCCT as person factors (e.g., inner influences) while those within the other sections line up with 
the contextual influences.  
Personal Influences as Supports for Entrepreneurial Career Choice 
Person Factors and Psychological States  
 There were three categories mentioned in the narratives as more relevant to personal 
characteristics and psychological states.  All of them emerged in the participants’ responses as a 
supporter for the entrepreneurial career choice pursuit (see Table 7).  
Table 7  
Person-related Categories Supporting the Career Choice Pursuit 




Number of Participants 
(Frequency) 
1.  Self-satisfaction and self-fulfillment  41 11 (91.67%) 
2.  Interests 45 10 (83.33%) 




 The self-satisfaction and self-fulfillment category was cited in almost all narratives 
(91.67%).  It emerged in a form that exemplifies the participants’ continuous sense of inner 
satisfaction that mostly resulted from seeing the impact of their achievements.  Some participants 
used different phrases to express this sense such as the feeling of pride and the feeling of 
excitement of achievement.  Malik mentioned in his commentary that one of the incentives that 
made him continue in the entrepreneurial path was the self-satisfaction in succeeding:  
The inner feeling of achievement motivates me every day.  Gratefully, since we started till 
today, we have constantly been going through successes over successes, and I consider 
this, say, as fuel for me to keep going on and on.  
In another context, Majed stated the following: 
The self-status that I have reached, which is being recognized and being an entrepreneur 
and have taken all the risks to reach what I have reached, is a feeling that makes me want 
to keep going on and not to fail.  So, this feeling, recognition or whatever that is, is what 
kept me on this track. 
Other participants mentioned that their feelings of satisfaction are indescribable when they see 
the impact of their business projects on the society members.  Rami and Ali, for instance, 
confirmed that seeing both the human impact and positive impact of the medical services and 
products that they promote was one of the most supporting elements for loving the field and 
clinging on to it until this moment. 
 The interest category appeared in the participants' reports as their consistent 
performance of what they like and enjoy.  Most participants (83.33%) confirmed again that their 
interests and passion in a specific field was the main enticement and support for the participants 
to holding on to their career track.  As an illustration, Malik mentioned in his response that his 
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enjoyment in the field was very huge that he used to work for long hours, ranging from 12 to 14 
hours a day, mainly in the first years of establishing his company.  In another example, we find 
Hamza explaining the reason why he continues to enjoy the field, by saying  
You express yourself.  In other words, every project that you do, you eventually trying to 
reflect something within you.  Your fingerprint become visible [referring to the impact of 
his work].  Well, I am talking about myself as someone who works with camera, lighting, 
framing, etc.  I sense all these things.  I express myself technically through these projects, 
and this satisfies the artist within me.  
This joy continued to remain as a supporting factor for Hamza to hold on to his entrepreneurial 
track because he started to see its reflections on the business projects he is presenting.  In similar 
regards, Muhammad stated that people's admiration of his work made him linger on the field 
more and more.  Based on other participants' reports, I might shed some lights on different 
examples of how this factor is encouraging when discussing later other supporting factors. 
 The self-awareness category appeared in most responses (83.33%) as a supporter of 
these entrepreneurs’ career choice.  It referred to the individual’s consciousness of personal 
strengths and weaknesses (e.g., abilities).  Some of them mentioned that their awareness of their 
strengths and their continuous focus on them kept them going and help their company grow.  
Others added that their awareness of the weaknesses led to delegating tasks that center around 
them to others (i.e., someone who considers these weaknesses as his/her strengths).  This factor 
stood out in Hind’s following statement, where she emphasized that her awareness of her 
personality and competence of having tolerance helped her substantially to overcome many 
challenges: 
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I think one of the things that supported me was part of my character, which was patience, 
because If I did not have tolerance I would have stopped long time ago.  So, I have always 
felt that giving up has never been a good choice.  I have to learn.  People did not reach 
what they have reached over one night.  They have spent years and years, trying and going 
through experiences.  This factor is one of the characteristics that honestly I am grateful to 
Allah that I have, and that I have the ability of great endurance.  
Ali indicated that his character coincided with the nature of his business field and that his 
awareness of his strengths had contributed in increasing his belief in his ability, and that he could 
play fundamental roles to run his own company in times of crisis.  Muhammad’s narrative 
highlighted the role of self-awareness when mentioning that his capability in mastering all stages 
of media production contributed in developing products that had high demands in the market.  
These high demands made him explore new opportunities as he mentioned in the following 
assertion: “As I mentioned, after advertising, I received a huge volume of demands.  I then knew 
that this was a new thing in the market that had not been discovered.  So, it is a big shot that I dig 
deeper”. 
Environmental Influences as Supports for Entrepreneurial Career Choice 
Environmental Influences Related to Social Structure 
 According to the participants’ narratives, two categories (i.e., factors) fall under the social 
context as having an impact in supporting the entrepreneurial career choice (See table 8). 
Table 8 
Social Structure-related Categories Supporting the Career Choice Pursuit 




Number of Participants 
(Frequency) 
1.  Family influences 52 10  (83.33%) 
2.  Influence of other people 26 7   (58.33%) 
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 The family influences category was cited in most responses (83.33%).  It referred 
mostly to family members’ encouragement and support (i.e., parent, spouses, siblings) for the 
participants to continue in their entrepreneurial career path.  That is, most narratives 
demonstrated the emotional role of parents as well as the financial role, especially if financial 
support was needed in early stages of this unstable career path.  The following statement by 
Yasser might be a clear example of this role: 
The idea of having your family supporting emotionally, but kind of like financially.  They 
would say: well if you need money, just let us know and we will be a backup for you.  Even 
if you do not need this backup one day, just knowing that, it is emotionally comforting. 
A spouse had also a crucial role in supporting the participant in this entrepreneurial journey as 
mentioned in some reports.  Muhammad, for instance, highlighted the importance of this role: 
I got married in 2013, and I am grateful that my wife was a supporter for me.  She endured 
all these pressures coming from work.  Although the business was at its early stage, my 
wife’s support was considerably great, and I am grateful for that.  Here we’re talking about 
instability and things like that.  So, her role was helpful. 
Hind’s case, on the other hand, confirmed the crucial role of her husband in assisting her to 
balance between her company management and her role as a house mother.  Such support had 
helped her gain high confidence in herself.  In another context, her confidence appeared as an 
affective result: “So, one of the motivations that really had me continue in this path was to be a 
role model for my children”. 
 The influence of other people category referred to the positive impact from the 
surrounding people who were not family member.  This category appeared in some responses 
(58.33%) as an encouragement to progress in this entrepreneurial trajectory as a career.  Some 
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participants mentioned that relatives’ encouragement and support were one of the main reasons 
they advanced, especially at the early stage of establishing.  For instance, Yasser mentioned that 
his uncle assigned a section of his business store so that Yasser and his friends can use it as a 
place to found their small company.  Four participants also stated that their friends and 
colleagues had an essential role in increasing their self-confidence and their competence, and 
also in motivating them to continue working as self-employed people.  In the following report, 
Ali mentioned that one of the supporting factors for him was the group of close friends that he 
always liked to hang out with and talk to concerning his business project and challenges he had 
encountered. 
I have a group that I always try to keep close to me.  Sometimes, you have specific 
problems, and you want to consult with someone who is close to you.  You want to talk to 
them, say, openly.  It does not have to be something specific.  (in other words) there is not 
a barrier between you and them when expressing thoughts that you just wish to talk over.  
These are the things that are considered encouraging. When you sit down with them and 
empty all this negative energy while they listen and support you verbally. 
In a similar context, Hind mentioned in her following story that she formed a community of 
supporting practitioners from close people. 
I tried to find support from the surrounding environment, like my friends.  They were all 
entrepreneurs, and they all started with me.  We formed a friend group.  Then we became 
close friends and started chatting with each other and talking things over.  We started seeing 
support from each other.  So, this support centering around my field work helped me a lot. 
In a different context, Hind mentioned that at the beginning of establishing her company, she 
worked with an expert consultant in marketing that was always motivating her and telling her 
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“you will be a big shot one day.” According to her report, this was her reason to continue in the 
field “there were people around me, feeling all this [referring to her competence] that made me 
continue [in this path].” 
Environmental Influences Related to Professional and Educational Structure 
 This section includes 14 categories related to the participants’ work and learning 
experiences.  Eight of them mentioned in almost all narratives (100 to 83.33 %) as supporting the 
pursuing of current entrepreneurial career choice while the remainder were mentioned by some 
participants as stated in the table below. 
Table 9 









 The influence of the parent company category appeared in all participants’ responses 
(100%), which referred to all forms of financial and logistic supports that mother company 
offered for its affiliates.  This includes helping participants to continue operating their companies 
with a great joy and very efficiently.  The logistic support (e.g., business support, business 
development services, business accommodation) was the most obvious and prominent one in the 




Number of Participants 
(Frequency) 
1.  Influence of the parent company 84 12  (100%) 
2.  Learning activities 43 12  (100%) 
3.  Company growth 55 11  (91.67%) 
4.  Making sacrifices 39 11  (91.67%) 
5.  Company reputation 67 10  (83.33%) 
6.  Co-founders 59 10  (83.33%) 
7.  Company clients and benefiters 35 10  (83.33%) 
8.  Having a vision 21 10  (83.33%) 
9.  Workplace and teamwork 30 8   (66.67%) 
10.  Strong desire to compete 16 7   (58.33%) 
11.  Seizing business opportunities 16 6   (50%) 
12.  Not getting exposed to financial crises 7 4   (33.33%) 
13.  Reviewing field practices 2 2   (16.67%) 
14.  Technology evolution 2 1   (8.33%) 
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narratives as it was the main reason for most participants in partnering with this company.  As far 
as financial support, some participants considered this factor as secondary and can be found by 
many investors.  Hazem described, in his following statement, this mother company’s logistic 
role in supporting his entrepreneurial career path: 
Whenever someone goes through a hardship, there is this constant motivation from them, 
and their way of dealing with the matter and building strategies that were always positive 
strategies.  They are not like other investors who only give you some cash and let you work 
alone.  
Majed also emphasized on this logistic role by saying:  
Regardless of their financial support, just the idea of having a richer partner, who has the 
know-how and is ready to sit with you to give you the experiences, was a back that you 
can lean on.  This thing that happened to me was really something solid that you can stand 
on.  Having such thing was emotionally/ psychologically supporting. 
Muhammad, in another context, interpreted this logistic role by highlighting some essential 
services that the parent company was providing.  
They have the financial support, mentoring support, and guidance services.  They have also 
the shared services which are greatly comforting for entrepreneurs.  What I mean by shared 
services, of course, is accounting services, HR services, and services that are not related to 
your core business, and that are needed by every company.  These services waste the 
entrepreneur's time, but they’re very essential in the work place and without it, a company 
might fail.  
The role of parent company appeared also in a form of providing a shared workspace for its 
small companies.  This workspace was considered by some participants as an ecosystem that 
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streamlines accessibility for them to get several advantages such as (1) benefiting from the 
experiences of other founders, (2) benefiting from the services of other small companies, and (3) 
marketing their own services or products to the sister companies.  Majed summarized these 
advantages in his following report, describing the nature of the relation with the sister companies 
as he labeled them:  
We have always been seeing the value of being together that we have the same destiny, 
and we are making the same industry and working with the same customers.  We benefit 
each other and benefit from each other [referring to the mutual benefit of sharing services 
and customers].  This means that we mentor each other.  So, this was a value and had an 
impact on us.  I am sure that if we talked to one of the other entities [referring to the sister 
companies] that we have mentored them, we might be mentioned as a supporter for them 
to proceed with their business.  We give each other confidence, especially when you see 
senior person, who is expert and gets there [means reaching the stability in his or her startup 
company], is telling you that you are right and just keep going.  This leads you to say yes 
I am in the right track.  
Hamza reinforced the importance of this entrepreneurial community in his response by saying: 
“They all have been through all the things you went through whatsoever.  So, you will find a 
solution for everything from the sister companies”.  Thus, participants considered this shared 
work environment and these logistic services that the parent company provides what makes it 
distinguished from other investors who usually suffice for financial support only. 
 The learning activities category was cited in all narratives (100%), which referred to all 
learning means that participants utilized and considered as a support for their entrepreneurial 
career choices.  This included sub-categories such as continuous self-learning (e.g., self-directed 
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way of seeking out filed related information), learning from previous practices, learning from 
making mistakes, learning through interacting with other practitioners and entrepreneurs, and 
learning from participating in a professional event (both of the latter referring to communities of 
practices).  
 Most participants had a strong belief of the importance of continuous learning about their 
field.  They believed it contributed to increase their professional knowledge, maintain their 
entrepreneurial expertise, and retain their position as a competitor in the local market.  Yasser 
mentioned that his curiosity, desire to go forward, and the continuance of eagerness in getting to 
know his work led him to be ahead of his competitors.  In a similar context, Hamza stated that he 
had habits (i.e., repeated learning behaviors that he used to perform) to cling on his field.  For 
instance, he always watched videos (e.g., YouTube) to learn new things in his field.  Another 
habit that he always liked to go back to the theories and models he studied during his bachelor 
and tried to implement them in his daily operation as a business owner manager.  
 Learning from previous practices and field experiences had a great impact on the 
participants’ confidence in their cognitive outcome and the confidence to employ this outcome 
towards maintaining their entrepreneurial career choice pursuit.  Some stated that their previous 
professional experience was very fruitful and supportive to continue in their entrepreneurial 
career path.  Hazem’s response below was an example also of the influences of previous 
experiences in supporting the entrepreneurial career choice.  He turned his experience of running 
the school canteen during the elementary school into a product that his company currently plans 
to deploy at different schools according to what he said: 
We have created a project proposal and formed a partnership with a group of suppliers.  
Still, this project has not seen the light yet.  It was supposed to be launched this year, but it 
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has faced a struggle with the foreign competitor and their control over the school canteen 
market.  Though, we are going to prepare ourselves for the next year.  
Hazem’s attempted to replicate, through his company, his personal entrepreneurial experience of 
working in a school canteen to be available for nowadays elementary schools’ students (e.g., 
managing school canteen, investing in its stocks, and earning its revenues at the end of school 
semester).  His action stated obviously the important role of previous experiences in retaining his 
self-confidence in proceeding with his career path.   
 Another sub-category of learning activities that supported the entrepreneurial decision 
was learning from making mistakes (i.e., learning processes as trial and error).  Most participants 
emphasized that they learned from experiencing mistakes and failures.  These experiences made 
them stronger, more positive, and more alert in dealing with challenges.  
 Participants cited also that learning through interacting with experienced practitioners 
(i.e., sub-category) had a prominent impact in supporting their career path, whether those 
practitioners were within the parent company’s community or outside its boundaries.  
Muhammad’s following statement was an example that described generally how he benefited 
from being a member of the parent company’s community.  This membership gave him access to 
the expertise of other members who had rich entrepreneurial knowledge and experiences (e.g., 
how to manage and run a small company), especially in light of shortages in sources of 
knowledge in managing a business activity in local market, as he put it: 
The shortage of information sources in this type of activities [referring to running a small 
company] is related to the community as well [meaning the parent community covers this 
shortage of information].  Eventually, you have to gain the knowledge from someone.  This 
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is not taught just like that.  Even if you read about it or looked it up on the Internet.  
Experience and interacting with experts, who have been through the experience, is what 
teach you way much faster. 
 Others stated that they had a chance to learn new practices in their business from the 
professional relations they had built.  Ali cited, for instance, that his exposure to practitioners’ 
experiences from other countries and nationalities in the conferences he attended was a 
reinforcement to his experience and a support for him to continue in his entrepreneurial career 
path: 
So, you attend and sit with people from different countries, and listen to their problems.  
For example, you listen to these doctors that were struggling with using this specific 
apparatus, a valve apparatus and when dealing with patients.  But they fixed this problem 
in this specific way.  And you take this experience and go to your local doctor and tell 
them: hey doctor do you remember this issue? [referring to the mechanism of using the 
valve apparatus].  You can fix this by doing this and that.  So, this is one of the things that’s 
considered supporting. 
 Last sub-category was learning from participating in a professional event (e.g., 
conferences, competitions).  Ali’s statement above also referred to this form of learning activities 
(i.e., attending the conference) as a support factor for his entrepreneurial career journey.  It 
helped him, like other participants, to be exposed to new experiences and practices in the field.  
Majed’s story of his participation and success in winning a competition was another example of 
the role of such factor.  This competition was held by a large national company specialized in his 
field.  Its prize was a professional trip, for Majed and his team, to London to learn the best 
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practices by visiting well-known institutions within the same field his company was specializing 
in. 
Well, I am glad we went to London as an award to learn from one of the biggest companies 
in designing.  So, we have learned from this experience and we saw what it means to run 
an agency.  I mean like an agency on an international scale.  Yes, I wished we had more of 
this experience, but unfortunately the trip was not that long.  But this is one of the important 
things for any startup that wants to make a good progress. 
Majed considered this learning opportunity as an important support factor for him and his 
company as a startup company that wanted to succeed and compete in the market. 
 The company growth category emerged in most responses (91.67%) as a supportive 
influence on the participants’ entrepreneurial career choice.  Some participants considered it as 
an indication of their success and that they were in the right career track.  That is, their 
continuous success and increasing demands of their companies’ services reinforced their self-
belief in (1) their capabilities and (2) this career as a perfect fit for them.  One of the instances of 
such successes was what Sami mentioned about his company’s followers.  The number of these 
followers on social network reached two million, which brought attention to many institutions.  
Haitham and Hazem stated in a similar context that gaining the clients’ trust in the company’s 
service and their constant return to deal with the company (i.e., customer loyalty) was an 
indicator of success for them.  Another indicator of company growth, emerged in the narratives, 
was the positive financial returns. 
 The category of making sacrifices appeared frequently in most narratives (91.67%) as a 
support influence in pursuing the entrepreneurial career.  It referred to dedicated field practices 
where participants devoted their times and efforts for the success of their companies.  Some 
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participants cited that they used to spend long hours, working in their projects in the beginning 
and that they were saving a small amount of money for themselves.  Others explained why they 
spent long working hours because they were obliged to play many roles in early stages of 
establishing their company.  Such sacrifices had become later a fuel and a motivation for them to 
continue in this career path. 
 The company reputation category was cited by most participants (83.33%) as one of 
the supporting factors of pursuing the entrepreneurial career.  It referred to getting a good 
company reputation in the marketplace due to its new or competitive services.  That is, the 
reasons behind participants’ good reputation was varied based on the nature of their business 
model.  Some of them, for instance, mentioned that having competitors in the marketplace was a 
reason to be prominent and a factor to continue offering the best.  Majed narrated: 
So, if we see a different competitive agency that launched a project, we say we will launch 
ours in the future...  Generally, competing to be prominent and to be the best in your field 
are one of the things that always made us internally say we will bring out the best we got...  
So, competition generally will make us different, and is definitely related to the support 
and pursuing, it gives you that you would like to continue [in this career path]. 
Others found that scarcity of a specialization and lack of specialized national workforce in the 
field was one of the reasons of their distinction in the local market.   
 The co-founders category emerged repeatedly three quarters of the responses (i.e., ten 
participants or 83.33%) as an essential supporter to continue in the current entrepreneurial 
chosen path.  This category was mentioned in several supporting forms (i.e., subcategories) such 
as integration and working in harmony, trust and intimacy, mentoring and coaching, and finally 
aligning with other entities and investing in other businesses.  Integration and harmony meant 
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having a match-mate with the participants (i.e., complementary partner).  It was a fundamental, 
supporting factor to pursue this career and shoulder the burden of the entrepreneurial trip.  
Hazem highlighted this influence when he talked about his partner:  
Our characteristics, my friend and I, is harmonious.  He is more into the strategic theoretical 
side, and I am more into practical side, turning things into reality.  This is also among the 
supporting factors.  When you have a partner that completes you, it is a continuous support 
to continue in the path.  
 The trust in a partner (e.g., psychological comfort) was also another sub-category.  It 
helped some participants to remain in their career path.  Yasser, for instance, pointed out in his 
narratives that the trust, comfort and harmony between him and his partners had always made 
him feel great.  Thus, he had always been ensuring to keep and sustain this partnership and 
feeling.  Additionally, the partner’s mentoring (i.e., subcategory) also appeared in some stories as 
an entrepreneurial career support.  Hind mentioned that one of the partners was the biggest 
supporting factor for her in the early stages of operating her company because he played the role 
of a mentor based on his business experiences.  Not only would the partner’ role involve 
mentoring, but it also went beyond alliance with the participant in order to establish new 
companies and incubating other entrepreneurs. 
 The category of company clients and benefiters emerged as a supporting influence that 
led most participants (83.33%) to bear with the current entrepreneurial career.  Participants cited 
that clients’ reactions and those who directly and indirectly benefit from the business project 
played a crucial role in encouraging them, thus continuing in their career path.  Instances for 
direct reactions from clients were found in Rami’s reports.  He stated that he received positive 
feedback on the products his medical company was launching, to a degree that some clients sent 
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pictures documenting and showing their happiness with products and its impact on their lives.  
Rami described this feeling as an extraordinary and indescribable feeling, especially if the 
service enhanced the well-being of others.  As for indirect reactions, it appeared in a form of 
clients’ constant demands for the service and the product.  Hazem affirmed in this context that 
his clients had always returned and requested the service, which was an indication of their 
satisfaction, and was a motivation for Hazem.  Besides, Malik stated that by virtue of the first 
client (i.e., a big government institution) that continued doing business with him, his company 
would not reach its current stage.  It contributed in helping his company to gain other clients’ 
trust. 
 The category of having a vision appeared in most of the participants’ reports (83.33%), 
where they mentioned that having great goals was a push to continue in the entrepreneurial path.  
The vision of Rami’s company, for instance, was seeking to be the biggest in the field and 
throughout at the country level was motivating for him and for his team to continue to be 
distinguished in the area.  Other participants mentioned that among the motivating experiences 
that they had was that they managed to achieve their goals in a short period of time as mentioned 
in Malik’ and Hamza’s reports.  For example, Hamza mentioned that he managed to achieve a 
two-year goal in one year.  This goal is to provide services to three big companies that can hardly 
accept an offer from small companies such as his. 
 The category of workplace and teamwork was cited in some narratives (66.67%) as a 
support influence to continue in the current entrepreneurial career.  Some participants 
emphasized that having a workplace was a turning point in their business journey because it 
turned their ideas into field practical procedures.  Majed’s following statement indicated the 
impact of the first worksite on him and on establishing his company:  
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The thing we were talking about became reality.  We have a place to go to and work at.  
This I believe was a critical stage.  Having the place make us realize that it is physical, it 
is not just an idea [anymore]. 
The role of having a workplace appeared also as a psychological support for some participants as 
they had the freedom to organize it the way they liked.  Hence, it encouraged them to establish a 
natural organizational culture that impacted all their staff positively.  Hind reported, for instance, 
that she prepared a specific place for children in her company to make childcare services easier 
during work.  
 Such regulatory actions contributed in emerging another supporting factor, which is a 
staff’s loyalty to the entrepreneurs and their companies.  Some participants cited the importance 
of the staff’s loyalty and its role to the stability of their company.  Hamza declared in his 
following statement a story of loyalty of one of his company’s employees:  
There is an employee.  Although she was paid more, she resigned from her [previous] job 
and worked with us with less salary.  She stays here [at the workplace] for long times only 
because she likes the [business] idea and she is very loyal to it.   
 In another context, Yasser mentioned, reinforcing the important role of his team by 
saying, “We are lucky we have a team that always wants to work.  I always say that there are 
three people that I don’t consider as employees.  I feel like that these people are partners”.  On 
the top of that, Rami described those who worked with him, since the establishment of his 
company in 2011, as family members that he always wanted to be with.  In a different context, 
he indicated that none of his employees had resigned from the company since its establishment 
date.  The reason behind that was because of the company organizational culture and its boss-less 
structure, as he put it (i.e., egalitarian culture). 
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 The category of strong desire to compete was defined as the role of local market 
competition in leading seven participants (58.33%) to have a constant desire in challenging and 
competing existing companies.  This category was cited moderately in the narratives.  Hamza 
mentioned, for instance, that most of the competitive companies in the local market, specialized 
in his field, were foreign institutions that did not have deep knowledge of the country's culture 
and its people: 
I, honestly, consider the challenge and existing of competition as supporters.  Let me tell 
you why.  In Saudi, the media production market is mostly controlled by people from 
outside the country.  They do not produce real things [related to the local culture].  How 
come the National Day advertising, for instance, was made by non-Saudis.  How are we 
going to feel it? This feeling always forces us to create something distinguished in the 
world of advertising.  This is the challenge that gets someone excited.   
Thus, this factor always pushed him forward to offer alternative services that achieve this 
cultural depth.  As a result, he was proud in a different context that he managed to accomplish 
the self-challenge in delivering his services to three large national companies during only one 
year.  This type of challenge and competition behavior had repeated in other participants’ 
responses as a supporting factor in pursuing their entrepreneurial career path. 
 The category of seizing business opportunities appeared in some narratives (50%) as 
an indication of seizing opportunities very well and its role for the business stability and 
continuation.  In some cases, participants had a habit of analyzing the market looking for new 
opportunity and then develop a new product or services to please potential clients and meet their 
needs.  An instance of that was found in Muhammad’s following response where he innovated a 
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product that corresponds with a large governmental institution’s need when he knew that the 
institution was planning to launch a new service:  
I read in the news that they were launching a new service.  So, I read a little bit about this 
service and that they were going to launch it by next week. So, I said let me make a video 
clip that explains this service as if it was done by them. Then I would give it to them and 
say: What do you think of this video? if you like it, you can have it and share it. So, I 
worked on the video that week and then I gave it to them.  They were stunned.  They just 
said we want it.   
This was a big step in marketing his company and in reaching to other clients, which contributed 
to expand his business activities and its continuation in the service. 
 The category of not getting exposed to financial crises appeared in the data 
occasionally (i.e., four participants or 33.33%), and pointed out that the participants or their 
companies did not go through financial distress that lead to stop continuing in the business 
activity.  Majed, for instance, considered this influence (i.e., category) as one of the supporting 
factors:  
Thank Allah we have not encountered any of this.  We have not encountered any need to 
finance.  Meaning that we have not encountered, Allah forbids, any trouble that makes you 
need money or leave your field of interest.   
In other narratives, some participants mentioned that the reason they have financial stability is 
because they belonged to a middle- or upper-class income families, or because they were 
subsidiaries of the parent company.  That is, there was some psychological comfort within those 
two financial supporters as they gave these participants a back-up feeling where they can lean on 
in case they went through a financial crisis in their business. 
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 The category of reviewing field practices appeared in the responses of two participants 
(16.67%) as a support to continue in the entrepreneurial path.  This category referred to the 
strategies of continuous evaluation of the business activities, mainly among partners.  Majed 
mentioned for instance, that he met with his partners quarterly to assess their field practices and 
to put forward a plan to deal with challenges that they faced:  
With my partners, we take a vacation, travel to somewhere far away, and sit with each other 
in a camp rethinking of all these things [referring to both personal and business issues].  
These board meetings are necessary from time to time and they are supposed to occur each 
quarter. 
This evaluating procedure helped them achieve success whether in managing the company or in 
reinforcing the relationship between him and his partners. 
 The technology evolution category pointed out the role of modern technical means in 
facilitating the management of a business activity, at least to one participant (8.33%).  Yasser 
mentioned that the technology made managing his company very easy from any place, and made 
him finish all formal transactions and government procedures online without having to come 
directly and physically to the governmental agencies.  Furthermore, he mentioned in another 
context that he used some software platforms such as Skype and Google Hangout to 
communicate with his partners who lived in different cities, “The technology was definitely a 
support factor… we were actually in different locations and our meetings were through Google 
Hangout, Skype and similar applications”. 
Environmental Influences Related to Societal and Economic Structure 
 This context refers to the supporting factors associated with the social and economic 
needs for the entrepreneurial activity as well as the role of the society and the government to 
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encourage it to continue.  This role includes four categories as shown in the table ten below.  The 
first category cited by most participants while the other three categories were appeared just in 
some reports.   
Table 10 
Societal and Economic Structure-related Categories Supporting the Career Choice Pursuit 




Number of Participants 
(Frequency) 
1.  Market need for the business idea 45 10  (83.33%) 
2.  Feeling responsible towards the society 25 8   (66.67%) 
3.  Societal appreciation for the entrepreneur 5 4   (33.33%) 
4.  Governmental increasing efforts to support 
entrepreneurship 
5 3   (25%) 
 
 The category of market needs for the business idea referred to the local market nature 
as a grown market where there was always a need (i.e., increase in the demand) for a certain 
service or product, which was provided through the participants’ companies.  This category was 
cited in most of the narratives (83.33%) such as Majed’s statement when he said, “The constant 
market need for the product has a correlation with the company’s increasing expansion”; and 
consequently, continuing in his business path.  Determining such market need was a habit for 
other participants as well.  They continuously analyzed the market needs looking for growth 
opportunity in doing business.  Muhammad mentioned that he got an increasing demand for his 
product after publishing it in social networking sites, which was for him a growth opportunity, “I 
received a high demand where I know that there is a new area in the market that nobody has 
discovered before.  So, it is an opportunity for me in doing business”.   
 Moreover, because of such continuous analysis, some participants managed to understand 
the business activity where competition was very low or the competitors were internationals and 
not well-aware of the community culture (e.g., traditions, norms) as mentioned in Hamza’s 
report previously.   
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In Saudi, the media production market is mostly controlled by people from outside the 
country.  They do not produce real things [related to the local culture].  How come the 
National Day advertising, for instance, was made by non-Saudis.  How are we going to feel 
it? This thing always forces us to create a distinguished thing in the world of advertising.  
This is the challenge that is getting someone excited. 
In Malik’s following response, he confirmed that competition in their business activity was not 
stiff because “the field was new and there were not many companies specialized in it”. 
 The category of feeling responsible towards the society appeared in some responses 
(66.67%) as one of the supporting factors for the entrepreneurial career path.  It arose in two 
forms in the narratives: participants’ constant eagerness to produce something valuable to the 
community, or the positive impact that their companies had on others.  For instance, Yasser 
pointed out the first form in his narrative when talking about professional lectures given to 
university students to university students in his city, “I am currently at the university teaching a 
course called ‘professional practice for graphic design’ to the students in the graphic design 
field”.   
 In a similar context, Rana mentioned that she is always invited to give general and 
specialized talks about her entrepreneurial experience:  
I am a motivational speaker for young people.  I gave a speech each month in different 
location.  Last speech was two days ago in one of the social gathering.  I was amazed at 
the large number that attended, how they interacted, and how they wrote their reflection on 
Twitter.  They did something great as a reaction.  I discovered that I am giving something 
very valuable. 
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Performing such role for Yasser, Rana, and other participants in such respect was voluntarily.  
They were eager to transform their field experiences to others, mostly youth.   
 An instance of the other form of this category was mentioned by some participants, such 
as Ali and Rami, concerning the positive reactions that they received from some clients.  Seeing 
the impact of their products on the beneficiaries, especially those who had an emergent case or 
those who were poor and received the product as a donation, was very motivating for the 
participants to pursue with the entrepreneurial path, as well as bringing up a strong desire to 
spread the impact to reach more beneficiaries in the society.   
 The category of community appreciation for the entrepreneur appeared in the 
responses of four participants (33.33%), as they had been respected by their community as 
business owners (i.e., hold a higher social position).  For instance, Haitham mentioned that 
societal appreciation was very motivating and was a big support for him as a company owner, 
“Society's perception is positive for someone who works in the private sector”.  Malik, also, 
declared in the following statement that there is societal maturity towards supporting the young 
entrepreneurs, “For those who started establishing their companies [lately], they can find mentors 
guiding them.  There are business incubators.  There are business accelerators.  There are 
funding institutions.  So, there is some maturity [towards the entrepreneurship field]”.  This 
social appreciation also appeared in a form of getting big reactions on social media on products 
that were provided by these startup companies as mentioned in the narratives of Muhammad and 
Hamza. 
 The category of governmental increasing efforts to support entrepreneurship was 
cited in some narratives (25%) and referred to the increase in the government’s interest towards 
supporting entrepreneurship, and the positive impact of governmental efforts in supporting and 
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stabilizing these participants’ business activities.  Malik’s statement in the previous category also 
stated the governmental role in providing national services such as governmental incubators and 
accelerators where entrepreneurs can have access to courses and mentors related to establishing a 
start-up.  Muhammad mentioned that he benefited greatly from one of these services at the 
beginning of his business.  He also pointed out in another context the flexibility of today’s 
government system that helped startup companies to finish many procedures through only one 
online platform.  Majed described these efforts as an “eco-system” held by the government and 






RESULTS OF CAREER CHOICE BARRIERS AND COPING STRATEGIES 
 The aim of this chapter is to present the results related to answering the second part of the 
second research question: What environmental barriers influenced the process of pursuing these 
career choices; and the third research question, what methods had these individuals used to cope 
with choice barriers? Eighteen categories emerged in the participants’ responses as factors that 
attempted to hinder their pursuit of the current entrepreneurial career choice.  Within each 
barrier, a set of strategies have been addressed, as cited in the participants’ narratives.  These 
barrier related-categories were divided below according to their relation to main four sections: 
(1) Person factors and psychological states, (2) environmental influences related to social 
structure, (3) environmental influences related to professional and educational structure, and (4) 
environmental influences related to societal and economic structure.  The categories within the 
first domain are considered in SCCT as person factors (e.g., inner influences) while those within 
the other three domains are contextual influences. 
Personal Influences as Barriers for Entrepreneurial Career Choice 
Person Factors and Psychological States  
 Three categories were presented in the participants' responses as negative psychological 
states and emotions that hindered the participants from continuing in the current career and 
entrepreneurial decision.  One category was cited in most narratives (75%), fears associated with 
the nature of the current career.  Whereas, two categories were mentioned by some participants 






Person-related Categories Hindering the Career Choice Pursuit 




Number of Participants 
(Frequency) 
1.  Fears associated with the nature of current 
career 
39 9 (75%) 
2.  Negative self-talk 32 8 (66.67%) 
3.  Feeling helpless 28 7 (58.33%) 
 
 The category of fears associated with the nature of this career appeared in most 
narratives (75%) and referred to the participants’ feelings of risk because of the unstable nature 
of their current entrepreneurial career.  These feelings were resulted from other environmental 
influences that are discussed in this section as hindrance for these entrepreneurial choices.  
Among these barriers, for instance, is having low financial income, which represented a big 
challenge and a threat for some participants.   
Sami mentioned that there had been times where he requested a loan for his company and 
did not have enough financial income to cover the operational costs and pay back the loan.  In 
his following narrative, he explained that having weak financial income was because of the delay 
from big companies in paying their debit for the provided services.  "The problem was that, for 
instance, you do not have money.  Their nature [referring to big companies] is that they write a 
contract with you and pay you after six months, and now you are in a dilemma".  Such incidents 
made Sami and his company disturbed and financially unstable, thus feeling anxious sometimes 
regarding continuing in this career path.  Such feelings were repeated in other responses such as 
Hazem when he narrated that his financial condition was critical after leaving his stable job in a 
large national company and working full time for his own company. 
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 A range of strategies, in the narratives, stood out to overcome these fears.  Some of 
which were the necessity of gradually making business and not rushing.  Another strategy was 
using one’s own limited resources and being patient for getting a low financial income, 
especially at an early stage of this career path.  Sami, for instance, said  
One of the things that I would advise [each entrepreneur] is that do not start with a big 
business project so that your losses are trivial and you will learn from that.  Because if you 
know how to run 50 thousand, you will know how to run five million, including differences 
of sums, mechanisms of paying back, people, and staff.  If you know how to run ten things, 
you will run more but with time.  If you make gradual transition and know how to run 
people, you will be able to deal with their problems and things.   
Rana implied that when she said, “one must not be hasty to take a big bite”.  Hazem called this 
“Constructing financial strategy”.  In his following report “constructing financial strategy starts 
with managing your family money [family budget] because you will eventually manage a 
company's money.  If you do not know how to manage your family’s money, then you will not 
be able to do so with a company”.  This belief of gradually running money made some 
participants, such as Haitham, state another strategy, which is starting with your own money 
before requesting an investment as mentioned in his following response: 
I am very, very, very careful not to go into a business project unless it was safe, no matter 
what the percentage of profit is.  It has to be secure.  On the top of that, I might go into a 
business once, twice, and even for the third time, then I might get someone involved with 
me [referring to investors] because I consider myself as someone who can guarantee the 
money that is invested in my project.    
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Such strategies helped participants to be more confident in their entrepreneurial decision and 
have deeper belief in overcoming their fears associated with the nature and practices of this 
unstable career path.    
 The category of negative self-talk was referred to in some of the narratives (66.67%) as 
a barrier that tried to turn the participants away from their current career path.  This negative 
self-talk was expressed in a form of self-blame that made these entrepreneurs doubt their career 
decision and anticipate negative outcomes that might happen because of such decision.  Majed's 
response, for instance, highlighted such doubts when he had questions that made him hesitant to 
proceed with his entrepreneurial career path:  
Ok, the first psychological barrier is: Am I doing the right thing? Or is it wrong? Am I 
getting my wife in trouble with this decision or not? So, psychologically and internally you 
have conflicts in making this jump, especially in my case because I have worked in 
[established] companies that had fixed and good salary.  That was the psychological barrier. 
Yasser referred to such questions as negative self-talk that come to a founder because of the 
pressure that results from establishing a start-up company and supervising it permanently: 
The feeling you have that this company is still depending on you, pretty much like a child.  
If you did not take care of it, nobody would.  So, this is one of the difficulties that 
sometimes made me feel overwhelmed and lead me, in weak moments, to say: you know 
what, it is better to have a job.  This concern that comes every now and then might be 
internal or might be external. 
The internal negative self-talk that Yasser mentioned is indicating to the negative perceptions he 
has associated with his role as a founder.  As far as what he means by external negative self-talk, 
it was fears associated with how capable he was in providing his family daily needs while 
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continuing in this unstable career.  Yasser gave an example of causes of these fears; he once 
could not get a loan to buy a car because the bank’s policy required him to be an employee in an 
established company.  Such external circumstances made these participants in constant concern 
regarding continuing in the entrepreneurial path rather than looking a for more stabilized career.   
 Some strategies mentioned by the participants to tackle such discouraging self-talks were 
activities that center around enhancing self-capabilities.  These activities and reinforcements 
included: (1) imagining positive outcomes by recalling previous accomplishments, (2) ignoring 
the negative messages, (3) self-coaching, and (4) talking to close friends.  For instance, Hind 
referred to some of these reinforcements in her following response: 
Actually, because of self-blaming and things like that, I started to coach myself.  I always 
used to ask myself "was I doing the right thing?" Then I try to justify all reasons to see if I 
was right or not, or if there are other factors that impacted my stand.  So, I used to always 
analyze the matter internally in my mind.  Whenever I start to ask myself questions, I try 
to give reasons for myself.  Frankly, from day one, coaching helped me a lot.  From the 
first session, I felt the difference and I appreciated my achievements.  Previously, I had a 
habit of diminishing my achievements; I did not show them, and I did not look back at 
them again.  I then learned that if I do not appreciate my achievements, I would not be able 
to achieve other things.  So, I try to remind myself of things that I did even if it was so 
trivial, and I was able to appreciate my successes and live with the moments of success.  I 
do not focus on the negativity, but the positivity.  And if there is something negative, I try 
to see what lesson I can gain from it and what I can improve because it is impossible to 
make same mistake twice.  So, this is one of the things that I do for myself to overcome 
this obstacle.  Well of course there are times when I feel that the situation is complicated.  
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I might resort to consulting one of my friends who are entrepreneurs.  I try to understand 
their viewpoints, which I might have not thought of.  They might have something different 
from what I have.  So, this is always helping me when I start talking about something, I 
start to grasp what is going on within me, with the things [and conditions] I am facing.  So, 
I start analyzing the situation in a satisfying way. 
In another context, Hind added another dimension to achieve positivity, which was constantly 
remembering her goals and mission in life as well as believing that her efforts will not be wasted. 
Positivity, well I have always felt that my belief in Allah had a great role that God will 
never waste one's effort.  If I did not have this belief, I would not have the efficacy that 
wakes me up every day, and that assures me that I am doing the right thing, which is my 
goal and mission that I want to make an impact on people's lives.  Financially, of course I 
might not be able to give charity or ‘Zakat’ [alms] because my income is limited, but 
eventually I can do other things, within my work, my effort, and my knowledge that I am 
transferring to people as a principle of giving and helping others. 
These strategies have a positive impact in the psychological stability of some participants, thus 
continuing in the entrepreneurial career path and reaching a stabile company in the current time. 
 The category of feeling helpless appeared in some responses (58.33%) as referring to 
the moments where a participant wanted to quit and feels incapable to continue in the current 
entrepreneurial career.  The causes of this feeling were either because of (1) the participant's lack 
of some skills, (2) Loss of focus, or (3) certain circumstances such as failing in a business 
activity.  Muhammad explained such feeling in the following commentary:   
I had reached a point that I lost hope.  I said to myself that I cannot do it.  I started to have 
a financial burden.  I needed to have an income source.  I started to feel worn out and got 
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tired from working alone in running projects.  I said, "man you have to get a job, at least 
till you get back on your feet and start financing yourself. 
In another context, Muhammad described this feeling:  
As something out of your will, and this is disappointing for someone excited, you know 
what I mean? You have the enthusiasm and meanwhile your hands are tied in specific areas, 
and you need someone to complete you.  So, these feelings are considered psychologically 
as a difficult barrier. 
 Strategies in overcoming such feelings vary in the participants' narratives.  Some 
mentioned that these feelings pushed them to challenge themselves and overcome these 
obstacles.  Some translated these challenges into a practical action where they started to search 
for partners that believe in them and in their business ideas, and they ended up joining the parent 
company.  Whereas others overcame such feelings by thinking positively, as previously 
mentioned, and learning from failures that were essentially the cause of them feeling helpless 
(see Hind’s narratives in the previous categories as an example).  Hence, it appeared in the data 
that some participants resorted to learn strategies such as (1) sitting down with a mentor, (2) 
reading and observing other people's experiences, and (3) consulting a friend. 
 In order to deal with the problem of losing focus, which was considered a cause of 
feeling helpless, some participants tried to focus on certain goals and organizational values.  
Hazem, for instance, mentioned his strategy in such regard:  
Identifying a clear vision, a clear starting point, the company's goal, and the values that we 
are trying to achieve.  The values, which we are trying to add were, actually the tool that 
helped us to stay focused and not be distracted.   
Rami reinforced the strategy of concentrating in his response:   
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Focus on one thing, for instance, if you start as an IT [referring to information technology], 
do not try to make two-three steps forward and then you say to yourself, you know what? 
Let me go back and see where the trend is going? No! You are an IT.  Carry on as an IT 
with all your strength as long as you love your field.  Just keep going.  One day, the doors 
will open. 
Environmental Influences as Barriers for Entrepreneurial Career Choice 
Environmental Influences Related to Social Structure  
 According to the participants’ narratives, one category, under the social context, hindered 
their pursuit of an entrepreneurial career (see table 12). 
Table 12 
Social Structure-related Categories Hindering the Career Choice Pursuit 




Number of Participants 
(Frequency) 
1.  Family negative influences 27 10 (83.33%) 
  
 The family negative influences category was cited in most responses (83.33%).  It 
referred mostly to situations and circumstances where family members (i.e., parent, spouses) 
tried to restrict the participant and discouraged him or her from continuing in the current 
entrepreneurial career.  An instance of these situations was discouraging the participants in 
making an entrepreneurial career-related decision, especially decisions associated with leaving a 
secure job and working full-time for their own companies.  Most participants indicated that they 
confronted a direct or indirect objection from their parents or spouses, in the beginning of 
running their companies, concerning leaving the path of a secure job to an unsecure one.  Rana 
mentioned, for instance, that she got harsh blames from her family when she left a prestigious 
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position job that was high paying only to work full-time in her own company.  She also indicated 
that such reactions towards her entrepreneurial decisions were not new, and that she got used to 
hearing such blames through her entrepreneurial career journey.    
 Some participants justified the reason of their family's reluctance is their lack of 
experience in business practices.  To illustrate, Malik mentioned in his response that he was the 
only one in his family who practiced business activities and being a businessman was new 
experiences for the whole family.  Thus, he stated this expression, "the lack of business 
experience" to justify his family being conservative and discouraging in the beginning regarding 
his entrepreneurial decisions and practices. 
 Several strategies appeared in the participants' narratives in dealing with such 
discouraging social influence.  Persistence, for example, was among the strategies some 
participants adopted to overcome such social barrier.   Others mentioned that they were eager to 
always surround themselves with positive people on a family and a social scale.  Majed stated, 
for instance, that his grandfather was the only one, from the family, who supported and 
encouraged him to do business as he went through and experienced this entrepreneurial career 
before him.   
Environmental Influences Related to Professional and Educational Structure 
 This context includes ten categories related to the participants’ work and learning 
experiences and were mentioned as obstacles for continuing with the current entrepreneurial 
career.  Four of them were cited by most participants while the remainder categories were 






Professional and Educational Structure-related Categories Hindering the Career Choice Pursuit 




Number of Participants 
(Frequency) 
1.  Challenges related to the participant’s role 
as an owner-manager 
53 10 (83.33%) 
2.  Financial difficulties 46 10 (83.33%) 
3.  Challenges associated with workers 45 10 (83.33%) 
4.  Challenges associated with business 
founders 
63 9   (75%) 
5.  Conflict with the parent company 24 7   (58.33%) 
6.  Challenges associated with clients 18 5   (41.67%) 
7.  Weak organizational evaluation and 
planning 
8 5   (41.67%) 
8.  Geographic location    12 4   (33.33%) 
9.  Having no documenting system for the 
company activities  
2 2   (16.67%) 
10.  Working part-time on the company 4 1   (8.33%) 
 
 The category of challenges related to the participant’s role as an owner-manager 
appeared in most of the narratives (83.33%) as referring to difficult situations that participants 
went through while performing their role as a company owner-manager and was considered to be 
a hurdle in their current entrepreneurial career path.  One of these situations was when the 
participant had to practice different roles in his own company during the establishment stage.  
Hamza pointed that in his personal experience when he had to run the whole company by himself 
in the first years because of the withdrawal of his operational partner (i.e., founder), who was 
playing the role of a chief executive officer (CEO).  He stated that the biggest challenge was that 
this partner had fired all the previous employees before he took the lead.  Thus, he had to work 
alone until he recruited new staff with the assistance of the parent company.  He described his 
CEO role to be temporary,   
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My job was to carry on the business till it grows, or let us not say "grow".  Let us say till 
the business stands on its foot and plays its role [in the market].  Then I can hire a manager 
[to take the lead] and I can [go back and] play my [original] role.   
Sami confirmed, in his following statement, the impact of the same challenge (i.e., performing 
more than one organizational role) in the early stages of establishing his company, “you cannot 
recruit more employees.  You do not have a budget.  You have to work on behalf of two, three 
and four [employees]”.  Being busy performing different jobs had consequences in some 
narratives.  It led, for instance, to working a considerable amount of time and consequently 
impacted the balance of other roles in life, such as giving enough time to family and social 
activities. 
 The strategies that had been adopted by some participants in dealing with such 
challenges included different forms in the data.  One of them was joining the parent company 
and benefiting from its financial and logistic services.  It helped them in overcoming these 
challenges when they started running their company.  Some added that having operational 
partners to complete them was the best way to run a company as mentioned in the following 
statement by Muhammad: 
I think that the business is best practiced through focusing on one thing.  You should not 
do everything by yourself.  [You should] have a partner or more.  I prefer two partners; one 
is technical and the other is administrative.  I think this is a very ideal model. 
 The financial difficulties category appeared in most narratives (83.33%).  It referred to 
perilous periods in which the participant's company was struggling financially and the 
company’s stability was threatened; thus, threatening the participants to continue themselves in 
the entrepreneurial path.  Some participants mentioned that the first two years of their business 
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were the hardest for them because they did not have profits that covered operation.  Ali 
emphasized that when he said, “For nearly a year and half, … the company has not reached the 
stage called ‘break even’”.  Yasser reinforced Ali’s commentary when he narrated “We have 
reached a point after a year and a half where whatever comes in, goes out.  It means, as a 
company, you have sales, but you are still at the same position [there are no financial progress]”.  
Other participants suggested other forms of this financial disruption such as (1) poor sales, (2) 
limited budget and lack of cash, (3) lake of financial returns due to the delay of collecting money 
from big institutions. 
 There are several strategies that participants mentioned in order to achieve financial 
balance for their companies.  One of the most important strategies was joining the parent 
company and benefiting from its financial and logistic supports, especially in the first stages of 
establishing the company.  Participants resorted to a strategy of reducing the costs of operation 
when there is a decrease in income and profits.  Some, in early stages, had to perform different 
organizational roles in the company due to the poor budget that did not allow them to recruit 
employees.  Others cited that they contracted with international companies to overcome the 
challenge of poor sales (e.g., franchise).  They managed to either (1) win contracts of big 
business projects, (2) dividing large bids with other competitive companies, or (3) working partly 
with temporary employees until the business project was finished. 
 The category of challenges associated with workers emerged in most responses 
(83.33%).  It referred to the difficulties that most participants encountered in managing their 
human resources within the company.  It was considered a hurdle in the participants’ 
entrepreneurial career path.  These difficulties go under those associated with recruiting or 
managing workers and ensuring their harmony with the organization’s environment and system 
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as well as with the other staff.  An example for challenges associated with recruiting was found 
in what Sami stated in the previous category, where he encountered difficulties in recruitment 
due to the company’s poor budget and the difficulty of finding employees who would accept a 
low salary.  Another instance of recruiting challenge was found in what Malik stated in his 
following story regarding difficulties that he faced in finding workers that have experience in his 
company's field: 
Lack of competence in this field was causing great difficulties for us in the beginning.  Why 
is that? Well because our field was new.  So, you would not find people who had worked 
for a long time in this field that made them qualified to have a considerable experience.  
So, we had to recruit people who did not have experience and then we trained and instructed 
them.  It took us a long time to do so.  And since we started the company till this day, the 
rate of people, who have had previous experience, were at maximum 10% to 20%.  The 
remainder did not, they started with us and had to be trained. 
As for the difficulties associated with managing staff, Malik mentioned, in another context, that 
in the early stages of establishing his company he encountered some difficulties due to age 
differences; since he was younger than some of his employees by more than ten years.  Hind 
cited another example of this category where she had a high rate of employees leaving the 
company, "The obstacles that I was having with employees were so big and the turnover was so 
high”.  According to her, what made the matter worse and caused all these many resignations 
were “the conflicts between the different environments and cultures [that each employee belongs 
to]”.  These cultural conflicts appeared as a challenge in other participants' experiences when 
managing a foreign team located outside the country. 
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 As for the strategies, each participant adopted different means to overcome these 
challenges associated with employees.  Some have indicated these strategies while describing the 
challenge previously.  For instance, Malik explained his strategy of attracting new employees 
and training them to overcome the challenge of finding a qualified candidate in his field.  While 
others, such as Sami, travelled for a month and a half to another country to supervise his staff 
physically, understand their culture, and facilitate his work accordingly, “I went to Egypt and 
stayed there for about month and half just to understand the norms of my team”. 
 The category of challenges associated with business founders was cited in most 
narratives (75%).  It referred to different forms of conflicts that arose among founders while 
working together in running their company.  Some participants mentioned, for example, that 
having one person bear the responsibility of operation, while the other founders were only 
watching or playing a limited role, was a burden.  It was considered as a big challenge.  Rami 
described in his following statement this type of behavior from his co-founders.  “It is like they 
throw you in the ocean and tell you, well you are responsible” because of limiting themselves to 
financial support and did not involve in managing operation.  Some participants considered this 
type of responsibility as a source of pressure and stress during their entrepreneurial journey to a 
degree that some of them thought to give up and not continue.    
 Another form of challenges among founders was having different views in terms of the 
company's operational management.  Hamza mentioned, for instance, the conflict arose between 
him and his partner with respect to shutting down the company and that they were having 
difficult times, but the parent company interfered and addressed the issue by buying this partner's 
shares and encouraging Hamza to take the lead.  Hamza's statement, as other narratives, stated 
other challenges, which were (1) the operating manager (i.e., partner) making administrative 
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mistakes, (2) leaving the operating manager run the company alone, (3) not having another 
operating manager, (4) a lack of readiness of the founders themselves to run the company.   
 Another form of conflicts among founders was conflict of interest.  Majed mentioned, for 
example, that one of the barriers, he encountered, was when a serial entrepreneur partnered with 
him.  This new partner had a company before joining Majed’s company, and his company 
provided similar services that Majed’s company did.  In another context, Majed also stated 
another issue in partnering with someone who is in the stage of establishing his own company.  
This led to weakening the role of this partner in running Majed’s company due to his 
preoccupation with establishing another one.  Such forms of conflicts of interest caused other 
challenges, which appeared in other narratives as an obstacle in these entrepreneurs’ career paths 
such as: 1) weak communication between founders, 2) low level of trust between them, as 
mentioned previously in Hamza’s conflict with his partner.   
 The strategies adopted to overcome the conflicts that occurred between founders 
appeared in two forms in the data.  The first one is the parent company’s interference to settle out 
the conflict.  This usually ends up by buying the shares of one of the founders to get the issue 
resolved, as addressed in Hamza’s story.  The other form referred to customized strategies that 
some participants developed within their company to overcome conflicts.  Such as travelling, 
almost every quarter, with their partners outside the city for one week to discuss all points of 
conflict and to come up with agreed upon procedures.  Majed cited, for instance, that they 
managed, based on this strategy, to overcome the problem that happened after finding out that 
one of the partners is establishing another company.  Therefore, they agreed to include this new 
company to their main company without affecting their relations as partners.   
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 The category of conflict with the parent company appeared in some narratives 
(58.33%) as situations, where the participants were not satisfied about the practices or policies of 
the parent company.  They considered these conditions of dissatisfaction as a barrier in their 
entrepreneurial path.  For instance, three participants pointed out to the inconsideration of the 
parent company towards their opinions due to the fact that their partnership share was the lowest.  
While another participant thought that the parent company’s business model, specifically its way 
in lending and investment, caused pressure on the entrepreneur as it required a limited period to 
repay the loan.  Rana’s following response gave an illustration on this pressure as she talked 
about the low profits for her company and that half of these profits go to the parent company "So 
even if I had profits, 50% go to them [referring to the shares of the parent company], plus the 
loan.  So, I do not get this [business] model.  I am not convinced in this".   
 This category also included some cases where the expectations among the participants 
and the parent company, in terms of rights and obligations on each side, were different (i.e., the 
relationship between the parent company and affiliates was not clear).  Rami and Yasser, for 
instance, indicated that in their early stages, after launching their companies, they were expecting 
the parent company to play certain roles associated with follow-up and supervision for some 
tasks.  Whereas the reality was different.  The parent company role was limited to providing 
assistance in case the participants requested.  This type of weak communication between the two 
sides resembled a challenge for some participants in continuing with their current career path. 
 To deal with some of these challenges in this category, most participants referred to the 
strategy of dialogue and how necessary it was to have some transparency in discussing disputes 
with the parent company officials.  This dialogue included clarifying misunderstandings that 
usually happen as a result of having different expectations and fulfilling agreed upon procedures.  
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For instance, some participants had asked the parent company leaders to play certain roles that 
they are good at and meet the needs of their company.  To illustrate, Rami mentioned that he 
asked one of the parent company officials to be with him in meeting with the VIPs and big 
clients, “I call him and ask him to attend the meeting.  I need him because he is good in 
convincing”.    
 For those who had a small portion in the share of their company, two of them emphasized 
that they were still demanding a larger percentage in their partnership as founders with the parent 
company in establishing these subsidiaries.  One of them, Hind, had to established another 
company, in parallel with her first company with the parent company, to overcome the low 
percentage and indifference towards her opinions in making or critiquing important decisions.  
That appeared in her following statement: 
I felt like I am in a place where I am not able to move up, and honestly this is a 
disappointing feeling, especially when I felt that all my friends were improving and their 
companies were growing, while I am still in the same place for five years.  I felt like the 
work is not improving.  I felt like I neither had the experience nor the background! So, why 
not start something new? 
 The category of challenges associated with clients included negative situations that 
participants (41.67%) had encountered with clients and considered them as barriers to their 
entrepreneurial career path.  One of the incidents, some participants encountered, was dealing 
with clients that did not trust the services provided by small companies and always preferred to 
work with well-known companies.  To give an example, Malik indicated to this challenge when 
he said “the negative side, which was hindering me, was the client's lack of trust, and it was 
greatly impacting me”.  Other participants cited other forms of challenges that they faced in 
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providing their services to clients such as (1) the difficulty of communicating online, and (2) the 
lack of skills as well as experience the clients have when communicating with a start-up 
company.   
 Some participants shared their strategies to cope clients-related challenges.  One of 
these strategies was focusing on earning the trust of certain clients in the market.  That was 
through offering unique services and keeping costs as low as possible.  Earning the trust of these 
significant clients contributed later to the participant’s company's reputation, by which some of 
those clients started marketing these services to other institutions.  Haitham labeled this strategy 
as "Retaining Clients", through which one of his significant clients helped him gain business 
projects greater than his company's capacity as he mentioned.  Others discussed their strategies 
in terms of how difficult it is to provide the service online and how they overcame this challenge 
by focusing more on clients in the same geographical region to make it easy for them to meet 
with these clients face-to-face and understand their needs concerning the service. 
 The category of weak organizational evaluation and planning described how weak 
some organizational practices were, especially the ones associated with continuous evaluation.  
These weaknesses were considered, by some participants (41.67%), as obstacles in their 
entrepreneurial career path.  Some, for instance, referred that not appointing time for evaluation 
was resembling a challenge as well as a threat to their company.  The reason behind that was the 
continuous preoccupation of operating and providing services.  Others added that not having a 
clear strategic vision and plan was challenging for the company's growth, thus impacting their 
entrepreneurial path.  Ali stressed that not having a clear vision for his company was one of the 
barriers to continue in this career path. 
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 Certain strategies stood out in the data as a mean to overcome this barrier.  Some of 
which, were determining future visions to be within the framework of the participants' passion as 
well as determining goals to achieve them.  Some others appointed times to evaluate and deal 
with all organizational issues as mentioned previously, whether that was through self-coaching, 
meeting with other partners each four months, or seeking the parent company’s expertise. 
 The category of geographic location was considered as an obstacle for some 
participants (33.33%).  It referred to the long distance between the participant and their partners, 
employees, or clients.  Sami mentioned that he suffered a great deal from managing his 
employees, who were working overseas from other countries.  In some situations, he had to 
travel to those countries and stay there for a long time to observe, understand and learn their 
norms and customs towards increasing his company’s efficiency, “I went to Egypt and stayed 
there for about month and half just to understand the norms of my team”. 
 Yasser mentioned this category in more than one context.  One of which, when he talked 
about times where he and his partners ran the business from different cities due to the fact that 
one of them lived in a city that was 200 miles away from the company headquarters.  The other 
context, when he talked about the difficulty of providing services to clients from different 
regions.   
 The participants' strategies, in the regards of coping such barriers, included using 
modern technological tools which made running the business and following up with staff tasks in 
the company easier.  Hamza said in this context “I honestly depended on the cloud features.  This 
had actually (1) solved a lot of issues related to how I must be around when something comes up, 
(2) made following up easier [referring to the staff], and (3) accelerated the process of work”.  
Others cited as referred previously that they started to focus on clients who lived in the same 
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geographical region which made understanding easier and fulfilling their demands accurately.  
Whereas some, such Sami, had to do some field visits and travel to the countries of his team to 
overcome the challenge of long distance.   
 The category of not having a documentation system had been mentioned in two 
responses (16.67%) as a partial barrier, which referred to documenting thoughts and events.  As 
far as documenting thoughts, Majed pointed out that “part of the barriers is, as I think, not 
writing down everything that comes to my mind and transfer it to a clear thing”.  While 
documenting events, Yasser discussed the matter of not recording communication that happened 
among partners.  He considered that a challenge and one of the barriers hinder the growth of his 
company. 
 One of the participants here employed a strategy which helped him overcome the lack of 
documentation by hiring a specialist to do this task.  The job of this person entails documenting 
all private meetings, especially the ones that happen between the founders.  This strategy of 
documentation had also assisted him to overcome other challenges such as misunderstanding 
occurred between the founding partners as well as that occurred sometimes with the parent 
company. 
 The category of a founder working part-time was  a unique barrier and a challenge in 
the entrepreneurial career path for one participant.  This appeared in Majed's story when he 
mentioned that he agreed with his partners, during establishing stages, to work part-time with 
one of the partners while the third partner working full-time.  The reason behind that was that the 
company was at its early stage and its budget did not afford covering the costs of the three.  That 
period was very critical for Majed as he could not be available to work at his company.  
Meanwhile, he stated that he did not enjoy working full-time in the job he had at that time. 
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 The strategy of this participant to deal with this challenge started when he agreed with 
his partners to be gradually available; by which their availability suited the stage and size of their 
company as previously mentioned.  This agreement contributed later to the company’s gradual 
growth until receiving financial support from the parent company that covered the needs of 
Majed’s company.  This financial support led to the fact that all his partners became, since then, 
fully available for running their own company.   
Environmental Influences Related to Societal and Economic Structure 
 This context referred to social, governmental, economic, factors that hinders the 
entrepreneurial and business activity; thus, hampering the entrepreneur to continue in this career 
path.  This context consists of four categories as shown in the table below.  The first two 
categories appeared in the most narratives while the last two were not.   
Table 14 
Societal and Economic Structure-related Categories Hindering the Career Choice Pursuit  




Number of Participants 
(Frequency) 
1.  Challenges related to governmental 
regulations  
52 9  (75%) 
2.  Challenges related to local market 34 9  (75%) 
3.  Challenges related to the societal customs 23 7  (58.33%) 
4.  Challenges related to the country economy 18 5  (41.67%) 
 
 The category of challenges related to governmental regulations referred to the long 
government regulations and legislation that most participants (75%) were struggling with during 
their entrepreneurial journey, especially in the beginning of establishing their company.  
Muhammad cited, for instance, his experience during the establishing phase of his company.  It 
took him about two weeks to issue a commercial paper and around three years to issue license 
and permission related to his field.  Such long procedures were a barrier that affected his 
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business activity.  Rami stated in a similar context that one of the big national bodies did not 
have a classification related to small companies.  Thus, they asked him to meet many 
requirements classified for big companies which resulted long and impossible procedures to 
finish them.  Hazem described the impacts of such long and complicated government procedures 
as a killer for the growth of small companies:  
So, for a small company, one week does matter, one-month matters, too.  For them 
[governmental agencies], six months is nothing.  What about if you stayed [in this long 
process] for two years? The company is going to die because how would you cover the 
costs? 
 Some participants pointed out the strategies that have been used to deal with long 
government procedures.  Some consulted specialists to finish such procedures in a short period 
of time.  Hamza cited in his following report his strategy of finishing the visas of international 
employees, saying “government procedures, mainly the ones related to visa, is an issue.  We 
cannot deal with them.  So, we try to find people who may have the experience in dealing with 
these things and finish the work”.  Another strategy mentioned in the data which was consulting 
some connections to accelerate such procedures.  Here, the parent company played an essential 
role because it had a big network of connections, as narrated by some participants. 
 The category of challenges related to local market appeared in the responses (75%) as 
one of the issues that hindered most participants from continuing in their current entrepreneurial 
career.  Some participants considered the local market as not being ready for new fields, and this 
status quo was a hindrance for the growth of their company.   
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 One of the forms of these challenges appeared in Hamza's narrative when he was 
discussing the shortage of qualified workforce, who are specialized in fields related to his 
company’s services, whether national or international.  His statement stated that in the following:  
One of the barriers and problems that exist today is also… the shortage of writers as well 
as creative people.  I mean we need creative thoughts, so that we come up with good 
products.  Our business is based on [creative] writing.   
In another context, Malik mentioned that he encountered a challenge in the beginning of 
launching his company, which was that some government and private institutions did not 
understand the new service that his company is providing, “There is an obstacle, which is that 
organizations and companies do not realize, [not familiar with], this type of marketing”. 
 Another form, which described the market being not ready, was what some participants 
asserted that there was a lack in the culture of supporting entrepreneurs and start-up companies 
among large companies and investors.  Sami's following response gave a distinct example that 
shaded the light on this obstacle.  He could not find services or discounts, offered by large 
organizations, that designed to suit the conditions of his start-up company.  Thus, he had to look 
for such services somewhere else outside the local market:  
The ground is not fertile while if you go abroad for example, they help you.  Let me give 
you an example.  Microsoft supported me two times by giving me programs that are 
given to entrepreneurs in America for free.  They provided me services that cost $125 
thousands for free.  Why is that? Because it [Microsoft as a large company] considered 
this [supporting entrepreneurs] as an important thing. 
 Some participants deployed certain strategies to deal with the challenges of the local 
business market.  Sami’s previous narration, for instance, stated his strategy to cope with a 
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challenge he faced in the local market, where he could not find adequate services for his start-up 
company.  He found such services abroad for free and utilized them to move forward with his 
company.   
 Some participants cited that they had tried to cover the shortages in competencies through 
the strategy of training new staff, to be able to perform the new careers that the local market was 
lacking.  Malik referred to that in his following report when he said "We had to recruit people 
who did not have experience and then we trained and instructed them.  It took us a long time to 
do so”.   
 Another strategy, mentioned by the participants here, was joining the parent company to 
deal with several challenges associated with the local market, such as making accessibility easier 
to investors and private bodies that support start-up companies. 
 The category of challenges related the societal customs was cited by some participants 
(58.33%) as social norms, customs or traditions that were considered as a barrier for the 
participants’ entrepreneurial career.  Some participants, for instance, mentioned that social 
obligations and attending some social gatherings resembled a real challenge for them because 
they had no time to meet such obligation, and were constantly busy running their own 
companies.  Hamza's statement included that when considering his social life, in general, as a 
major obstacle, “Honestly, the biggest and most important barrier is social life”. 
 Others think that the society’s unsupportive view of entrepreneurship as a career path 
resembled an obstacle for them, especially in the early time of choosing this path.  Among those 
were Majed, who stated that his community considered him leaving a stable job to an unstable 
one (i.e., establishing his company) was not courageous.  However, he mentioned, in another 
context, that this negative perception had been changed to become more positive with 
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appreciation to him as an entrepreneur because he had overcome the obstacles and managed to 
establish his company (see Majed's response in the strategy below). 
 Some participants reported their strategy in terms of dealing with such barriers and 
overcoming them.  Some of which, for example, appointing a specific time per week, like one 
day per week, to attend a social event.  Another strategy mentioned here, in terms of dealing with 
the community’s unsupportive view regarding entrepreneurship, was not paying too much 
attention to such negative perceptions.   Majed's strategy in dealing with negative views of his 
community was, “I only cover my ears as if I do not hear anything, and I just keep going”.  
Adopting such technique led some participants, in addition, to insist on continuing in this career 
path.  This insistence contributed in changing the societal perceptions towards self-employment 
and entrepreneurship, which became more positive as mentioned in the following report by 
Majed. 
Relatives and acquaintances, who were against the idea of entrepreneurship, now become 
the opposite.  They are my ambassadors.  When anyone of my relatives wants to build a 
business brand name or wants to do anything… They would come to us for help.  The 
barrier has become a support. 
This statement aligns with Majed’s description of himself and his partners as they became role-
models and an example in their communities, “Now, I can say that we have become examples to 
other people.  We have become a reason in changing this societal barrier, generally”. 
 The category of challenges related to the country economy appeared in some 
narratives (41.67%) as referring to the state of immaturity of the national economic system as 
well as its lack of realization of the participant's business needs as an entrepreneur.  As an 
illustration, Rami mentioned that banks do not lend small and medium businesses unless they 
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have financial statements of more than three years.  Another example of this challenge was the 
delay of payment associated with services provided to some governmental agencies and large 
private companies.  Such delay caused a real threat for some participants for not having enough 
cash to meet operational needs, salaries, and some other things.  Thus, Hazem's following 
comments, for example, indicated the consequence of such challenge: 
So, for a small company, one week does matter, one-month matters, too.  For them 
[governmental agencies], six months is nothing.  What about if you stayed [in this long 
process] for two years? The company is going to die because how would you cover the 
costs?”. 
 To overcome such challenges, some participants devised strategies that helped in 
dealing with such long procedures.  For instance, Muhammad recruited an employee specialized 
in operating and managing cash flow as well as cooperating with banks that could provide cash 
to small companies.  Other participants mentioned that they managed to save cash and overcome 
this challenge through relations and connections.  Rami stated that through his connections, he 
managed to participate in a high bid in 2013.  He won it and gained a good amount of money that 
provided him with some cash flow.  That is, it made him afford the delay of financial collection 
that he was encountering from large organizations.  Some participants also cited that joining the 
parent company made getting cash easier, whether directly or indirectly through connecting them 





DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
 In this study, I was eager to understand the development of entrepreneurial career choices 
among Saudi university graduates.  I wanted to gain more insights about their experiences, as 
business owners, in choosing and maintaining their entrepreneurial career choices.  That is, I 
explored the historical development of these career choices by answering three main questions 
related to the career choice selection, and the career choice pursuit.  In this chapter, I discuss 
some key findings within both the selection and pursuit stages of career choice, and suggests 
implications for research and practice.   
Discussion of Findings 
 In this section, I incorporate the findings presented in Chapter IV through VI with past 
literature.  I organize it by discussing mainly four dimensions that are related to factors affecting 
entrepreneurial career choice.  One is related to the personal attributes (e.g., interests, abilities, 
values), while the other three are related to environmental factors.  Within these domains, several 
influences contributed in making, supporting or even hindering related decisions as emerged 
from the analysis of the data.  These influences were an outcome of the continuous mutual 
interactions between personal characteristics, surrounding environment and choice behavior.  
Some of them emerged in the participants’ response as more related to the self and inner world 
while others were closer to the outer world that represents one of the three environmental 
structures: social, professional and educational, and societal and economic.  Influences within the 
individuals’ inner and outer world varied in their impact on entrepreneurial choices between 
proximal and distal.   
Person Factors and Psychological States 
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 Person factors and psychological features of these graduate entrepreneurs had a major 
impact on the process of career choice.  This was confirmed by the participants when they 
described these personal influences in different stages.  Some influences emerged remarkably in 
the process of forming and supporting the participants’ career choice while their appearance was 
less in the choice-barriers.   
 One of these influences are interests that played a dominant role in shaping the 
entrepreneurial career choice for all participants and its impact has continued to be supportive, 
according to most of the narratives.  Muhammad, for example, addressed that when he described 
his career interest as having “a great passion for the field”.  It was, for him, a base for making 
any career-related decisions.   
 According to SCCT, these career interests are formed by other personal factors such as 
self-efficacy beliefs, outcome expectation and self-awareness (Lent et al., 1994; see ability 
consideration and sense of self-fulfillment categories).  Muhammad’s experiences illustrated that 
when he talked about how confident he was in his profession.  This self-confidence was an 
outcome of previous self-expectations and past practices as he had been performing this craft 
since his childhood.  Such self-efficacy beliefs helped him to be aware of the things he likes 
(e.g., expressing his ideas in a visual-communication way), and sustain his career choice later 
when establishing a media company.  This aligned with Bandura’s (1989) statement that “people 
must have a robust sense of personal efficacy to sustain the perseverant effort needed to succeed” 
(p. 1176). 
 The development of these interests and their continuous influential role on these 
entrepreneurs’ career choice could be explained by Rounds and Su’s (2014) argument of the 
stability of interests over time.  As discussed in Chapter II, interests affect individual’s behavior 
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by three motivational functions called direction, vigor and persistence (Nye et al., 2012).  
Direction refers to the interests’ role in increasing individual's latent abilities to target goals 
towards specific domain.  The study narratives emphasized directly or indirectly that these 
interests were a compass in directing these entrepreneurs’ movement and maturity within their 
profession.  That is, interests influenced their preferences for certain activities.  Hamza’s 
statement, in interest category within supports domain, is an example of this motivational 
function.  He emphasized that his work was expressing his identity and each project he 
performed was reflection of the artist within him.   
 Vigor refers to the interests’ function in encouraging the individuals’ efforts to focus on 
these goals within that direction.  It emerged in this data when the graduates took some actions 
towards their entrepreneurial career such as working as a freelancer, searching for partners, 
participating in some entrepreneurial activities.  Muhammad stated this function in the following 
statement: 
I have a great passion in this field.  However, I am not finding any real opportunities in the 
labor market.  Therefore, I have two choices: I either should work in a field that differs 
from my passion, or I should try to start this field, start creating a new market. 
He chose to be among those who started this new business in the market.   
 Last motivational function of the interests is persistence which refers to the action 
individuals took in constructing an environment that maintain these goals and support their 
accomplishment.  Such function appeared clearly in these entrepreneurs’ actions such as 
establishing their company, joining the parent company and leveraging its supportive eco-
system.  As an illustration, Hazem described this parent company’s logistic role in sustaining his 
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entrepreneurial career path “whenever someone goes through a hardship, there is this constant 
motivation from them, and their way of dealing with the matter and building strategies”.   
 The roles of these three interests’ functions are compatible with SCCT that “the process 
of translating interests into goals and goals into actions is likely to be smoothest when people 
possess needed resources and supports to reach their goals” (Lent & Fouad, 2011, p. 85).  That 
is, this personal factor played a critical positive role in forming and supporting (i.e., directing, 
energizing, and sustaining) these graduates’ entrepreneurial career choices over time and across 
changing circumstances.   
 In contrast, there are some other person factors that negatively affect entrepreneurial 
career choice development.  These factors were more related to the psychological states where 
some participants felt (1) anxiety about the instability of this career choice and about financial 
concerns or (2) unable to proceed due to other reasons such as getting distracted, lack in some 
skills, and failure in a project.  These psychological states considered in SCCT as a source of 
self-efficacy beliefs and outcome expectations (i.e., one of the four learning experiences 
components).  That is, when participants felt anxiety due to other environmental influences (e.g., 
financial concerns), this affected negatively their action and performance to proceed with their 
career choice and consequently their self-efficacy beliefs and outcome expectations.  Yasser’s 
experiences underlined this loop when he narrated that having an instable career hindered him 
from having a bank loan to buy a car.  Such contextual challenge led him to doubt his career 
decision and question himself if he should proceed with this choice or move on to a more stable 
one.       
 Finally, some self-related factors were involved as a strategy to cope with some of these 
choice-obstacles (e.g., negative self-talk).  For instance, persistence, a motivational function of 
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interests, in staying positive and focusing on the things that have been accomplished.   Such 
strategies helped some participants to overcome impediments of the entrepreneurial career 
choices pursuit.  Hind narrated her strategy in coping with self-criticism or self-blame as in the 
following statement “I always remind myself of the things I have accomplished even small ones.  
I acknowledge my successes and living the successful moments.  I do not focus on the negatives, 
I focus on the positives”.   This aligned with Bandura’s (1994) statement, “Perceived coping self-
efficacy regulates avoidance behavior as well as anxiety arousal” (p. 5).     
Social Structure  
 These university graduates experienced some social contextual influences (e.g., family, 
relatives, friends) affecting their entrepreneurial career choice development.  These influences 
appeared noticeably in the stages of shaping and supporting these career choices while their 
effect in hindering the choices pursuit emerged only in certain conditions (e.g., during the 
decision-making process of being self-employed and leaving a stable job).  In other word, the 
experiences of these individuals agreed with other studies about the strong role of the family and 
friends in shaping the entrepreneurial identity (e.g., Geldhof et al., 2013; Falck et al., 2012). 
 Family members factor, for instance, are a social contextual influence that played an 
important role in fostering and facilitating somehow the career choice development of these 
graduate entrepreneurs.  Its impact appeared strongly in most narratives and in different forms as 
presented in chapter IV.  One of these influential forms was through an entrepreneurial family 
member.  Some graduates narrated that observing their father or grandfather performing some 
business activities in early age has affected their attitude towards the same career path later.  This 
influence is considered in SCCT as a distal social contextual influence and a learning experience 
component.  That is, growing up in such entrepreneurial environment (i.e., distal social 
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contextual influence) allowed these individuals to observe their role models’ experiences of 
going through this career path (i.e., learning experience component).  Such observation has 
affected positively these individuals’ personal characteristics (e.g., self-efficacy beliefs) in early 
age.  This finding aligned with Obschonka & Silbereisen’s (2012) claim that the entrepreneur’s 
attitude in adulthood is an outcome of personal characteristics in the adolescence and childhood.  
For example, Rami’s experience of being very close to his grandfather, a businessman, in his 
adolescence and early adulthood helped him to observe his entrepreneurial activities and his 
social impact due to such career.  
 Another form of family contextual influence was the direct encouragement, a proximal 
social contextual influence in SCCT.  This encouragement emerged in the narratives as giving 
the individuals the freedom to make their own entrepreneurial career choice and supporting them 
in maintaining such choice.  Majed's narrated that his grandfather was the only one who strongly 
encouraged him to proceed with his decision to be an entrepreneur as he was a businessman.  
Whereas Haitham experienced a different kind of encouragement from his father who used to 
spur him to take responsibility early on (e.g., gave him a quite amount of money to try himself 
out in doing business).  Others stated that they were psychologically feeling safe as they knew 
that their family was there for them in case something worse occurred.  Such support is 
compatible with other studies’ finding that social support (e.g., families, friends) contribute 
strongly in the development of entrepreneurial career choice (Falck et al., 2012; Pruett et al., 
2009). 
 On the other hand, family’s discouragement emerged in the narratives as well, especially 
at the beginning when these individuals made their decision to leave a stable job as mentioned in 
chapter IV.  The lack of encouragement appeared either in the form of reluctance to express 
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opinion or a form of blaming these graduate entrepreneurs for choosing to be self-employed 
instead of working in a large private company, for example.  One entrepreneur explained the 
reason behind his family’s reluctance that almost no one has ever experienced such career path 
of doing business. 
 Various strategies were utilized by these graduate entrepreneurs to overcome choice-
obstacles within the social context (e.g., lack of encouragement).  One of them was looking for 
supportive people among their family and friends.  Some graduates called these people as 
positive individuals that always encourage them because they believe in them (e.g., see Majed 
and Hind’s narratives).  Such action is another example that highlights the importance of both 
social support and individual’s persistence as discussed earlier.  
Professional and Educational Structure  
 Most of the factors that affected the developmental process of the entrepreneurial career 
choice, according to the graduates’ experiences, were related to educational and professional 
structure.  This finding might explain why more attention has been given in the literature to such 
factors within these two contexts (Krueger, 1993; Zapkau, et al., 2016).  Discussing some of 
them here (e.g., the first category in each domain) and their role in forming, supporting, or 
hindering the entrepreneurial career choice might help in getting a sense of the importance of the 
educational and professional context for the developmental process of such choices.   
 By reviewing the factors shaped the entrepreneurial career choice within these 
environmental structures, I found that there are twofold to those with either distal or proximal 
impact.  Falling under the distal effect, for instance, these graduates had experienced vicarious or 
direct exposure to entrepreneurial activities in early age.  Vicarious exposure appeared in cases 
where these graduates were in a position of observing senior/ their role-models in the 
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surrounding environment involved in an entrepreneurial activity.  For instance, Yasser’s 
narratives indicated that seeing his father performing the drawing craft and selling his products 
was one of the main reasons for him to be an artist as well and develop this craft to be a company 
later.  Direct exposure to entrepreneurial activities emerged where some of these graduates had 
the opportunity to participate in business events.  In contrast, proximal educational and 
professional influences were those that came into play during the choice making phases, and 
contained factors such as participating in a learning activity or receiving a partnership offer (see 
relationship category in Chapter IV).  The story of Hamza, for instance, mentioned that attending 
the biweekly programs of the practitioners’ club contributed substantially in forming his choice 
and building a good perception of the best practices of his field both professionally and 
commercially.       
 Interestingly, most of the environmental factors (i.e., supports and barriers) within the 
educational and professional contexts were proximal influences.  They varied in either 
facilitating or hindering the entrepreneurial career choice implementation process as noted in 
Chapter IV.  One example of the support factors was the parent company, the most emergent 
influence in the narratives.  It played an important role in nurturing these graduate entrepreneurs 
career development and helping them establish a company.  This includes several roles as 
providing an entrepreneurial ecosystem, a financial support, an access to mentors and experts, 
and logistic support.  All these forms of support were necessary to maintain these individuals’ 
career choice, especially at the early stages where continuing in this unstable career trajectory 
was considerably risky.   
 On the other hand, some actions of this parent company and its business model were 
considered as obstacles by some respondents.  Three of the graduates, for instance, stated that 
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their commentaries and recommendations had been ignored by the board (referring to the parent 
company).  They indicated that the reason might be due to the small share they had in their 
company (range between 1% to 5%).  To cope with such ignorance, their strategies was to ask 
the board to increase the portion of their share as a key founder of their company.  In one case, 
the respondent had to start another company to overcome such challenge.    
 In addition, this parent company’s role emerged again in the data as a strategy to cope 
with other entrepreneurial choice-related hurdles.   Some respondents, for example, mentioned 
that joining parent company helped them to overcome challenges such as the financial instability, 
conflicts with co-founders, delay in some government regulations, and lack of organizational 
planning and evaluation.   
 Stating the role of one influence within the professional and educational contexts shades 
the light on the importance of such contexts compared to the other ones discussed here (i.e., 
social, societal and economic).   
Societal and Economic Structure  
 The impact of environmental factors related to the society and economy varied at 
different stages of these graduate entrepreneurs’ career choice development.  According to the 
narratives, there was one emerging factor that had an impact on the formation process of the 
entrepreneurial career choice (i.e., market needs for the business idea) whereas similar number of 
factors emerged as a support or hurdle (i.e., four factors under each one) of pursuing these career 
choices.  Discussing the influence of the market status across all career-choice stages (i.e., 
forming the entrepreneurial career choice or either supporting or hindering the pursuit of them) 
might contribute in recognizing, generally, the impact of the societal and economic structure.   
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 Market status was the only factor within this context that had an impact on shaping the 
entrepreneurial career choice.  It led these university-graduate entrepreneurs to do some sort of 
market research and analysis to assist its needs to their business idea.  The outcome of this action 
led them to important findings: (1) the abundance of business opportunities, (2) the shortages of 
services providers, and (3) the overcrowding or shortage of national competencies in the market 
who specialized in their field.  These findings were the main reason behind their decision in 
establishing a private company (i.e., current career choice). 
 In supporting career choice pursuit, among the four factors contributing in supporting the 
entrepreneurs to maintain their career choices as addressed in table 10, the market nature and 
status was again the most influential factor.  In their reflections, interviewees stated that they had 
a habit of analyzing the market needs and looking for growth opportunity for their business.   
Such habit helped them to predict the future needs and choose the one that is compatible with 
their capabilities (i.e., outcome expectation).   
 As hindering career choice pursuit and coping with such obstacles, two out of four factors 
were mentioned as highly affecting negatively the graduates’ career choice: challenges related to 
both governmental regulations and the market lack in supporting small businesses.  Both 
influences refer to the lack of market readiness for nurturing small companies at the time when 
the interviewees established them.  They described this situation in their narratives when talking 
about issues such as (1) difficulty to convince some government agencies and large firms of a 
new service or product, (2) difficulty in finding adequate financial support or services for these 
start-ups, (3) unnecessary bureaucracy in some local government agencies.  These environmental 
issues are compatible with the findings of other studies in the literature.  Postigo and his 
colleagues (2006), for instance, indicated in their findings that Italian undergraduate students 
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perceived similar influences as obstacles for establishing a new start-up firm in the market (e.g., 
fiscal pressure, difficulty in raising adequate funding for the start-up, competition from large 
firms, bureaucracy).  All these environmental issues were mentioned in the narratives as 
hindering directly the pursuit of entrepreneurial career choices.   
 According to SCCT framework, such issues are considered as proximal influences that 
come into play during active phases in developing a career choice (Lent et al., 1994, p. 107).  
They might also have an indirect effect on the choices by affecting negatively these individuals’ 
self-perceptions of the market and their abilities to fulfil that needs such as the case of Italian 
undergraduate students.  These negative perceptions line up with outcome expectations in SCCT 
framework that also have a direct impact on the entrepreneurial choice. 
 Regardless of these market issues, interviewees developed their own strategies, as 
successful Saudi entrepreneurs, to conquer such environmental obstacles.  They were aware, at 
that time, that the market was not ready yet for their new business ideas.  This status quo did not 
stop them to look for a way to overcome these challenges.  They maintained their entrepreneurial 
choices by seeking first national and international entities and companies that can served them as 
start-up firms.  Sami’s narrative stated his experiences in using the free services of Microsoft 
company for his business.  In addition, all entrepreneurs, in this study, explicitly or implicitly 
mentioned that joining the parent company had helped them in dealing with the challenges 
associated with the market.  
 Some interviewees added that there had been an ongoing change in the market in the past 
few years.  The government, for instance, has been trying to keep abreast of global economic and 
technological changes by providing an affective eco-system to support small and medium 
enterprises as mentioned in chapter one.  Muhammad pointed out the flexibility of today’s 
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government systems that helped startup companies finish legal requirements and meet the 
government regulations through only one online platform.  Majed described these efforts as 
“eco-system” held by the government and aimed to help, motivate, and encourage constantly 
entrepreneurs to continue in their business path.  This might explain the impact of recent 
governmental initiatives on the Saudi population who have a positive awareness of 
entrepreneurial opportunities and benefits. 
Implications for Research and Practice 
 The findings of this study have potential implications for theory, research and practice.  
Each area is addressed briefly.  
Theory  
 This study supported past literature that utilized SCCT as a conceptual framework for 
capturing influences on the career choice process.  It joined recent efforts that were trying to 
understand the development of entrepreneurial career choices among university students and 
graduates (e.g., Lanero et al., 2015; Pfeifer et al., 2016).  Its unique contribution in SCCT 
literature is twofold.  First, it opens the door for more research to be conducted in the Saudi 
context as this might be the first study in such respect. Second, this study explores the feasibility 
in using SCCT framework to investigate the development of entrepreneurial career choices 
among university graduates who own an established company.  Specifically, it is rare to find in 
SCCT literature a study that explores the key influences behind these individuals’ success in 
having start-up firms that were between three to seven years old.  That is, findings of this 
dissertation study provide insights on how the influential factors, both personal and 
environmental, affect Saudi graduates’ entrepreneurial behavior towards successfully 
establishing a company in KSA.  
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Research  
 This study delineated several personal and environmental factors that impacted the 
development of entrepreneurial career choice among university graduates.  The impact of these 
factors could be examined further by other empirical studies.  Some researchers can conduct 
longitudinal and/or qualitative research that allow for the description of these individuals’ 
interaction with a particular environmental factor.  For instance, studying or observing in-depth 
the impact of the parent company and its business model (e.g., eco-system, investment model) on 
the entrepreneurs’ career development (e.g., forming or nurturing a choice) could increase the 
likelihood of having more successful local start-up firms.  
 Others can examine the relationship between the emergent influences and the graduates’ 
entrepreneurial career choice for generalizability purposes.   They can study to what extent can 
each factor effect the graduate entrepreneurs’ career choice.  For example, this study’s nature 
could not determine the impact level of university education factor on the entrepreneurial 
behavior of this group of graduates.  Conducting comparative studies with groups of 
entrepreneurs that vary in their educational levels might show the extent to which university 
education is involved in either selecting, pursuing or hindering such career choices.  
Practice  
 The findings of this study could be a rich source of materials 
 for practitioners who work with young adults in KSA (e.g., existing and potential entrepreneurs, 
university students and graduates).  They can provide them with valuable insights about and 
background of the complexity of environmental influences and their impact on the career 
development of this group of graduates.  These insights might explain the reality that these 
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individuals’ entrepreneurial career development process is continuous and often triggered by 
certain occasion or set of events in their childhood or adolescence.  Interviewees’ stories and 
experiences can be utilized by practitioners and contribute in helping potential and existing 
entrepreneurs to recognize and develop awareness of entrepreneurial career barriers, and develop 
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Appendix A  
Demographic Form 
Age 
- What is your current age? ____  
Gender  
- What is your gender?____ Female ____ Male  
Degree and Academic Major  
- What is the major of your academic degree(s)?____ Diploma ____ Bachelor ____ Master 
____ Ph.D. ____ Other degree, please specify (           ). 
- When did you graduate from this/these academic degree(s)?____ year ago ____ 2-5 years 
ago____ more than 5 years ago, please specify (         ). 
- If you have a degree higher than the bachelor, what is the academic major and when did you get 
this degree? ___________________________ 
Company and Professional Role  
- How many company do you have? ____ one ____ from two to three companies ____ more than 
three companies. 
- When did you launch or join your first company? Within the ____ first year ____ 2nd-4th 
year ____ 5th-7th year ____ after the7th year of graduating from a university, please specify (         
). 
- What is your first company business activity? 
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Contracting Manufacturing Platforms Automotive Logistics 
Other area, please specify (           ) Fashion Trading 
 
- What is your role in this current established company? __ Founder __ Partner __ Manager __ 




 ما ھو عمرك الحالي؟ -
 
 الجنس
 أنثى____ذكر____حدد الجنس:  -
 
 الشھادة والتخصص األكادیمي
 ____ماجستیر ____بكالوریوس  ____ دبلوم ____ علیھا؟ حصلتالتي علمیة ال /الدرجاتدرجةتخصص ال وما ھ -
 . ___دكتوراه 
 
 ____ماجستیر ____بكالوریوس  ____ دبلوم ____؟   الذي حصلت فیھ على ھده الدرجة/الدرجات ا ھو العامم -
 . ___دكتوراه 
 
 الشركة والدور المھني
 شركات ٣اكثر من  ____من شركتین الى ثالث شركات ____شركة واحدة  ____كم شركة لدیك؟  -
ما بین السنة  ____ریوس  خالل السنة االولى من تاریخ تخرجي من مرحلة البكالو ____؟   ولىمتى أطلقت شركتك اال -
ما بین السنة الخامسة والسابعة من تاریخ تخرجي من  ____الثانیة والرابعة من تاریخ تخرجي من مرحلة البكالوریوس 
 (           ).اكثر من سبع سنوات من تاریخ تخرجي. * ارجو التحدید  ____مرحلة البكالوریوس  
 ؟االولى تكما ھو نشاط شرك -
تعلیم 
 دریبوت








خدمات  سیارات منصات صناعات  مقاوالت
إداریة 
 ولوجستیة
 ).(  * ارجو التحدید أخرى.  أزیاء تجارة
 
 
*  اخرى. ____مستثمر ____مدیر ____شریك ____مؤسس  ____ما ھو دورك الوظیفي الحالي في شركتك؟   -




Appendix B  
Protocol of Individual Interview  
Introduction:  "Thanks for coming.  I am going to ask you several questions about your career 
goals -- and about things that may have helped or hindered you in pursuing them.   
I expect that our interview will take about 30 - 45 minutes.  I'll be taping the interview for 
research purposes.  Do you have any questions before we begin?" 
 
1. CURRENT CAREER 
A. When did you choose your current career? Or When did you decide to become an 
entrepreneur/to launch your current company? 
B. How did you come to choose this career option? (what things prompted this choice? 
and/or who has had the most influence on choosing this career) 
 
*  Paraphrase and probe participant’s response to B, as appropriate (e.g., "does anything else 
come to mind;" "tell me more") 
 
2.  FORECLOSED OPTIONS 
A. Now think about a career you once considered but have ruled out.  How did you rule it 
out (that is, on what basis)? 
 
*  Paraphrase and probe, as appropriate. 
 
3.  IDEAL CAREER 
A. If you could choose your ideal or dream career, what would it be?  (Or:  In an "ideal" 
world, what career would you choose?).  I'm looking for your "ideal" choice here, but not 
just a fantasy -- something that has some grounding in reality. 
B. What would make this an "ideal" career for you?  (Or:  What about being a(n) -
____________ is attractive to you?) 
 
*  Paraphrase and probe, as appropriate. 
 
4.   CURRENT/IDEAL CHOICE DISCREPANCY 
*  If the ideal and expected/current career are different: 
A. Does your choice to pursue _____________ (current career) instead of ____________ 
(ideal career) feel like a compromise to you? 
 
B. If no:  Although you're in a career that's different from your ideal career, it sounds like 
you don't see this as a compromise.  Tell me, in what ways does it not feel like a 
compromise? 
 
*  Paraphrase and probe, as appropriate.   
 
C. C. If yes:   
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(1)  Why did you feel that you had to compromise?  What are some things that hindered you 
from pursuing your ideal career? 
*  Paraphrase the response; then ask if there are other things that hindered.  Keep paraphrasing 
until all hindrances have been generated. 
 
(2)  After summarizing hindrances, have participant rate each one on a 1 - 5 "barrier" scale, 
where 1 = small barrier and 5 = enormous barrier. 
*  Ask for external factors specifically if participant provides only internal ones and only after all 
internal hindrances have been summarized and rated on the 1-5 scale.  If this is done, have 
participant do separate ratings for external barriers, too. 
 
5.   CURRENT/IDEAL CHOICE MATCH 
*  If the ideal and current career are the same: 
A. People often wind up in fields that are not their ideal choice.  But you haven't had to 
make such a compromise.  What has been particularly important in enabling you to do 
what you truly want to do?  That is, what has supported or bolstered your choice? 
 
*  Paraphrase the response; then ask if there are any other supports/enabling conditions.  Keep 
paraphrasing until all supports have been generated. 
 
(1)  After summarizing supports, have participant rate each one on a 1 - 5 "support" scale, where 
1 = little positive impact and 5 = great positive impact. 
*  Ask for external factors specifically if participant provides only internal ones and only after all 
internal supports have been summarized and rated on the 1-5 scale.  If this is done, have 
participant do separate ratings for external supports, too. 
 
B. Have there been any hurdles along the way to pursuing your current career? 
 
(1)  If so, what have they been?  (Paraphrase and probe, as above.) 
 
(2)  What strategies have you used to cope with these hurdles? (Paraphrase and probe, as above.) 
 
*  Note:  If participant seems to have answered a later question in the context of an earlier 
response, stick to the script but acknowledge the redundancy.  For example, "I know we talked 
about this a few moments ago, but..."  
 
*  Closing and Thanking the participant once again.  
Source (adapted from): Lent, R. W., Brown, S. D., Talleyrand, R., McPartland, E. B., Davis, T., Chopra, S. B., 
Alexander, M. S., Suthakaran, V., & Chai, C. (2002). Career choice barriers, supports, and coping strategies: 





المقدمة: " شكرا لحضورك. سوف اسألك مجموعة من األسئلة عن اختیاراتك المھنیة وعن األمور التي ربما ساعدتك او حتى 
 اعاقتك في السعي لتحقیقھا.
 دقیقة. سأسجل المقابلة لغرض البحث. ھل لدیك أي سؤال قبل ان نبدأ؟ ٦٠الى  ٣٠أتوقع مقابلتنا ستأخذ قرابة 
 
 . المھنة الحالیة١
 متى أخترت مھنتك الحالیة؟ أو متى قررت أن تصبح ریادي/أن تؤسس شركتك؟أ. 
 التي دفعتك لھذا االختیار؟ /أو من كان لھ التأثیر األكبر على اختیار ھذه المھنة؟). ب. كیف اخترت ھذا الخیار؟ (ما االشیاء




 . الخیارات المستبعدة٢
 أ. االن تذكر مھنة كنت تفكر بھا یوما ولكن استبعدتھا. كیف استبعدتھا (ھذا یعني، على أي أساس استبعدتھا)؟
 * إعادة صیاغة واستقصاء، حسب االْقتِضاء
 
 . المھنة المثالیة٣
الحلم او المھنة المثالیة ، فماذا ستكون؟ (أو: في عالم یملئھ المثالیة، ما المھنة التي ستختارھا؟).  أ. إذا كنت تستطیع اختیار مھنة
 بل شيء لھ أساس في الواقع. –أنا ابحث عن اختیارك المثالي، لكن لیس اختیار مستوحى من الخیال 
 جذابا لك؟ ____________ب. ما الذي سیجعل ھذه المھنة مثالیة لك؟ (أم: ماذا عن كونك 
 * إعادة صیاغة واستقصاء، حسب االْقتِضاء
 
 . اختالف االختیار الحالي والمثال٤
 * اذا كانت المھنة المثالیة والحالیة مختلفة 
(المھنة المثالیة)  بمثابة   _____________(المھنة الحالیة) على   _____________أ. ھل سیكون اختیارك لمتابعة  
 لمثالیة؟التضحیة بالمھنة ا
ب. إذا كانت إجابتك ال: على الرغم أنك في مھنة مختلفة عن حلمك/ مھنتك المثالیة، والتي ال تبدو لك على أنھا تضحیة. 
 أخبرني، لماذا ال ترى أنھا تضحیة؟
 
 * إعادة صیاغة واستقصاء، حسب االْقتِضاء
 ج. إذا كانت إجابتك نعم:
 األشیاء التي منعتك من السعي وراء مھنتك المثالیة؟ ) لماذا شعرت أنھ وجب علیك التضحیة؟ ما١( 
* إعادة صیاغة اإلجابة ، بعدھا اسأل إذا كان ھناك أشیاء أخرى منعت. استمر في إعادة الصیاغة حتى یتم استخراج كل 
 العوائق/الموانع.
= ١حواجز ، حیث في مقیاس ال ٥الى  ١) بعد تلخیص كل العوائق/الموانع، اجعل المشارك یقیم كل منھا من ٢(
   = حاجز كبیر٥حاجز صغیر و 
* اسأل عن عوامل خارجیة تحدیدا إذا قدم المشارك عوامل داخلیة فقط ، وخصوصا بعد ان تُلََخْص كل العوائق الداخلیة 
 . إذا تم االنتھاء من ھذا، اجعل المشارك یقوم بتصنیف مستقل للحواجز الخارجیة أیضا.٥-١وتصنف على المقیاس 
 
 الختیار الحالي والمثالي متوافقة. ا٥
 * إذا كانت المھنة المثالیة والحالیة نفسھا:
لكن إن لم یكن لدیك مثل ھذه التضحیة/التنازل. ما   .الناس غالبا ما ینتھي بھم المطاف في مھن/مجاالت لیست خیارھم المثالي. أ
 الذي دعم أو عزز اختیارك الحالي؟ فعلھ؟ ھذا یعني، ماالذي كان ذا أھمیة خاصة بالنسبة لك في تمكینك من فعل ما ترید حقا 
* إعادة صیاغة اإلجابة، بعدھا اسأل إذا كان ھناك اي عوامل دعم/ممكنات أخرى. استمر في إعادة الصیاغة حتى یتم 
 استخراج كل عوامل الدعم.
= تأثیر إیجابي ١لدعم، حیث في مقیاس ا ٥الى  ١) بعد تلخیص كل عوامل الدعم، اجعل المشارك یقیم كل منھا من ١(
 = تأثیر إیجابي كبیر.٥قلیل و
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*اسأل عن عوامل خارجیة تحدیدا إذا قدم المشارك فقط الداخلیة منھا ، وخصوصا بعد ان تُلََخْص كل عوامل الدعم الداخلیة 
 الخارجیة أیضا. . إذا تم االنتھاء من ھذا، اجعل المشارك یقوم بتصنیف مستقل لعوامل الدعم٥-١وتصنف على المقیاس 
 
 ب. ھل كان ھناك أي عقبات على طول الطریق للمتابعة في مھنتك الحالیة؟
 ) إذا كان االمر كذلك، ما ھي؟ (إعادة صیاغة واستقصاء، كما ھو موضح أعاله).١( 
ح ) ما ھي االستراتیجیات التي استخدمتھا للتعامل مع ھذه العقبات؟  (إعادة صیاغة واستقصاء، كما ھو موض٢( 
 أعاله).
 
* مالحظة: إذا بدى أن المشارك قد أجاب سؤال الحق في سیاق إجابة مسبقة، التزم بالنص لكن اعترف بالتكرار. على سبیل 
 المثال، "أعلم أننا تحدثنا عن ھذا قبل لحظات قلیلة، لكن .... "
 * إغالق وشكر المشارك مرة أخرى
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Appendix C  
Recruiting Script 
(speech, email, online form or letter text) 
 
Dear entrepreneur,  
I have heard about your fantastic effort in developing your business idea into a real company. I 
really admire that you chose such a risky career path and did not go for a more stable one in 
well-established organizations.  I am sure that you have a rich experience that others can learn 
from, especially potential entrepreneurs. Thus, I hope you will kindly consider this invitation and 
share with me your valuable experience. 
I am a PhD candidate in human resource development at University of Illinois, United States. I 
have worked with some entrepreneurs and become interested in knowing more about the career 
development of such special group of leaders, especially those with a university degree. 
Currently, I am conducting my dissertation that aims towards understanding why some Saudi 
graduates chose to launch their own company and how they successfully achieved that. Your 
participation in this study will help me a lot in accomplishing such an aim. I will definitely learn 
from your experience in selecting an entrepreneurial career, reaching the establishment stage of 
your company, and running it for more than three years. 
If you agree to be in this study, please fill out the form in this link [link to be inserted]. Once you 
fill out the form, I will contact you in your convenient time to conduct an interview. The 
interview will contain a set of questions about your entrepreneurial career journey, which include 
the factors that have affected your choice of entrepreneurial career, factors that have supported or 
hindered in pursuing this career path, and finally strategies you have used to cope with choice 
barriers. It will take about 60 minutes to complete the interview.  
If you have any question, I can be reached at +1541-515-2071 or fahad1@illinois.edu. 
Thank you for your time! 
Fahad Albeshri 




أنا معجب حقا أنك اخترت مثل ھذا المسار ولتكون شركة حقیقیة.  تك التجاریةتطویر فكر فيرائع ال جھدكلقد سمعت عن 
. أنا واثق معروفة شركاتیمكن أن تكون في التي كثر استقرارا واألالعدید من الخیارات األخرى  تالوظیفي غیر المستقر وترك
الدعوة  بقبول التكرم منكم ، آمللذا. ریادي المستقبلمكن لآلخرین أن یتعلموا منھا، وخاصة من أن لدیك تجربة غنیة ی
 القیمة. تكمتجرب مشاركتيو
 
 لریادییناد عملت مع بعض وقأنا طالب دكتوراه في برنامج تنمیة الموارد البشریة بجامعة إلینوي بالوالیات المتحدة اإلمریكیة. 
عن التطویر الوظیفي لھذه المجموعة الخاصة من القادة، وخاصة أولئك الذین یحملون شھادة بمعرفة المزید  مھتما أصبحتو
أن  السعودیین الجامعات یختار بعض خریجي لماذاو كیفالتي تھدف إلى فھم  العلمیة أطروحتيعلى  عملجامعیة. حالیا، أنا أ
الدراسة سوف تساعدني كثیرا في تحقیق ھذا الھدف  تھم الخاصة. مشاركتكم فياإطالق شركیقوموا بلحسابھم الخاص و یعملوا
 .سنوات ألكثر من ثالث تك وتشغلیھاتأسیس شرك الى الوصولو ادیة ابتداءاتجربتك في اختیار مھنة ریمن  االستفادةمن خالل 
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. بعد ذلك، سیتم ]سیتم ادراج الرابط ھنا[إذا كنت موافقا أن تشارك في ھذه الدراسة، فأرجو تعبئة النموذج في ھذا الرابط 
التواصل معك إلجراء المقابلة في الوقت المناسب لك. المقابلة ستتألف من مجموعة من األسئلة عن رحلتك المھنیة الریادیة 
متضمنة العوامل التي قد أثرت في عملیة اختیارك لھذا المجال كمسار مھني، و العوامل التي قد دعمت أو حاولت اعاقتك من 
 لمسار المھني، وأخیرا االستراتیجیات التي قد استخدمتھا لتجاوز ھذه العقبات. المقابلة ستأخذ قرابة الساعة.المتابعة في ھذا ا
 










Appendix D  
Voluntary Consent Form 
Dear entrepreneur, 
 
Thank you very much for kindly agreeing to participate in this interview. The information that 
you provide will be kept strictly confidential, and will not be connected to your name or any 
other identifiable information. The interview will be audio recorded, only with your permission. 
Transcription of this interview will be made using pseudonyms that cannot be traced back to 
your name or identifying information.  
 
Data collected for this project will be stored on secure, password protected computer, accessible 
only to the researchers. The researchers will keep the information you provide confidential and it 
will be retained for at least 3 years after the completion of the study. 
 
Findings from this study may be used in publications and conference presentations aimed at 
understanding the supports and barriers that university graduates perceive when considering 
entrepreneurship as a career. Identity information will not be included in any dissemination of 
study results. 
 
Please note that your participation in this project is completely voluntary, and you are free to 
withdraw at any time and for any reason without penalty. You are also free to refuse to answer 
any questions you do not wish to answer. Refusal to participate will not result in any negative 
impact.  
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact Fahad Albeshri by email at 
fahad1@illinois.edu or David Huang, my responsible project investigator, by telephone at (+1) 
217-333-0807or email at wdhuang@illinois.edu. If you have any questions about your rights as a 
research participant, please contact the Office for the Protection of Research Subjects (OPRS) at 
University of Illinois, by telephone  at (+1) 217-333-2670 or email at irb@illinois.edu. 
 
Please tell me whether you agree with the above content. After you agree, we can go ahead and 




شكرا جزیال على موافقتك المشاركة في المقابلة. سیتم االحتفاظ بالمعلومات التي تقدمھا بسریة تامة، ولن یتم ربطھا باسمك أو 
بأي معلومات أخرى یمكن التعرف علیھا. سیتم تسجیل المقابلة صوتیا، بعد استئذانك طبعا. وبعدھا سیتم تفریغ المقابالت 
 مستعارة، والتي ال یمكن أن تنسب إلى اسمك أو معلومات الھویة.باستخدام أسماء 
 
سیتم تخزین البیانات التي تم جمعھا لھذا المشروع في مكان آمن ، في جھاز كمبیوتر محمي بكلمة مرور، ال یمكن الوصول إلیھ 
سنوات  3إال من قبل الباحثین فقط. ھؤالء الباحثون سیحتفظون بخصوصیة المعلومات التي تقدمھا ، وسیتم االحتفاظ بھا لمدة 
 راسة.على األقل بعد االنتھاء من الد
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نتائج ھذه الدراسة یمكن استخدامھا في المنشورات العلمیة والعروض التقدیمیة للمؤتمر التي تھدف إلى تعزیز فھم العوامل 
الداعمة والعوائق التي یواجھھا خریجي الجامعات الستمرارھم في ریادة األعمال كمھنة. ولن یتم تضمین معلومات الھویة في 
 أي نشر لنتائج الدراسة.
 
رجى مالحظة أن مشاركتكم في ھذا المشروع ھي طوعیة تماما، وأنت حر في االنسحاب في أي وقت وألي سبب من األسباب ی
دون عقوبة. ولك كامل الحریة أیضا في رفض اإلجابة عن أي سؤال ال ترغب في اإلجابة علیھ. ولن یؤدي رفض المشاركة إلى 
 أي أثر سلبي.
 
أو   fahad1@illinois.eduسارات، یرجى التواصل مع فھد البشري عن طریق البرید اإللكتروني إذا كان لدیك أي أسئلة أو استف
) أو البرید اإللكتروني ٠٠١٢١٧٣٣٣٢٦٧٠دكتور دیفید ھوانغ، مسؤول المشروع، عن طریق الھاتف على (
wdhuang@illinois.edu ال بمكتب حمایة حقوق االفراد . إذا كان لدیك أي أسئلة حول حقوقك كمشارك في البحث، یرجى االتص
 .irb@illinois.edu) أو البرید اإللكتروني في ٠٠١٢١٧٣٣٣٢٦٧٠البحثیة في جامعة إلینوي، عن طریق الھاتف على (
 
 المحتوى أعاله. بعد موافقتك، یمكننا المضي قدما وبدء المقابلة. ا علىأرجو إخباري فیما اذا كنت موافق
 
 شكرا لك
 
 
 
